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Advertising.

inch of space, In length of column, constitute

“square.'*

$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per

K alter ; three insertions, or
w
$1.00; ooulinuui,; t'/ery o lior day after first week, 50 cenu.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, UK); 50 cents per week alter.
L'n ler head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or lo.>a, $1.60.
‘\S.eecial Notice#,” $2.00 per squaro first week,
$1.15 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50$
nail a square, three
insertions, c;1.00; <mo week,

less*

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pkhs9” (which has a
large circulation in every i*art
•i the State) for §1.00 per square for first insertion,
-and 50 cants per squaro for each subsequent inserSpecIat. Notices at the usual rates.
GSy" Ail Communication# intended for the paper
•beuiu be directed io the X ditob or the Puls*,

and tho-»o of a business character to the “PubLTRIIEKS.’*
93T JOB PRINTING, of -every description, executed vviuii dispahdi; and all business porfaiiuD^j lo

tfie* pifiee or Paqier promptly tiamacLod
wbn as above.
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on

applic:i-
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Tuesday Morning-,

Oct. 3, 1865.

OBABBE, THE 'POET—ROBESPIERRE.
In
is

jlrs. Farrar’s cli#rming “Recollections,”
connection with the inhabitants
U her lather’s ccttages, the following

vejated,

of one

in

whimsical incident in

the life

of the poet

■Crabbe:
A widow

lady and her two daughters lived
there several years, and were very intimate

with our familyOne of the ladies was ento the poet, and was jilted
by him when
on the point of
being married and having the
wedding breakfast at our house.
The beginning of the e.liair is as remarkable
as rts
termination; so 1 will relate the whole.
MUsCharlotte P., the accomplished daughter
of a wealthy owner of mines in
Cornwall, interested herself in those
unhappy creatures
whose lives are spent underground, and finding among them a romantic case of love and
constancy, she sent the story fo Sir. Crabbe,
the popular pdet of the day,
considering It especially suited to his style of composition. He
was pleased with the narrative and
charmed
by the letter which accompanied it. A very
agreeable correspondence lodowed which lasted several months. Miss P. was
engaged to
be married, and her afii&nced was often at the
house, and always read Crabbe’s letters to her.
He thought them nothing less than love-letters, and advised her to drop the correspondence. bhe laughed at the idea, and believed
he had a wife living.; her loyer thought he was
a widower, and insisted
upon it that he wa
making love to Miss P. She won.d not agree
that, but was ready to drop the correspondence.
The very next letter from the aged
poet was a declaration of love, and a proposa.
to vi.it her!
Great was the rallying and joking which Miss P. had to endure. She was
provoked with herself and the poet, and wished she .had never seat him tne story of the
miner. She begged a friend who was
stayim,
with her, Miss Cnarlotte K., to write to Mr;
and
inform
him
of
her
Crabbe,
engagement.—
The friend did so in the most kind anil flatter-

gaged

ing way, and received

a

veiy remarkable

an-

swer.

Crabbe was so much pleased with the
friend’s letter, that he transferred his.proposals from the first Charlotte to the second; he
.u.r.

was sure they were kindred spirits, and as he
had not seen cither lady, it would make no
ditfereuce to him 1 This was too good a joke
to be kept a secret, and a large family
party
were greatly diverted by it.
After all sorts oi
fun had been made of it,Charlotte the second
was observed to look very
grave, and not to
join in the diversion of the parly. t She gavij
them a second fit of astonishment by accept
in g the poet's offer, and appoint.ng a meeting
■with him at the house of her aunt, in a neigh-

boring county. They mat, were mutually
pleased, and parted betrothed to each other.

On her return home we were soon iuformeu
of her engagement to Mr. Crabbe, but were
charged not to mention it before her mother.

“Why not?” was of course asked, and her reply was, “Because my mother is so oid-fashion-

■

ed that she would caii my dear bard my sweet
heart, and talk about c lurtship, and you know
I could not bear that; it would be insupportlL

able.”
With all this

she was sincerely attached to Mr. Crabbe, and kept up a brisk correspondence with him. At first she would
read parts of Iris letters to me, and talk 'incesShe was very
santly of him and his poems.
proud of her engagement to so celebrated a
some
months
had
elapsed, a time
poet, After
was fixed for tbs marriage, and then it was deferred by Mt. Crabbe tor some slight reason.—
My father wrote to the “dear bard,” and invited him to stay at his house when he should
come to be married to Miss C. K., but received
Charlotte looked unhappy, but
no answer.
still her preparations went on. I was asked to
make up the wedding favors, which were bows
of white satin ribbon, edged round with narrow silver fringe; the white gloves were boughi
which were to be given to the wedding-guests;
our cook had made the wedding-cake; wher.
we were startied by the news that the match
yvas broken oil1, and Charlotte was in fits.
It appeared aiterwara mat uamoe's grownup sons convinced him of the folly of his connonsense

duct; he had long repented of hi3 sudden engagement and had tried by his correspondence
■*o to displease the lady, as to make her break
It off. She was resolved to have the eclat a>
marrying a celebrated poet, and would take nc
hints to tire contrary. She was also in love
with her old hard, and never recovered from
her chagrin and sorrowShe died in a few
years, and her family always believed that her
life was shortened by this affair.”
The father of the author was brought into
intimate contact with Robespierre, and found
the proximity of that celebrated demagogue
somewhat more perilous than fascinating.
often heard my father describe
Robe pierre that X feel as if 1 had myself seen
that mean-looking, little man, with his ruffles,
and mis hair elaborately dressed- As it was
considered, in'thpge days, that to be well dressed was anti-republican, his elaborate toilet
was the more remarkable.
My lather narrowly escaped witldiis life, after an interview witli
this worst of tyrants, lie was deputed by the
Arnerichp Merchants of Duiikirs, wjio were
suffering under -an aot-of embargo,-tb-tuke up
a petitkn for its removal from vessels belong“I have

so

power a» tile United State
He was to read'the petttitra at the bar of the

ing to

so

friendly

a

it conted to the National Convention,
Such
tains views to change the government.
words from such a man were equivalent to a
sentence of death. My father knew it, and
opjoctionaole
perceived at once what was the
for a committee
part. The merchants asked
the
claims
ot Amto be appointed to examine
erican ship-owners, and Kobsspierre had abolished all commit ees but the one in whici? he
VV ith wonderful preswas the moving power.
took out hie pencil,
ence oi' mind my father
struck out that request and showed the paper
to Robespierre, who, on seeing the alteration,

said (hat might be lead the next day at the
bar of the National Convention. As my fathfriend who had accompanied
er left the hail, a
him there, said, “we are a head shorter for
this.” “Never mind,” was the reply, “we shall
While my father was
go in good company,”
reading the petition, Robespierre entered one
ot the galleries, and as soon as it was ended,
lie moved that it should be referred to the
Committee of Public Safety. This quashed it
at once, but the reader’s life was saved.”
THE NEGRO AND HIS LATE MASTER.

The city negro and the country negro are
as much unlike as two races,
tjo, too, the city
white man aud the county white man are much
different. The latter, however, is just wuat he
chooses to be. while the country negro is ju.t
what slavery and his late owners have mr.de
him. Tell me what you will derogatory of uc
country negro, and very likely I shall assent to
most of the language you use. He is very often,
and perhaps generally idle, ticious, improvident, negligent, and unfit to eare ibr himself.
In himself, he Is a hard, coarse, unlovely fact,
and no amount of idealizing can make him
otherwise, Yet for all that, he is worth more
than the average country white; and that is a
wholly false view of the situation which sees
only the negro, and, in the conclusion, practically ignores the white. The white makes himself, or at most is made by circumstances over
which lie can exerercise some control. The negro is made without his own agency in any degree ; J even doubt if he is, in many cases, morally responsible for his acts. With him there
is no theft wlien he takes small property from
the white; there is, of course, crime in the eye
of the law, but there is none m the design or
consciousness of the negro.. Has not every day
of his existence taught him that robbery is no
crime ? So, too, if this uncouth freedman, just
from the plantation, falls into a passion and
half kills somebody, you will utterly fail in your
effort to make him understand that he has
committed a grave crime. Has not his whole
tile been witness of just such right and lawful

outrage

on

wasn’t

a bit of
and added that the man was so far away that no one
couid tell whether he was white or
and
a

hatchet, but

brick,

agreeable gentleman, past middle age, and late
the owner of twenty-negroes. He was good
enough to interest me at some length “in re-

You
>pect to the character of the negro.
northern people are utterly mistaken- in- supposing anything can be done with’these negroes in a free condition. They can’t bo governed except With the whip. Now on my plantation there was’nt much whipping, say once

fortnight, but the negroes knew they would
whipped if they did’Dt behave themselves, and
the iear of the lash kept them in good order.”
He went on to explain what a good home his
stress on the fact
negroes always
that they had never to care for themselves, but
were always tenderly cared for both in health
and sickness, “ and yet these niggers all left
me the day alter the federate got into Charleston.” I asked where they now are, and ho replied that he hadn't seen anybody nut his old
cook since they ran away, but he believed they
were all at work except two who had died.
Yet I am told constantly that these ungrateful
wietche3, tlio negroes, cannot possibly live as
free people.
“I lost sixteen niggers,” said a Charleston
a

hail—laying

gentlemen

ej it,

st?fT
-n^

Co.,

established Agents for the RICE
EROTiiERS’
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, equal in every reepeet to any Collar
■which lias over been offered to the public.
It has the form and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” Iron, the improved method o»
manufacturing, as it does not absorb perspiration, or
soil as readily.
The trade can he supplied at all times, and in any

ARE

quantities.
Alflo, have

hand

on

good

as

an

assortment o(

Beady-3Iade Clothing,
Shirts
And

and

GENTS’

a

aid

TRUE &

C. O.

member of the lthett family.—
“I am
to hear that,”-aa}d he, “but I
surprised
suppose it’s because you sire from the north,
and the negro don’t dare to tell you ]|i» real

evening,

a

feelings.” Hiding with fin eg-ponfederate
Miyor, vifi stoppejLat a house for' water.' The

of the property^ fr hicli "Wis a very
handsome one, was ab cut, and it Wfcs in
charge of a dozen negroes; former slaves of
the proprietor. “Now here,” spld the late officer, ‘here is a place where the negroes always
had tho pleasantest sort ef a home—every
thing to eat and drink and wear, and a most
kind master and mistress.” Pornpey, aged
about twelve, came to bring U3 the water.—
“Pornpey,” said the Major, “Pqmpey, how do
you Uku your freedom F* He hung his head
and answered, “xhm know, maasa.” “O, well,
speak right out, don’t be alraid;tell unjust
now it is, now” said he again, ; Whereupon
Pornpey: “Likes to be a free man, sah, but
we’s ail workin’ on yer like we did afore.”—
“That’a right, Pornpey,” said L “keep on working; don’t be a lazy boy," “It won’t do,” said
.he Major; “he’ll grow up Idle, and impudent,
and worthless, like all the rest.” Mo sah,”
answered Pornpey. “I’se free n.gger now, and
t’se goiu’ to work.”’—]“Dixon,” in the Loston
owner

Copartiiei'sihip.
OAUBERT and JAMF.S
have
this day formed a copartnershipREADER
under the firm

T Si
•

name

of

OAUBERT &

KEAZER,

for the purpose of transacting a WHOLESALE
FLOUR BUSINESS, a ,the old a and ot Gaabert&
Chase, No. 57 Commercial St.
J. H. GAUBEET,
JAMES KEAZER.
Portland, Sept. ?2, 1865.
«ep23dew

Board.

_

DOOMS
AL

with

Board

August 15—d7w

can

be obtained at the
ALBION HOUSE.

J. E.

Wants,

CO.,

5S Middle St.

28 HAH orEE

given in
INSTRUCTION
Please send

ST.,

WEAR!

sep2Bdtf

Notice to Contractors.

AND

separately
The Committee

hereby reserve

any or all .“Bids” received
their judgment the interest

the right to reject
under this notice, if in
of the Society require it.
GEO. M. HARDING.

Per Order Building Committee.

sep27dl0d

H. DUPEE,
PHOTOGRAPHER!

be brand at No, 122 Middle Street,
where he is ready to wait upon any one wishfor
ing
pictures of themselves or friends, at reasona-,
ble prices, lor as good Work as te to be had at any
room in the city.
Copying done ef all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
1o Children s picEspecial attention
tures; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives pi Mr. Morrison’s at
my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
hail them there will find them
from which
here,
can be taken Without
at the lowest

CSfErcrr Garment Warranted

te

requested to call and give me a try,
bound to mike as good workascanbe found.
axe

I am
An assortment of

FRAMES, &c.,

will be

REMOVAL,

FROST,

NEW FALL GOODS!

ERS, FL0WER8, GLOVES^
DRESS TRIMMINGS.
-ALSO,A full Stock ol Straw and Pelt Goods, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market pripe to dealers only, by
>

WILLIAM H. HORTON ft 00.,
18 and 14 FranUta Street,
BOSTON.

Furniture!

Furniture!

The undesigned would respectfully
announce to (he citizens of Portland and
yrgSa’
J
■■■*
that

vicinity

they

AT ^ BARGAIN!

and Varieties

Descriptions

Preble

-also,A number of first-clas# TOP BUGGIES and JENand SU
warranted CONCORD

Ill

BURROUGHS

&

HUDSON,

j

No. 4 Free Street Block.

..a*

In such popular

use for iood, has bceiwcounterisited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation ot their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deoeptlon, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

Kingsford’s Oswego Corn Starch.

gardless of

^lxor*t

Sc

friends and the Trade genlately damaged
spacious store,
iacomplete repair, and are now *pre-

SCHOOL

FAiSTC Y

Beware of Counterfeits.

SCHOOL

BOOKS,

WHOLESALE

68

TUST

i CO.,

EXCHANGE STREET.

large assortment olThfbets and other

r-

Also

a

largo stock ot

Plain and Fancy

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

Broadcloths, Lius Goads,

Ko. 3 Lime

P^btlaxd.

Special attention paid

or

IN

DRIED APPLES; *e.

Streetn
to

Produce,

Mx.

conalgnnlfcht^ of all kinds
sep20dlyr

Agents Buckfleld Powder.
.*??
;

_

HEBSEY, FLETOHEB & CO., Agents.

* ISO Commercial gt.

Sept H, I80S.—d3w

Bank

of Cumberland.

declared,

and is

now

payable

upon the

sur-

Steamer tor Yarmouth.
'The steamer CLIPPER will leave
Yarmouth for for Portland TuesTav, Thursday and Saturday at 8
o’clock A. M.
Returning will loave Portland
Pier same day at 8£ o’clock P, M.
No freight r« reived at Pottland after 8 o’clock.
Pare each way, 3ft cents.
sepl3 Itf

A T ELI)EX (p
which

Goods I

WHITMAN'S,

bo foundMill Blankota, an

may
dizes and qualities; Lancaster,
AMONG
Bates Quilts: Toilet Quilts, all sizes,

Manchester and
at low prices;

Bleached and Brown Linen Datnasks; Tax el.,Crashes, Kuckabuck, Napkins, &c., at the New Store,
sep26dtf
JT«. D Free St.

Tobin

&

Flmaiiels,%c

or. jr.
No. 39 St. Lau

rence

(sfwuJoylifliT)”
PoktJ^kb. Me.

St.,

Y,

Aug29-dtf

To

Sportsmen.

fhOUBLEAND SINGLE GUNS,MKTAl.IlJ
RIFLES,
i/ REVOLVERS, Powder and .%*t,POUCRLS.
rises, FLASKC.
OARTRipOES-MI,
GAME BAGS, FISHING’TAf^LE, sad a general assortment of
SPOBTJNG GOODS, at
EXCHANGE ST.

Co.’s Express

-p«POM Boston and Portland to Saint Andrews,
Wood,took, Boulton, Presque Isle, and all parts
nf A run*.tank and upper New Brunswick.
Boston evofv MONDAY and THURSDAY
MORNING, at 7 oclock; leaves Portland same days
at 5 o’clock P. M.
an

leaves

82 ExOffice, B Congress Square, Boston, and
change Street, Portland.
B. F. TOBIN, t +procrietors
roPnetor11
Sept 5—dim
ASA DAVIS’ (
_

BAILEY,

MancTOEs:

B. M. BAILEY, ot R. M. Bailey & Co*. Boston.
J. C. B U R RAGE, of J. C. Bur rage & Co.,
«
JOHN STETSON, of Stetson & M.not.
GEO W. CHXPAAN.ot'Gor.W. Clubman & Co.
GEO. C. BOSSON, ofR. U. Bailey & Co.,
:

muting I

French Fluting!

siieppabd’3c^LPr^?^rl9~Mr9-s,’eiow

jjeft*

street,

M

hibited

by

the

“AMERICAN BABRELMACbEiNE

COMPANY,*’ at the Fair of the

Mass. Charitable Mechanic Association,
At Fanxuil Hall, Boston, at Section No. Seven.

By this machinery Staves arc made by one operation, through the Compressing Shaper, and only one

operation with the Combination Jointer and
Finisher, ready to twelve their hoops and heads.'
The patents and patented combinations which produce the e results are the guaranteed adid exclusive
property oi the “American Barrel Machine Comani it is not possible by invention o accomplish them without Infringing upon its Letters Patent.
State Rights are offered for sale oh ihvorable terms
by the Company.
Far further Juiormation, address
JoHN H. PIERCE, Treasurer,
161 Devonshire Street, Boston, or
THOS. RICHARDSON, General Agent,
68 Broadway, New York; B. O. Box 6232.
Sept 28—eodkw

tate,by

-Sept. 26—dim

IRON.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

AS stud SO Middle St.

DR. P.

Best

SURGEON,

Offioe 3531-2 Ooneress Street,
Residence—32 Danforth St.

MERCHANDISE
Bought or Sold to the

WADSWORTH, Jr.,

PHYSICIAN &

WISHING

sept lSdlm

Valuable Real Estate In Scarboro’,

Advantage,

For Sale.
01 Salt Marsh,

Should apply to the

200
Also the Homestead

Commission House
—OP—

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,
No. 63 Commercial St.
SeptS—dtf

in

lots to suit pur-

Inpas
P®«-81.85,

I

RESSER’S

"

Ejcehan{re Sl'
POCTLAJri)

Ventilator,

A.

N.

MOVES

|

T.

p
ftj.

an

WHITMAN’S
6 Free St. Block.

Cheap.

GOOD Fruit and Confectionery Stand. This la
a rare chance for any ore with a small canital
i
A. B. HILL AN
Addiesa,
Sept US—dlw*
Portland P. O.

A

Dividend.
of six per cent, will bo paid at
“The National Traders Bonk,” on and after
Oetober
2.
Stockholders will bo required
Msnday
to surrender the OertUcatos of (be late M nuraeturers and Traders Bank, In exchange tor the new NaE. GOULD,
tional.

AD7VIDFND

Cashier,

Kindling
at

1

Wood.

Sept 13—<Ow»

A snbatltnte tor

CALVIN CLWARLb Sc

CO.

The Best Oil in the Market!

OF

Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.

o*

Ml I IK

jIY

Aug. IT—d4w

HOWE.

*

Commercial St.

154 Sc 166

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sndlrary St., Boston, Maes

juneltl___
TRUNKS, VALISES
AND

—

'TTHE copartnership heretofore
X bra of

Daly dfc

—

Traveling
&

DURAN

existing under the

Dearborn)

this day dissolved by mutual consent. The account* of the late ura win be e lieu by C. F. DAI Y,
who Is tally authorised so ad) at all debts uue to or
trom said firm.

was

Bags

!

C. F.

| Manulactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

BRACKETT,

No. 165 Middle Street.

DALY,

Q. H. DEARBORN.

Po.tland, Aug. 18.1888.
Tha undersigned having purchased the stock ol
Dearborn, win continue the wholesale
FRUIT AND GROCUnr UU9U(£Si,

Dalv &

AH orders in the city or Irom the country promptly
fllWd.
y
_scpt2S’64dtl_

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
and
Tailor
Draper,
00 EXCHANGE STREET,
Manuiactares to order and In the beet manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

sej.tSdti’OI

as

heretofore at the

Portlands Maine.

old stand, 129 Commercial Street,
..

C. F.

September 4—d9w

DALV,

Doors, Sasli and Blinds.
FOB DOORS, SASH, BLINDS, and for

all kinds of
ORI'ERS

SINGE R’S

SHORT IjUMBER!

SEWING MACHINES!

PROMPTLY FILLED AT THE LOWEST
KATES.

WOODMAN,

TRUE k CO

Ne, S Central Wharf.

___

PaHuru*,

CUT FROM MEASUBE,
By CHA#LK»CI « Is A CO.

May 3—dtf_Morton Block.

AND

GENTLEMEX

STYLE

AT HARRIS’,
Opposin' the Vo

iepl»U»

lOOO BARB! LS OF ROSIN,
OF PITCH.
Soo BARRELS
1 TON VIHOlNi A TOBACCO,
FLOUR—Diflereut
HAURF1-S
Grade*,
300
Buckwheat Flour, Be aim, Ac.
Sept 9—dlw

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION 1

lt

Office.

EMEBT,

returned to town, la prepared to
leMonn on the

HAVING
PIANO-FORTE,
sume

Either at the reaklrace of pupil*

Room No. 5.

Congress

On and after done !, tl-e iar« b<on Portland and Banfluo wil I
e
^3. m; Rockland |3.00: .-cl er lannugs on tbe liver roJurcd In pio’portuu, per s’earner Regulator
A. SOMERBY, Axwnt.
Portland. May 31, 1S6I—dtl
w

at

St, P' rtlsnd.

TllR. GARDINER will

Noliool
commence hi,

■

FaU;TcTO

Terms, Twenty-four Lew1*,
Lniticr.

Fare Hertnced to the t*en jbseot Hiver

or

re-

*ept4eo-I6w

Niuging1

CAN GET THE

OO.,

No. 03 Commercial St.,

No. 11 Clapp's Block,

IN WANT OF ANEW HAT

FALL

XJ

At thi CommfUUm Uoutt oj
As
BIO E
T.
S.

STEPHEN A.

—

Roofing:

fob flat hoofs.
E. HE&SET, Agent,
Ko 10 Union Street.

jan26dti

SALE!

FOR

merlSlf

Gravel

dlw

Sapt. 2S, ISM.

Middle Street.
Nee. 54 and 50
Needles and Trimmings always on band.

Shirt

J»

CHARLES P. LARRABKE,

Agents*,

*W

sale
the Grocery Store*.
FORCharcoal.
TRY IT.

let, and ’onlng done by exrertepoed

EXCELSIOR BU NNGCIL

_

KI MBALL,

PORTLAND, ME.

invoice of Figured

SLDS.V
Sept 30—dtf

<6 Sons, of New York.
sold by us are warranted to give

t—«lAwtt

nsed In

seplleo^ltv

day opening,
Thibet*.
PLAID POPLINS, and GALA PLAIDS, at
THIS
Si

Ism

l'Nirtes,

with all the modern Improvement#, which they can
om LOW a* con be purel.o^ed ehewl ere, ol the
name quality.
We -ave iua e arrar.goai#u s, also, <o
keep an a>8ortn:6iit ol New York ana Boston Plano
i*'oa ten, aniong which are

sell

For sale by
CARRIAGES AND S LEIGHS, rbe

B. TOLFORD.

Figured, Thibetst

FORTEH.

(Lkeeo constantly ou hand

MslxU

TOLFORD,

Portland, Sept. 8,18o5.

m

The ipderalgned bags leave to an*Vnonrce t a Mayor# oiauuiaotuxiuif aLd
*

Pianos to be

street Block.

J.

III it* F-

A

ti

PIANO

Tuners.

AGENTS for thjsstate.

P.

V tt

satisfaction.

A SON,

COMPOSITION,

G.

Good Baboaik ia Warbakted.

A3 instruments

33 Exchange Street,

cT

co.

Y.,

N

We worth 1 oaU the attenUon of the public to the supenor quality nf these instruments. They are eg sal
to Stem ways', * Chlckeringa', or those ot
any othei
noted manufacturer In tills
country or !■ urupci
The Company being imposed of twent, ol the hast
workman Ilia: could ba toun In the brat class mannhwtories.ln Naw Vork, priucipajy inSia.nwty’. QUU
uiocLcr.', o er .• part c4 t. eir in^U umen s U done in
the best manner, and this enable, the
company to tu.nlsli Pianjs wliicii, rt eqnaLen, can not be surpassed
tor quality and power ol tone, easiness of action a^d
beauty.
J ud^es of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Mid le Si., Portland, Maine, any time (lining the .lay oc o veuhi■», where two Pianos are lor s- c.
and jud„e for ihom<>ei\ ee.

Steinway

Smoky C limneys.

NOTICE.

Fop Sale

Sept. 27-41W

A Sura Cure foi

man-

porte

Street,

l*ir»«»o

W A.H SANTED

—

f

8#4 Hudson

aJLv

Peril jad. Maine.
Work executed In every part ol the State.
Juneldt'

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER PROOF FuLT

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing between the subscribers under the name and style
of J. G TOLFORD & CO., is hereby mutually dissolved. Either of the partners is duly authorised
to use the firm namo in liquidation.
The notes nd ace Minis oi the lato firm may be
tound at the Store of J. M. DYER & CO., No. 6 Free

JI Buff*oir^
8i,t

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

The Arehvmedian

piano

vumh

H

Farm, containing bout 126
acres very superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA. CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodGtJtwtf

THE

Con-

j], j». DEANE,
Counsellor and Attorney,
No. HT Middle St,

HEAVY

m.\y For,TEMM,\o (mu.

Agent* for New York Plano Forte Co.. 394 Had;
Street, N. Y.
(ebiBdt

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.
gy Orders ttom the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augddtl

Contracts and Legal Instruments.
TkARTTCtTLAR attention given
writing
X tract*. Wills, D Oda, and all kinds ot LEGAL
INST it DSTENTS, and examining titles of Rea! Es-

OF

PUMPS, LEAD PirE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

other

pany,"

WORKERS

And

Parties

The attention of Coopers. Stare Dealers, and Shippers, Is called to the machinery In full operation, 'ex-

to

Fi ench

i

0yoking;, Office and Parlor Stores,

DEE BING, MILLION * 00,

Sept 16—dAwtf

AMERICAN1
President.

FURNACES, RANGES,

Immediately.

43.

BARREL MACHINE CO.
ROBERT M.

■

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers 1
Wanted

SON,

PORTLAND

Hundred

One

&

No. 33 Exchange Street,

■

LIT

G. L. BA I! ,-V.

THE

Street

NOYES

J one 16—dtf

A

PREBEE STREET, (Meat Preble Rouse.)

of Portland,

HENRY P. LORD, Treanrer.
March 13—dtf

rr\HIS Institution offers to young men and ladies
X the best faculties for obtaining a thorough Bunities Education.
j4
Scholarships for tutt course, comprising both theory and practice, good In thlrty-SixCollegos, c jnstltu t
lug the ‘International Chain,” tbno unlimited.
.,. Fur.footer Information please call at the College, or
’~send£d&)Uege Monthly and Specimens of Penmansblp.'aD^Tasing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Portland, Ms.
Aug 26—d&w3m

f

H. Y.

annually.

If.

HmRBhotkd from his old stand hi Union Street
to No. 2a*) .Fobs St., wliere he la
prepared to Llf all
orders for Carpenters* and orher Tools. 01 the
very best quality, ai short notice and on reasonable

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Aog 14—d#w

CITY

A.

,

Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers
and Calkers’ Tools, &c.,

MAINE

WooDocmr s. Bara,
John A. S. Dana.

June UU

I
TB&A8UBKB’g OFPICE,
March 11, 18«5. t
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this office, in sums to salt, not lees
than ?500, on one, turn, three, .four, ana ten year»’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

BUSINESS COLLEGE

(V

PORTLAND.

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

City

Manufacturer of and

Luther Dae a

Port land

of

Oiry

Salt.

d

a u

MANUFACTURER

Ac.

PORTLAND

Clapp’s Block, Congress

Fish

Sept 27, 1865—d&wGm

Aug. 26—dtf

No. 8

_tylldti M
JJA.N A.
CO.,

Druggisu,

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Poitland.

>-

Aug 23—d8wts

render of their Certificates of Stock in exchange for
Certificates in “The Cumberland National Bank of
Portland.”
SAM’L SMALL, Cornier.
Portland, Sept, 13,18C5.
sepl4d4w

Housekeeping

Cassimcres,

To all of which I would respeettollvlntdt* the aftentlon of
purchasptc, as they will he sota^'CHEAP lor

43

Stockholder? oi the Bank or Cumberland are
hereby notified that a dividend of five per cent,

rrE
has been

•

;vr

TlfTE have on hand and are
receiving trom Buck*
f ▼
field, POWDER oi all descriptions, which we
can sell to the trade on
very favor tble Urms.

....

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, Ac.,

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
equal to any hi our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

RECEIVED!

Commission Merchants,
JLND
HALERS

Sold by all

stock

LORING,

Fall and Winter Dress Goods.

PRODUCE
I»

RETAIL.

Aug 23—d2m

A

WHOLESALB

HEAD
Beltings, Belt

AND

SHORT &

GOODS,

Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’

BOOKS,

ANO BEAUTY.

appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imjtarted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

Stock

~

Jnlyl—eodGm

J. EDWAHD GOVE

BOOKS,

Chamber., Nam. 1 and 2 Free Street Bloch,
(Orer H. J. Libby <ft Oo.’*>
J.T. LEWIS, (
l,,
1 LAN I>. VI l-..
roll
J.F. LEWIS,)

will

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

SCHOOL
SCHOOL BOOKS,
A

Complete

«Joseph. Bi aclford

nuw

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children

fntorm their
that their

I. I

From 41 Union to 200 Fo~e St,
Opposite Manufacturers’ and Traz»us' Bank.

received the Aaeney tor LhePianos
HAVING
ufactured by the

Co.,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

and lengthen the hair.

-OF-

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Astf fop I*'t ftfnn
To],-p fto other*
Sold by druggigta generally.

LIFE, GROWTH

T. Lewis &

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

MERRILL & SMALL

New and

J.

ap22dtl

Made

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

WOULD
erally

kinds, of JO BBING pr aptly attended to. Constanton hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprddtl

Arbroath.

Boston,

It IS M O V A

jy°3T«. 200 Fore Street.

A-A1“*Vorta.

ALL BIGHT AGAIN!

Street,

PORTLAND,

or

Bath, April 20, 1*03.

Manuf'aeturwa !

terms.

Cocks.

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buddings, Shop*.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. Ail

iT&vy Fine,

300 do
Delivered in Portland

expense.

P la led

ly

BY-

ing invigorate, strengthen
They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

Loring,

56 and 58 Exchange

Canvas,

do All Long flax “Goveminent contract,”
300 do Extra All Long tlax

Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who lias bad long experience
in manufivturing custom work in this
city, has
charge of the m am foe taring department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12— dtf

Aug. 1—d3m

|BowU, Bras* & Silver

EVERY

300

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

Oswego Corn Starch!

Hwl Kxqniaile, Rclirnfo mu) Frn.
*rnm Ptifant, Diatilltd from Ihr
Rare and Rmniifal
Flewer fioui
whirl. It Inhra its nnmr.
Manufactured only by PIUIOV Sb SON.

Boots

Class

ME.

Warn. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

BATH, ME.
OAA BOLTS Superior Bleached

Witli Fair ©tltoli.

KINGSFORD’S

aiTox’s

First

A.1I

PORTLAND.

JAMES T. FATTEN A CO.,

work,

Portland.

And other Norway an 1 Swedes Iron.
147 Milk Street, Boston; and at John Street, New
lurk.
apamkm

Of

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Potatoes l

-FOE BALE

Offlc*,

IB.^B.GTP.OF

Law,

at

B E R!

MAKER

wishing

MX.

and Collection

And Importers of

WILLIAM A. EEAKCE,

P L U M

5—d3in

Scotch

St.,

Law

No. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. IS—dtl

(Mo88ey’» Block,)

August 4.—dtf

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
8took to be found In the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Sopfc 8—dSm

*

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Federal

custom:

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION !

enquire of

& Rubbers,

POBTLAXD,

your patronage.

NEuT PEKFtfME
pb

loes

Jo.

S^“ Every endeavor will be made to establish and
retain this as a First Class House. We invito

Carriage

**

THOSE

maj2Sa6m

Slrccf.

.e

MERRILL,

Atiorncy

*

Me.

WM. JESSOP & Si

PORI LAND, MAINE.
BBnstaess with the Department* at Washington attended to.
jnnetfdA win,

to Contract tor Potatoes for
Shipping or other purposes, can be supplied at shoit
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S
DYER, Cone Elizabeth, R. O. CONANT& CO. No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL' IDTHROP No
176 Fore Street.

_

Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a first-class
Manufacturing
&

or of
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

jones~

Oo., Portland,

Leave Your Demands lor Collection
At B. D. Verrill’s

Steel

Office No. 117 Middle Street,

FLOUR!

Potatoes,

B.

Counsellor and

SHOOKS.

August

Tern-

CilAS.

A

Hare also the well known

h.

Boots,

Lowest Possible Cash Prices!

mcU 17 diwtr

LARGE assortment ot all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and ibr .ale
by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prioes.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
X. U.i HHLIS,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N.B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and

Owver & Balter Sewing Machines,

b.

-•

WAGONS.
For particulars

Selected with care.

Which they offer at the

SALE

Business.

FLOUR I

Road A

OFFICE, CODJIAN BLOCK,

_Merchandise.

AH imparted goods from the best
Manu&eturers, and
puichsscd la the New York Market.
No pams wUl be spared in Manufacturing Garments withdue regard to ityle and under the care of
experienced workmen.
He will keep a full stock of

dtf

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG'NEER

load lumber at same phtce for Galvesand Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN ft CHASE.
No. 4 Central wW

Aug. 29—dtl

Suits,

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.

JOlIX F. ANDERSON.

Fancy Doeskins,

Furniture!

Opposite POST OFFICE.

20

—...

Law,

Septozubor S, 1S65.

Also,

To

and Counsellor at

on

Va.
r*“ Consignments solicited.
Refer* by pemlsslon, u Messrs Hfin
Lowell A
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John bennis & Co.

Clark,

UMERIC2, MAINE.
WILL PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST STATE
AND UNITED STATES.

ton, Philadelphia

And will cheerfully give any information desired.—
Call and get a circular.
septlSdtf

INVOICES

Attorney

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Over and Undercoatings,
Black Cloths anal Doeskins,
Goods for Matched Business

BOND'S

Wanted.

—of—

p«ie,

BCBBAXI^

H. H.

SIX

NEW STOCK
v:

&

Forwarding

Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

ME.

^OBTLAND,

and

merchant.

W*u

GENERAL

Commission

RESIDENCE, 52 BRACKET 8T«,

OR EIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKERS. Apply
y
A. P. MORSE & CO..
t0,,_
■QPUdUn*
Boston, kiass.

WH«Sdnew.,H^,^at0,ee h,s

are

Constantly Receiving

PORTL V?n)'

•epOdlin

Wanted.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

HARRIS’

Carranfre Manufactory No.

KECESTLY OCCUPIED BY

of

HENRY P. WOKCiiJS'A Eli,

LAW,

Te achero f M

141 and 143 Middle Street.
Ang. 9, 1865.—dtf

MlddlelSt.,

AT

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress
St,
POMtl.ANP, ME.
S*pt2P—eodtl

MISS F. E. PUINDLK,

Immediately,

LEWIS, ROLLINS

%

Gentlemens' Furnishing Goods!

as£3at?)

Patents,

_Aug25-d0

augSeodti

-AT—

Cussluseveaud Vestings,

STYLES!

FOR

STOBE

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATH-

Septt—dim

Wanted

FEUUHT WA.YGKR & Z UNDER,

Black English Crapes,

Bolloltog

•

Removed from 62 to 81

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

CUFF0RD7

a

Y. Z., Press Ohice,

GOODS !

HAS RECENTLY

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

All

Just received at

sept25—lw

family without children, small genteel tenj emenLnear the central pari oi the
1>Y
city.
Address X.

S. GARDINER

L

BIBBOISTSt

LARGE

FALL

N.

H.
COUNSELLOR

No. 10S Mt.Mt* Attn lit.

Coat, Pant, and Vest Makers

Colored Corded Edge

MACHINES for
PORTLAND.

WILLIAM

Wanted.

Comprising a hill Stock of
Black and

^P^SEWINQ

willing

a

NEW

for

mb

Dr. EredA. Pance,

CLOAKS,

Sopt 7—dtf

enced, but
the main object being to gain a
knowledge of the busi™s»w»ges sufficient to pay board 1* all that 1* expected. Good refoienoes as to character mid ability
““
G. B., No. 31 Grove St.
Address,

REMOVAL!

P"Rti.and

Fcmigling Goods!

SB urfr# SO VWrite

man. a situation for cix months in a
or grocery store.
Is Inexperito work for a small compensation,

new store

-*

'dti

m

Agent,

Portland, Sept. 29,1SG6.—dlw*

;

fJlUbOO AND MASTIC
W0AKFE8,
°Hk 3,r-’i|*
hw*-'>.
.rd Free Sts..

or

CLOTHING AND

BYretailyoung
dry goods

Merchant Tailor,

NEW HATS!!

Second Invoice of

a

ROSS & FEER Y,
p l- A ^ T E K
K li 8

Manufacturers ot and Dealers In

ply soon;
stamp for answer. Addre=uj
WM. I. RICE, General Agent, Portland, Me.
P. O. Box 1737.
aep28d&w3w*

St.

KT Residence No. 4 Locum Street.
Aug 29—(12iu

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And G nta’

small,

ri-A>R ARIJ OJ.R AM KRTAL

illiken &• Co.,

Jobb£B3

Encyclopedia of Animated Nature,’* One
Yelumo, With 1350 Engravings; and several other
vaiuabio Works, and a tine Cabinet Size Photograph
of Lincoln, in every town in
Cumberland, York,
Androscoggin, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and Waldo
Counties. Preference given to wounded soldiers.
Apsend
so

MONUMENTS, TABLETS
OAiAVE STONES to.be
found m tlie city.
Sept is—d3w*

found

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures ,3,00 a Dozen, as good as
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—d&w3m

Preble

M

Succeuora to G. L. Storer f Co.,

Wanted l

Wanted.

recopyiHfc

copies

Agents
m

Fit.. Jfit

94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11, IMS.

I>eeiin*j,

n.

OFFICE NO. 193 1-2 OONQBES8 8T.

GOODS,

Xo.U Free Street Block.
ileoddw

Portland, Sopt. 11,

private

a

sep29d3w»

canvass for “The History of the Great RehellTO“The
Twj Volumes, elegantly Illustrated. Alton,

Works!

3

ehlidren, in

SALE

FURNISHING GOODS,

2fo.

and two

a

P,

fT g. sm7ihTc~

LATEST sty LE.

MAT

paid

lady
B'tomUy*'*
Address
O. Box 1593

same.

h.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

stock of

.T. Ci. TOLFOHD «fc Co.,

In Great Variety*
Sept. 1&—d6w

THE

IN

dr.

formerly occupied by ns we
would cordially re^ommaud tlicm to tlie tatronaucof
oar easterners and the
public.

A

For Gentlemen’s Garments,

Marble

oar

Business Cards.

Co.,

And taken the store

ocuutr.

And would bo pleased to receive orders for the

VESTS AND

a

Edifice, designed »or the use of the Congress Street
Methodist Episcopal Society, to be located ou the corner of
Congress and St. Lawrence Sts., City o 1 Portland,” will be received by the undersigned until 12 M,
Tuesday. Oet. 10,1865.
Plans, Specifications, &c., mav be examined at the
office of the Architect, Geo. M. Harding.
Bids ffir Carpentry and Masonry may bo tendered

THE

Wanted.

BUSINESS

&

er

DRY AND FANCY

Wanted.

an

©took

FOR

DJ

•

Having purchased

^tSdlw_

FAIL AND WINTER GOODS,
GENTS’

*1

J- E. FICKETT,
88 MaBKET 8QCABE.

-OP-

ALSO

SUITS,
PANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

Immediately!

a new

SUITABLE person to take charge of a Factory
Boarding House in Saccarapna. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company,

ELEGANT

SACKS,

PROPOSALS, endorsed “Proposals for
the eracdon and completion of
SEALED
wooden Church

as

FINISH,

exhibit

now

Business Cards.

Agent* to eatmou the Western part of this
A FEW
State with
thing.

Middle Street,

Quality!

FALL AND WINTEft
OVERCOATS,
FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,

F. B.

Meeting House!

The public

87

Lost and Found.

Wanted

Merchant Tailors,
Cun

—FOR—

DRAWING, FRENCH,

for Circular.

I.

Sz

SHADE

S'FilNTOId?A.3D.

New

FERNALD & SON,

At abort notice, in the BEST manner. ]

FILES,

,i.

less than eleven in this condition, and
mention has been made to me here in Orange-

last

Cloths of the Best

Portland A-cademy!

no

burg of at least a score. The first curious
circumstance is, that none of them are allowed to return; and the second la that I can’t
find any of those desirous of returning. I
presume I have asked over a hundred negroes
Here and in Charleston if thfey wanted
to
go hack and live with their old piasters as
slaves, op if they knew any negro that did
desire to return to that condition, and I have
yet to find the first one who hesitates an instant in answering “No.” I spoke of the
ainiculty I have in finding a single negro who
loved slavery better lhan he does freedom to
an ir.teUigenL gentleman whom I niet here

I

DEgIRABLE

GOODS,

will be sold to the Trade at
prices.

WOODMAN,

54
Sept 15—<I6w

Draivers,

FURNISHING

As can bo found, which
the very lowest jobbing

went into the army, one of the women hud
gone north as a cook, another is chambermaid on a steamer, and he found three of the
men at work on oue wbsrf the other day.—
But, sajd I, laughing, I thou Bit the tree ne ,ro
wouldn’t work. “O, well, this Is only a temporary state of affairs, and they’ll all bo idle hemic winter, and X don’t look for nothing else
when cold weather (james but to have them
all asking me to take them back, but I shan’t
do it, I wouUTnt give ten cents apiece for
them.”
I scarcely talk with any white man about
the negroes, who fails Vo tell me how anxious
many of them are to return to their old
homes. In this ride from Charleston I heard

w^h^o?rtol-perfonn
S?,?1

exehange;tym8aird^?:

&

gentleman, “but I don’t mind If, fur they were
always a nuisance, and you’ll find them so in
ie3S than a year.” I asked, as usual, what they
are now doing.
Two or three of the men

of

GOODS

The Be3t Stock ever brought into this Market l

(ho

day.”
Coming up in

WM.

mm’y,canaed

Woodman, True

some

the cars from Chareston I had
for seat-male part of the way one of the delegates to the convention which meets at Columbia to-morrow. He was a very courteous and

NEW

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

black,

that he didn’t throw the brick till after he called oat and told the man to go away. 1 followed Che negro out after he had received his
lecture from the officer, and had some talk
with him. “ D—n him,” said he, referring to
uis employer, “ he never done nufin alJ his
d—n lile but beat me and kick me and knock
mo down; an’ I hopes I get eben with him

Miscellaneous.

-FOB TUB-

humanity.

yesieruay morning, m me ouiee ui me
captain in clnp-ge of the contract business, for
an hour. Thera came in finally, with a score
of others, a planter living in this district, but
some sixteen miles from town. He had a woeful tale of an assault upon himself by one of
his “niggers”—“ a boy who I broughten up,
and who’s alters had a good home down ter my
place.” While the boy was coming in from the
street, the man turned to me and explained, it
never don’t do no good to show favor to a nigger, for tbey’s the most ungratefuliest'creeturs
in the world.” rJ he dreadlUl assault consisted
in throwing a hatchet at the white man by
one of a crowd of negroes who were
having
some dispute among theimelves, and suddenly
discovered, in the early evening, somebody
sneaking along by the fence. The boy said it

Miscellaneous.

A. G E N C Y

sat,

National Convention; a body of men who
were supposed to represent the will of the people, but were, at that time, entirely subservient to the tTJ of one man, and that man
was Robespierre.
He allowed the Rouse tc
appoint omy oaft Com nitsee, called Jthe comof
mittee
KubUc Safety; to that ah impoftani
_®a e! w<ire referred, and there Robespierre
ruled every decision. Over the door of the
eommittee-room was written,
‘-Engrossed by
ihe affairs of the nation, we have no time to
consider private claims.'’ My lather was told
that he must read his petition to Robespierre,
before he attempted to read it in the Nationa.
Convention; so he sought an Interview with
that dangerous man at his own residence. He
was shown through a suite of
shabby rodms.
where the family were employed in household
a
work, to
long, unfurnished ball, where he
found half a doaau geutiemeu waning to see- Advertiser,
the despot. There was not a seat In the room,
until a door opened and Robespierre entered’
in his dressing-gown, followed by his hairdresCopartnership Notice.
ser, who carried a chair in his hand tor his
H. SARGENT, WM. P. FREEMAN, and
ma ter to sit on
vyhilp lie was powdered, When
ROBERT A, cleaves bare ihl* day formed
powder was generally worn, it was the custom a cojiartncrshlp
under tho dim name of
to put it en, in some small room or
closet deCleaves,
voted to the
phipose, and to powder in the Hargent, Freeman «sfc
For the purpose of carrying on the FURNITURE
presence oi another wa3 considered an Insult
St.
?jienc 8hould corae into his audi BUSINESS, at 146 and 150 Exchange
WM. H. SARGENT,
that Part of his toil
WM. PwFRKLMAN,
??
B. A. CLEAVES.
er to he Fr
arrn?anC(> and rudeness nevPortland, Sept. If, 1603.
sep28u3w

powder all around him, aufl 0rc
coats, in waiving were nous the
better for h
Wiien the hair-tlresser retimi
011
the chair with him, and
to a mirror and adjusted evew ^ weid uf
his face. He then
gown for a coat which his valet
^
assisted him to put it on. That
knot
of
the
ed to
who were
ing at one eml of the room, and said l,e
hear
what
to
had
to
they
ready
say.
Who spoke before my father did were verv
summarily disposed oi with negative aaswere
Then he produced his petition, and asked
Robespierre to read it. He did so, and returnsaying, “That petition, cannot be presen-
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A MAKE’S WEST WITH NO EGGS IN IT
emblazoned its leaof
The

yesterday
Argus
in this style:

der
St rait are

__

rtAsfJJff,'

stow^s^sasar-w®
8350,000.

to

the invesIt goes on to tell of glaring fraud,
tigation of which was summarily suppressed

last

winter,

and says :

In possession of the
Now however,
to submit them to the
facts, and we hasten
people of Maine, whose servants have outraged and defrauded them, or have permitted
others to do it. The case is substantially as
follows: Some seven hundred men, chiefly negroes, were enlisted in the rebellious States,
upon the quota of Maine. These men so enlisted, should have been counted upon the quowe are

ta of the State, reducing it by so many, and
should have been credited to the severel districts.—This was not done. On the contrary,
these very men were sold by somnbody to different towns in the Stale, at some Use hundred
dollars apiece, and the money pocketed by the
person br persons perpetrating the fraud and
the aiders and abettors thereof.
Then follows, some exclamations about de-

frauding the State to the tune of three hundred aad fifty thousand dollars, throwing the
Peck defalcation completely in- the shade, and
jnuch more of the Same kind, winding up with
the ominous suggestion that, for. the guilty
“there can be no escape. Retribution will
come.”
The retribution comes in this case, howevWhen
er, sooner than that paper imagined.
a man sits down deliberately to tell a whopper
he should ba at least tolerably well posted to
What are the facts? Simhistorical

ply

facts..

as

Philips.

to

stem

follows.

Not a single man, negro or white, was enlisted to the rebellious States, on the quota of
Maine. Governor Cony, unlike Gov. Andrew,
declined to go into any such arrangement.
He said he would and he did, give certificates
to town agents who wished to go South to re-

the northward-

ready landlord, Blanchard,
proposed to join us in the trip.
our

Develapement*

me among
my last, left
Mt. Abraham,

and solemn
in our State, had
one of the highest summits
and
created in me a
attracted our attention,
there was beyond the
desire, to know what
toward the Canada line; a
huge, hazy giant,
longing with which my companion E. seemed
equally imbued. We had run away from the
cares of business, were bound to no where in
particular—and what should binder us in making the ascent ? The subject was broached ot

looming

com'

the

waa

the fertile farms of

---

l«

MOUN-

Indian Rocx, Sept. 23,1965.

My first, which

8, 1865.

Prm ” ,lrrefr
Tht doily •'*«“ °t
all tht other da diet
Vf</ emulation of

WOODS AND
TAINS OP MAINE.

To tki Editor of the Prete

•

—

—

Oct.
Tuesday Morning,

BXMOTB liAKJ1B,

who at

once

Behold us (m a sultry, humid morning, with
the clouds staggering about the sky as if flubious which way to go,—bat with the prospect,
according to the Indications of my friend E.’s

bones, of clear weather by noon, issuing forth
from the Basin of Phillips, onr means of locomotion being a smart team and ah easy-going
wagon.

We soon struck into a more rough and sterile region, where several of the rugged farms
to
were deserted, and their buildings going
swift decay. Some of theii owners, perhaps,
had found more fertile fields to work, in the
far West, and some, having gone forth to battle for their country’s integrity,' and the rights

fenawouse of Mr. Lovejoy In Ju*t one hour
and a half, having performed some feats of
jumpfog and striding downwards, on which we
might reasonably pride ourselves. We immeit
vehicle and horses; but
diately
when we arrived
wa3 some time after

took to

our

night-fall

in the tavern

back at our comfortable quarters
a choice
of obliging host Blanchard, where
awaited us.
cup of tea and an excellent repast
and with the unBut I have filled my page,
have not yet done infringI
that
derstanding
I subscribe myself
ing on your columns,
Yours decidedly,
S. B. B.
belief in canoes.

following is

cut from

respectable
English paper. It has been handed to us by
one of our most esteemed citizens, who asks
its circulation as likely to be of great benefit
to the many persons suffering from this terrible disease. Onr contemporaries will he doing a kind thing in passing it around:
“Dr. Brandini, of Florence, has recently disThe

a

covered that citric acid will assuage the violent pain which is the usual concomitant of
cancer. One of his patients, aged seventy-one,
at the hospital of Santa Maria della Scala, was
There
afflicted with cancer on the tongue.
was no possibility of performing an operation,
.the surface attacked being tar too extensive, investing the base, the sub-lingual, and the sub-

maxillary glands. The

poor man in the midst
of his torments asked for a lemon, which wa3

nothing very remarkable, as cancerous parents
generally have an extraordinary liking for acids. But, the seat of the disorder being in the
of man, had yielded up their lives on the ena circumstance was observed which
mouth,
the
in
or
of
desperfields
Virginia,
sanguined
might otherwise have escaped attention
Tennessee*
and
ates strifes of the Mississippi
—the juice of the lgmon diminished the pain.
The patient, on finding this, asked for anothor had fallen victims to the miasmata of souther on the following day, and it gave him greatern swamps. Many an one is thpp missed from
This led Dr.
er relief than the day before.
the households in this region—and In some Brandini
to-try citric acid itself in a cryst&lised state. 'A gargle was composed of four
cases,
“They came of the array whose arm in roraotday^ grains of the acid in 360 grains ol common water, and it entirely carried off the pain; on its
Had scathed the rose on England’s
banner^”’
re-appearing, the same remedy was repeated
of the
descendants

they

were

battle for

ready on

revolutionary

^veterans,
the first call, to go forth to

of higher import even than
that whifh demanded the energies of their fas

cause

thers.

From the nomenclature of the region, as
well as from the arid ruggedness ofthe scenery,we might have fancied ourselves amidst the
Mt. Abraham was before
hills of Palestine.
us, and Jerusalem and Sidon not far away—>
and hereNre come into Salem’s streets ; but
the “golden towers” and bearded -priests was

In the course of a
with the same success.
mouth this treatment rmt only delivered the
patient from all suffering, but even reduced
thte swellihg of the tcwigue very considerably.
Encouraged by this success, Dr. Brandini tried
the same remedy on a female patient, seventythree years of age, who for years had been suffering from an ulcerous cancer on the breast.
The affection had been pronounced incurable,
and when she was given into our author’s
hands the torments she suffered were such that
she not-only could get no rest at nights herself, but prevented the other patients in the
Dr. Brandini
same ward from having any.
applied a pledget of lint, previously soaked in
the above solution, to the part, and the relief
obtained was instantaneous. The pain disappeared, and when, after the lapse of six or
seven hours, it began again, a tresh application
was sufficient to keep it off Our author quotes
several other cases in which citric add produced relief in cancer, and he justly observes that,
if subsequent experiments should prove equally successful, citric acid must bo considered a
great boon to humankind. A substance capable of removing a violent pain ini an incurable
affection is not less valuable than one that will
effect a cure in more tractable maladies.

wanting. Indeed, our information was to the
effect, that there is not a minister, a doctor or
a lawyer within the limits of the township I—
Off among the hills again we go, by blind pathcruit men, and we believe some towns took
advantage of this arrangement and thus filled ways, and finally arrive at the pleasant farm
house of Mr. Bartlett Lovejoy and the end of
their quotas, encouraging agents to go South
the road,—under the wooded heights of Abraand enlist the men and then taking them on
such terms as the parties could agree upon.
ham, and our guide, who had in advance received notice of our coming, is in waiting for
This is the whole of this mare’s egg. When
exploded it does not, like Paddy’s pumpkin, us—all ready. While discussing the practicacontain enough to frighten a timid hare from bility of doing the space between us .and the
his covert, which an excited imagination can topjof the mountain, within the limits of an
HO, FOB THE MOUNTAINS!
magnify into a colt, although the Argus cries hour or so, Mr. Lovejoy questioned us as to
Mb. Editob: Now is the time of all the
as did the Paddy—“Stop that colt! stop that
our appreciation of the distance.
“About two
for a trip up Mt. Washington. The forcolt II”
miles” replied E. “Not an inch less than four year
ests are putting on their gorgeous apparel for
The truth is, the investigation to which the
miles,” was the rejoinder, “and as long miles
Argus referred, as having been commenced as yon will ever want to travel I” It was ill' tha closing of the season. This and the comand suppressed laat winter, had no relation to
ing week will be likely to ftimish more dear
the same, and off we started.
views than any equal in the summer,
i
any such matter as that paper has here startFor half a mile, the ascent was through opspent last Wednesdsy night upon the summit
ed up.
en rocky pasture lands, where
hundreds of and enjoyed one of the few clear sunsets and
Our Rip Van Winkle friend had better wipe
sheep, gave evidence by their plumpness, that risings. Portland was distinctly visible both
the rheum from his hundred jaundiced eyes,
night and morning. Mr. Brown’s house with
they found excellent feed. Then we struck in* others
on Bramball’s hill, the City Hall, High
and try again.
to the woods, and commenced a harder scramSchool and Observatory were seen clearly,
ble up, amidst their eyerlasting twilight.
In but the chief interest in the morning about
TRUE TO THEIR FRIENDS.
8 o’clock was the Bay from Scguin to Cape
some fifteenminutesjbeing pretty well “blown,”
The Albany Argus, copperhead, indignant- we halt for a short rest, and a distant
Elizabeth, with the fishing fleet. We coanted
roar,
with the aid ol a small pocket talescope on a
ly scouts the imputation that the action of the
“As of a thousand rapid wheels
stand, over three hundred vessels, easy distinNew York State Convention was unfriendly
In
some
Deep
thronging city”
Seguin,
guishing sloops from schooners.
or discourteous to the democrats of other
Harpswell-neck, the Harbor and the extenarrests our attention. It comes of the wind
sion of the bay to Yarmouth, and all the lakes
states, and says:
that has sprung up, surging among the pines,
and ponds intervening, were as well defined, as
“The proceedings of the Convention attest, cm the
acclivities of the mountain; if seen from a much nearer eminence by the
opposite
what those present will confirm, that not oqe
and
through openings in the bogghs overhead, naked eye. One other rare sight we had was
word or thought inimical to the Democracy of
a shadow of Mt. Washington on a cloud in the
we catch glimpses of the clouds that had been
of
the
or
was
North
part
any
South,
Union,
uttered by that body, or by any one of its so uncertain as to their whereabouts all the east, the shadow rising as the sun went down,
till they disappeared together.
members.”
L.
fdrenooh, pouting across the sky &s if rushing
Truly your.-.
To this the Buffalo Express replies:
to the attack of opposing forces.
Presently
Every body will acquit the New York Dem- the gale is thrashing among the
Appointed.—President Johnson has aptree-tops
ocracy of manifesting any other than the kindabove us, and an occasional swirl of great ram
pointed Capt. Joseph Covell, of Jay, In this
est, most cordial, friendly, fraternal, sy mpathetic, fellow-feeling towards either Jett Davis, drops pattering around, warns us of the fierce- State, Consul at Prince Edwards Island, vice
Breckenridge, George Sanders, Yailandigham, ness of the melee. But we are- bound to as- J. H. Sherman deceased., .This good luck of
Dong, Bowies, Milligan, Dick Richardson, cend Mt
Abraham, rain or shine—And on we Capt. C. will be very gratifying to his numerIsaac Toucey or Chauncey C. Burr.
Their
His practical compresent attitude and profession must not be go clambering up steep after steep, the outside ous friends in this State.
construed by their brethren of the Confedera
commotion increasing as we increase our alti- mon sense and general intelligence, and his
cy and, the Golden Circle as indicative of the
tude. There is no look-out from the base to long experience as a sea-captain will enable
slightest alteration in their former sympathies within a few rods of the summit, the
ancient, him to fill the office with credit to himself and
and feelings.
moss-bearded trees oversha dowing, on every
to the satisfaction of the public.
The New York like the Maine copperheads,
are

declared by
in the State Convention of

true to their friends.

It

speakers
the party in this city,—and
one

of the

was

the statement was

received with vociferous cheers—that when
the confederates laid down their arms and surrendered to Grant and Sherman, they fell
bade on democratic principles, and that the
late revolted States were now reliable democratic States l In other words, rebellion was
not inconsistent with Democracy, and a man
might have been an armed rebel yesterday
and a friend of Democracy and the Constitution to-day! The cause of the Southern rebel

copperhead
visible, and it would be preposterous for them,
after working together for four years, to quar-

and the Northern

rel

Is one and indi-

now.

FROM

A TRAVELLING CORRESPONDENT.

Faixs, N. H. 1
Sept, 30,1865.)

Samos
To ttus Editor of the Prea :

These golden days are the time of all othe rs
for travel. A trip up and down the Salmon
Falls River,'which here forms the boundary
between Maine and New Hampshire, has
been fruitful of pleasant scenes and intercourse.
The farmers (princes of the soil) are
rapid y completing the labors of the harvest.—
'the drought in the latter part of the season has
inj ured some of the crops to a limited extent,
but as a rule the agricultural community have
no cause to complain.
The devastation
wrought In this village by the great fire of

JolyT864 ,is vely rapidly giving place to prosperity and thrift. A fine new factory building 200 feet in lengthjis nearly completed, on
the sta of the one burned at that time. It
will contain about 12000 spindles with a productive capacity of 9000 yardsof cloth per day.
*1116 machinery is to be ready in December,
and it is expected that all will be in
running
order early in
February.
It Is the
design of the Company to erect
■

still another

factory of the same

dimensions as

the one now in
construction, to be located a
ftw miles farther down stream. Work will
be
commenced on this,
in

the spring of ’66,
early
and will be rapidly pushed to
completion.
The fine large bam in South Berwick owned
by Mrs. i’uouias Jewett was
consumed

entirely
by fire on Tuesday evening,together with about
seventy tons of hay, one hundred bushels of
com and considerable quantity of oats,
wheat
and other grain. The fire is said to have
originated through the cariessness of a person who i
The lantern
was broken and fire communicated to a heap
of husks in the floor.
The total loss was not
less than $2500 ol which $500 covered by in-

was

in the bam with a lantern.

surance.

At Great Falls, I met your former townsman,Mr. B. F. Thorndike. Small but persevering as ever, he is preparing to resume the publication of his Temperance Weekly “ The Old
Oaken Bucket,” and the subscribers to that
pap .r whohave so
long waited its re-appearaoce wi be
rewarded for their patience. Mr.
Thorndike will also
shortly issue a new local
weekly, des nged to meet the wants of the
in
thriving village
which he has chosen his
new home.
Success attend him.
In all these
manufacturing villages a great
improvement is visible. The cessation of our
civil war, the re-opening of the cotton

side.

Two hours of unabated contest with the
acclivities, and the increasing light,
ahd the shrieking of the winds among the
sharp cliffe tell ns that we are near the summit. Presently we lifted ourselves from out a
growth of scraggy andb lasted spruca3, and a
scene of wildness, grandeur and gloom, met
our yiew, which I ean never forget
We were
looking northward and westward over the
mountain

“million acres.” A wilderness of mountains
before us, with abrupt, deep valiy’s between, like a host of embattled giants, sipttie
of them shattered into enormous precipices,
others erect and defiant, overshadowed and
blackened by a canopy of dense clouds that
was

wheeling together and convolved, seemed like
volumes of pitchy smoke generated in their
midst 1 Dante, in his loftiest moments of inspiration, could not have imagined a more fitting vestibule to the Tartarian Regions, than
that huge array of gigantic columns with its
impending canopy of agitated gloom. Parmacuene, which we expected to discover, was
hid among the torturous declivities, but lake'
Kenebago shone like a belt of liquid silver, in
full sight, by contrast rendering the wildness
of its surroundings almost terrific. Ever and
anon, shreds and patches torn from this aggre-

BY
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Tram tfeto

Orleans and Afeerteo.

New Orleans, Oct. 2.
Gen. Canby has superseded Assistant Superintendent Callahan of the Freedmen’s
Bureau at Shreveport, pending an investigation into various charges. Callahan is the individual who placed
re.-t a few days since.

a

whole court under ar-

Gov. Morrison of Florida, has issued a proclamation ordering an election for a State convention the first of October
Ex-Gov. Horton of Texas, died at Matagorda
on the first of September.
The Matamoras Moniteur of the 10th inst.
says Pasqulra, the Liberal Governor of Sonora,
has been deserted by all but 200 men, and had
written.to the French commander that as soon
as the French force shall arrive at Hermocle he
would leave, deeming the Juarez cause
hopeless in the neighborhood of Tampiou. The
claimed
to
be
successful
Imperialists
again, totally defeating Mendez, and they now occupy
Tuba and Ciudad Victoria.
The Moniteur seems to apprehend that Corttnas, Corrula and others meditate an attack
on Matamoras, but Mejia is prepared.
Capt. Ney is forming a counter guerrilla
force. He was lately at Monterey.

clinging to this stern arfly by us witlj the speed Another
Bobbery and Arrett—A High Offiof lightning, and the gale shrieking among
cial in Limbo.
New York, Oct 2.
the cliffs, beset us with such power,.that it tvas
The Herald’s Washington dispatch says
with difficulty we kept ourselves from being
Brigadier General J. C. Briscoe of the 109th
blown down to precipictes.. However, .Jsy
Pennsylvania regiment, and A, W. Hackey,
the
we
found
shelters
among
searching,
rocks, sutler, of Worcester, Mass., have been arrested
and were enabled to canvas the scene on ev- for stealing a large amount of Government
funds from the Post Quartermaster’s safe at
w
/
ery side.
}
Lynchburg. Briscoe was caught in the act—
Northeasterly to the right of the sharp cones The plot appears to have been elaborately
of Mt. Bigelow, under the low-sloping cloud- contrived and only failed through Capt. Alber
curtains, we could see Ma<>£^£*dLake, spread gerto whom the secret was confided, giving
mformation to the government. Briscoe himout like the ocean, agitated aiiduncertain as
self took the impression of the safe, key in
to its boundaries, with a queer line of lopsid- wax and sent
Hackey to Philadelphia to get a
ed and humpbacked mountains apparently'on duplicate made. When the day came for carrying out the scheme, detectives were on the
its nether side; and beyond, as^were, rewatch. They saw Briscoe unlock the safe and
treating into another worid, 'Was the dim out- load himself down with coin and greenbacks.
lines of huge mountain ridges, which we took They followed him to his office and arrested
him in the very act of counting his ill gotten
to be Katahdin. Southwesterly, were to lofty bumps of Saddleback, with to ragged booty.
clouds exploring their passes, and ftr to left,
Virginia politics.
over a billowy sea of intervening hiUa, seventy
Richmond, Ya., Oct. 2.
miles distant, or so beneath a’ calmer sky, ff Gen. Terry has, by a general order, designate
ed nine members or the City Council and nine
grand and beautiful, rose the loftier peaks Aldermen,
a majority of each body
of the white mountains, presenting different elected in being who shall be
permitted to
July,
had
ever witnessed
outlines from any that I
quality and organize, for the sole purpose of
of them before. To the left of these, were
appointing officers to conduct the Congressional election which is to take place on the
what I took to be Chocorua and White Face,
12th inst.
and other summits in the heart of New Hamp
Messrs. Christian and Douglass, in the 1st
shire, and the nearer bold forms of the hills in district, and Epsod to the 4th, have withdrawn
Carthage. And southward, apparently beyond from the contest for Congress.
the range of the
sudden gale and its eloudy acBold Attempt at Swindling.
companiments, although not more than twenty
miles off, Mt.
Lottisviixe, Ky., Sept. 28.
Blue, stood up calm and unruffled,
A Polish Jew from Mobile, calling himself
against a blue sky, the streaks of sunshine re- A. M.
representing that he had
vealing many a village and lakelet and shred bought Anerback,
thfe steamer Golden Rod, bound here
of river, in the more level
region between. from New Orleans with a valuable cargo, purThere, nestled among the hills, were Kmgfield, chased $80,000 worth of various kinds of merchandise of several of our large houses. Beand Lexington, Concord and New
Portland, fore the goods were delivered it was ascertainEmbden, Salem, Freeman and Strong, but the ed that no such boat was to existence. Anerridges waving away from Mt. Blue to the left beck was forthwith arrested.

gation

of mists thus

my of analdm,s would

--

_

shut out farther scene towards the ocean.
Thus I have given a rough sketch of
the
panorama of scenery which this lofty summit
commands, as we witnessed it, darkened

by
vast volumes of inky clouds, interrupted
by
trade,
anfi the general improvement in business of all pale streaks of misty sunshine, and agitated
kind3 have put a new face on matters here.— by tempestuous blasts—scenes which will not
The entire productive capacity of the mills readily be eradicated from my memory. We
would be taxed to their utmost were it possible spent, perhaps, an hour and a half, In our endeavors rightly to individualize the chief obto obtain sufficient female operatives to do the
jects presented to
work.
view, and having refreshed
a *unch on to
S.
More soon from another quarter.
blueberries,
n^-'a,'63
W-6re
riPening, and on mountain
ran
Potatoes are very plenty in Iowa, and eranhp
mes, not by any means
unpalatable we
sell for 20 cents a bushel at Davenport.
commenced to
descent, and arrived at to

New York, Oct. 2.

Advices from St. Domingo to the 5th ult.
states that the death penalty for political offences has been abolished.
The U. S. steamer Mercedita had arrived and
saluted the Dominican flag. Her commander
visited the head of the government. The families who left the Island
during the war are return mg. Business was
reviving.
The Alabama Convention.

Montgomery, Ala., Sept- 24.
1 ue Alabama
Convention to-day refused to
submit the amendment which
they have made
to the Constitution to the
popular vote. The
Convention will adjourn Saturday.

special xroTHma.

—The cork forests’ of Algeria have been in a
great measure destroyed by fire, and several
Arabs have been arretted on suspicion of having caused the destruction in question. It is
possible, however, that they have set fire to

GREAT FIRE IN AUGUSTA.

*

By1 The Boston Advertiser

has the unanithanks of our scissors tor so changing its
make-up, that its “In General” items may he
mous

conveniently cabbaged without destroying
good foraging ground upon the inside of the
paper.

•

Ijy The schooner Orris Francis, of Bookland, was sunk in Hell Gate on Saturday, by 8
collision.
By Our neighbors of the Star spoke a lew
days since of a large pear, raised in a garden in

oity, said

pear being 13 inches the longest
way and 121-2 inches in diameter. It must
have been a whopper; and then a pear more
than a foot through, to weigh only 18 ounces I
jy The Brunswick paper institutes a comparison between the fares on different railroadsIt says “the fare from Brunswick to Portland is
this

$1,50—nearly six cents per mile—from Portland to Augusta $2,65, nearly five cents. The
fare from Portland to Blddeford 65 cents, a little over three cents per mile—lr jm Portland to
Boston $3,00, less than three cents per mile.—
Of course, where so large. a margin exists in
the charges upon different

lines,

there will be

dissatisfaction.”
By The Calais Advertiser says that city will
be in connection with the Aroostook by railroad within

twelve month.
By The Lewiston Journal is informed that
on Sunday, Sept. 24th, Edward
Priest, of Vaasalboro, shot himself in a camp in the- woada.—
His body was found the next day. He left two
a

letters, one addressed to his mother, the other
to a young lady who appeared to have jilted
him, but whom be forgave.
By The marble statue of Gen. Berry, by
Simmons, was plaoedon its pedestal at Bock-

land, yesterday.
BUT*. Lawrence Kelley, of Machias, went op
little bit of a bat and then started for his
home. Owing to the quantity and quality of
the fluid he
took the .Wrong
bridge and walked overboard, striking oh i
of rocks. Besult—broken shoulder and arm1
and sundry and divers bruises neither pleasant

these forests merely out of idleness—desiring
fresh pastures, and not wishing to have the
trouble of clearing the woods themselves.
—A “Holy Family,” by Raphael, painted on
a piece of wood, fourteen by eleven inches, has
been recently purchased for the National Gal-

lery in Iiondon, for $15,000. A Murillo, which
had belonged to Marshal Soult, was purchased
for the Louvre, iu 1852, for $115,000—a good
price for a few square feet of canvass.
—There has been a severe earthquake recently at Catania, Sicily, by which sixty-four houses were destroyed, but no lives lost
He
—Boulons Baraka has died in Paris.
the last of the Mamelukes of the Old
Guard—die Syrian Janissaries—whom he joinwas

ed in 1801. He went through all the campaigns
from 1806 to 1813, reoeiving wounds at Eylau, at
Wagram, and losing half of one foot in Russia.
In 1813 he was admitted to the asylum for
refugee Egyptians at Marseil.es, and the oid
never

man

quitted France again.

—It has been proposed in Geneva to do away
with the law which regulates the standards of

gold and silver, so as to leave it in the power of
the manufacturers of watch oases and jewelry
any admixture of alloy they please. If
proposal is adopted, there will be no guaranty for the purity of gold and silver articles
purchased in the canton.
to use

this

—Therms

a

report that the Czarewitch

con-

journey to Warsaw, and it is hinted that the Emperor may, perhaps, be induced
tc accompany him and present the heir appar-

templates

a

ent to the Poles.
—A long-lost Madonna

of Raphael’s was
with dost,
and in the hands of an old clothesman. When
of exquisite
cleaned, it proved to he a
Professor Blaas, after aminute exbeauty,
^
amination, declared it to be not only an original
nor profitable.—[Whig.
Raphael, 1Snt one of the best preserved producThe Whig learns that a barn in Orne- tions of that great master.
—A newspaper correspondent who has lately
ville, belonging to- Wm. Porter, together with
[a quantity of hay and grain, ware destroyed by seen Juarez, the Mexican President, describes
fire last week.
Loss about $1,000. Insured
hifh as about fifty years of age, low stature, and
a

hadimbibed^be

$750.
By On Thursday night the store of Mrs.,
Curtis at Hampden Upper Corner, was broken
'into, the goods tumbled about promiscuously,
and

lately discovered at Mantna, covered

pits'

small amount taken away. The burglars
evidently disappointed at not securing a
liberal supply of cash.—[Whig.
By The Whig says the store Of Messrs.
Treat & Co. at Frankfort Mills, was entered
Saturday night, and the safe blown open with
a

were

The rascals secured about $200
in gold, besides a small amount in other ftinds.
They also carried away flannels and other
goods, to the amount of seven or eight hundred

gunpowder.

dollars.

By Bangor is getting to he deeidodly metropolitan. Burglaries are nightly occurrences.
The Whig gives the following recherche morsel:
“Late Saturday night two policemen—Bice
brothers— discovered a burglar in the ship
chandler / store of John C. Holmes. They immediately stationed themselves at each end of
the store, and started a man for
help. The fellow attempted to escape through the fro nt door*
and was met by Allen Bice. He then tried the
back door, hut was stopped by his brother. The

stoutly built. His face is Indian in every feature. He has a good, clear, steady eye, indica-

remains were removed to Genoa, to be there
interred by the side of her only daughter, who
had died a few years ago.

Times gives a report that the Italian government, encouraged perhaps by the Gastein

indemnity aoaepted by

May,

OBITUARY.

mander. His active and successful efforts had nearly exhausted his health, boMie was stlH at his post of
duty when flu “silser chord., was loosened." and a
beloved son arid brothel? passed qniotly away.
dearly
Unforeseen and con dieting- eiroetn stances lave rendered this sad bore lyemeut an uncertainty to his
friends in this dlty till the present time.
We copy the following obituary notice of him tn a
New York piped- at the time of his death: “Capt
Cressey entered the Navy trom the mereliant service
early in the watt. He was a noted ship master in the
California and China trade, and since he has been In
the Navy, has w*u the esteem ot the Navy Department and ot all the officers who knew him. He was
widely known and one of the most promising officers
In the volunteer service.”

dark, or

checked him.
He
tracked some distance by spots of blood,
and it is hoped that he was wounded.”

and consists of nineteen leaves stamped with
the dncal seal of Este. It is a sort of cash book
kept by him, beginning from the year 1522, and

Per barque Manuela, to Montevideo
304,533 (bet
517 boxes dry Bsb.
—

MARINE
PORT

an

office

or

an

active

man.

Bestot references

Address Box 2001.

By*" It is stated that Capt. Wire “can neither stand nor sit." We guess then he will
have to

“drop.”—[Louisville Journal.

BSP*Moses S. Beach, editor of the New York

Sun,

is

dangerously

ill at Poughkeepsie.

By Troy complains because all the thieves
in New York make their headquarters there.
By The sale of the La Crone and Milwaukee railroad has been ordered by a Wisconsin

15th of May, 1525.
—A reported plot for the assassination of Napoleon ML is noticed by the Biarritz correspondent of the London Times, who says that
the persons concerned in it were aliens, includ-

eep21d2w*

ing a brother or cousin of Orsini’s. Precautionary measures were taken, and the Queen of
Spain Insisted on accompanyi ng the Emperor
and Empress to the railroad station, notwithstanding it was night, In order that she might
share any risk run by her guests.
^■ThO fortress of Koaqigsberg, qne of the

most important in the Prussian kingdom, is
By* The stockholders of the New York and •rapidly approaching completion. There have
been appropriated for the purposes of fortressBoston Air Line Railroad have commenced
proceedings In the Supreme Judicial Court, to es 14,538,190 thalers, of which 8,560,790 are for
reoover possession of their road from the hands
the fortifications of Kcenigsberg, 1,508,000 for
of the Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad
the fort of Bogen, 800,000 for the fortifications
court.

Company.
By The State Department has received
despatches from the American consul at Con-

stantinople, which show that the oholera is decreasing in Turkey, but that it has broken out
afresh in Italy and Barcelona.
By* A Republican paper in Ohio states that
Senator John Sherman, in his speech at Marietta, declared he would have said more about
negro suffrage had not the State Central Committee (Rep.) at Columbus instructed him not
to discuss the subject.
By* President Juarez writes to a friend that
he has established his seat of Government at
El Paso, and that he will not leave the Mexican
He adds: “I do not despair of the
of onr cause when I see the Mexicans
everywhere resisting the yoke of the invader
and maintaining the struggle in all onr States.”
By* Provisional Governor Perry announces
that this is a white man’s government If so,
remarks tho Boston Transcript, what a pity it

territory.
success

is that the Governor is not of

a

different color.
«

Gov. Brown, of Georgia, denies the report that he issued an order to the troops under
his command that they should execute all

By”

takon during Gen, Sherman’s march
through Georgia. He says the report does
him great injustice. “I never,” says he, “at any

prisoners

uxue issuea an

oraer

to

any troops or persons
under my command to execute, abuse, or cruelly treat any person in the service of the United
States, who had, or might surrender himself a

prisoner;

nor did I ever
encourage or sanction
the execution of, or any unkind treatment to
any persons."
The Boston papers
complain of the extortion of the coal dealers in that city, who,

without cause, have advanced their ooal some
two dollars per ton above the rates charged
hate. The prospect is that
they will soon have
to come down again, as the strike
the
miners is ended, and a large amount is being

brought

to market

W How would it suit the tone of John
Bull’s stomach for Mr. Sew&rd to acknowledg'd
the Fenians as belligerents, and ior our gov-

neutrality ?
ty In Bichmond, Va., Saturday night, John
Perkins mistpok his wife for a burglar, and

ernment to assume

an

attitude of

shot her dead.
The Houston Telegraph says the action
of the military officers and the appointment of
Gov. Hamilton give universal satisfaction.

ljy Extensive gold deposits are said to have
been discovered on the northern shore of Lake

a

Greek hero statesman, is

dead. He was horn in 1791. King George ordered five days of public mourning, and paid
hitVridow a visit of condolenoe on her loss.
—Madame Marietta has died of cholera in
Egypt. She had followed her husband through
the most laborious parts, of his exploring expe-

has come off victor, and will
be the bonnet of autumn and winter. The
Empire hat made in the extreme of fashion
with its raised crown, after the style which prevailed more than half a century ago, attracts
much attention; but there ig evidence that it is
by no means a favorite of youthful promenaders; for they turn away with a look that indicates, “I won’t wear it” It must be admitted
the Empire is rather matronly for the girl of

eighteen.—[N. Y. Post.
gy “The reliable gentleman” and the “intelligent contraband” are no longer in favor;
“a distinguished citizen" has succeeded them
furnishing the press with news.
ey A New Yorker, living in Nineteenth
Street, discovered the other day that he had

lived for two years in the same block with his
brother, whom he had not seen for twelve
years.

ES*” There is no end to “notions" in Boston.
The curious and lovers of antiquarian research
have an opportunity to see an “old ship, on
which was buried in the Cape
the
“Common,”

Cod sands 210 years ago. This “old ship”
buried in
a sloop, and after going ashore was
the shifting sands, but by a freak of “old Nepthe
tune” has been recently exhumed, so that
skeleton could be exposed, like an Egyptian

mummy, to eyes of

much lat«r age.

PRICE

Ar at

HAIR.

THE

Off Highland Light 2d, A M, barque Andes, from
Philadelphia for Portland.

FIFTT CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale

arid Retail,

CUSTIS

ft

CO.,
I

July 22—sndtf
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient h> its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial In Its act upon the •) in.
For tale by all Drugyiiti and Fancy Goodft Dealert

June31dlyr

sistance could reach him.
—The Forbice, of Palermo,

Depend

and spasmodic action, and Is

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
upon

It, mothers,

It will

give

rest to your-

gives some inter- selves, and
esting particular relative to excavations now
Relief and Health to your Infants.
being made on the site of the ancient own of
We have po* up and sold this article tor over thirty
Solunta, at only a few miles distanoe from the years, and can say In confidence and truth of it
city above mentioned. Fragments of columns what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—ATe»er kcu U /ailed in a tingle mttance to
and cornices, mosaic pavements, vases, and
coins, have been found in abundance; the glass- effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it
es in particular merit attention, as being colorOn the contrary, all are delighted with Its operations,
ed and modeled in very superior style. “If Soand speak In terms of commendation of its magical
lunta1” says the Forbice, “cannot he resuscitated
as completely as Pompeii, it offers in compensation more interest to the archaeologist, by
reason of its higher antiquity. The history of
four civilizations is there to be found; the ancient Sicilian or Titanic, tWe Phenician, the
Greek, and the Roman."
—

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Mansfield’s Debility

Bitters.

These Bitter* are not only valuable In all cases of
Bit tout Jhieatet, lever Complaints, D<rtpev»ia, Jaundice, Cottivcnete, Headache, tc.} bat In Ml cases of
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Defeats females who are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine invMuable.
They operate

effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
"what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation fcr the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
inlhnt Is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
wUl be found In fifteen minutes after the Syrup Is administered.

Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle
None genuine unless the ftc-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prioe only 36 Ceuta par Bottle.
J une3snd&w6m
Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties

Proprietor

Prepared by

■

DB. W. P. MANSFIELD,
of Mansfield's Vegetable Mitigater.

For male by MANSFIELD 4t CLARE, No. 37
Green St,, Portland, Me.
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

Oets-^Bdim*

—————

—

^

IV The Shooting for the Prise Biflea will take
Mace FRIDAY, (Stober «th, at 8 o’clock precisely.
Those who have not got their Tickets had better procure them immediately, as there are but a few left.
October 3—t H td

Each stockholder is entitled to own share for every
three owned.
Stockholders must pay in, at least, twenty-five per

cent at tunc of subscribing, and the balance on or efttre December 31,1865.
Shares paid for in full, on or before October 15th
hext, will rank with the old stock, and participate In
the next (April) dividend.
Interest at rate of six per cent per annum win be
allowed on all other subscriptions from the time ol
payment tall April 1,1866.
not claimed before October 15th,
next, wiU
be disposed of as the Directors may determine.

Rights

E. P.

Portland, Sept 12, 1865.

GEfiRISH,

Cashier.

seplldtilloetl5

The First National Bank
OF PORTLAND.
THE Capital of the Bank win be increased in the
sum of One Hundred and
Fifty Thousand Dol-

lars

($150,000).

Subscriptkms will be received only ftom present
stockholders until October 1st, next.
Interest will be paid until January 1st, 18t>8, when
the new Stock will rank with the old.
Twenty-five per cent, must be paid in at the date
of tpe subscription, ami the balance must be completed before January next.
WM. EDW. GOULD, Cashier.
__
Portland, Sept. 8th, 1886.
septOedlm
E. S.

PHOTOGRAPHER.
N». 00

Middle

Street, Portland.

OT Carb Photographs at Thkeb Dollars
doib*,—the best in the City.

prr

mayfSsndOm

Inju-

Will restore gray hair to its orig1’"

inAt'coLok.

It will keep the hair bom railing ont,
*

It cleanses the scalp and makes the haiifsoft, lustrous and silken.
It is a splendid hair dressing.
No person, old or young, should fall to

uso

It.

RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
jy Ask for Hall’s bisillan Hair Renewer, and
take no other.
R. p. hall a co.,
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
auglOsndkwflm
IT IS

Bath.

RICHMOND—Ar 28th, sch Hardscrabble, Gregory,
Boston, and sailed for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, sch Kate Wentworth, Adams, New York.
Ar 29th, steamer Lady Lang, Blanchard, Fortress
Monroe; brig Centaur, Johnson, New York.
Cld 29th, brigs Serena P Smith, Veazie, and Star of
Hope, Bray, Boston; sch Hannibal, Rogers, do.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 29th, barques Transit.
MitcheH, Morehead City NC; C B Hamilton, Pole,
Boston; brigs BenJ Carver, Carver, Scaraport; Castillian, Hardeubrook, fin Portland; sch Wost Wind,
Harrington, do.
Cld 28th, sch C M Rich, Brown. Boston.
Cld 29th, brigs Beid Carver, Carver,and Circassian,
Tucker, Boston; schs Z A Paine, Jones, do; MR
Carlisle, Sheldon, Portland.
Ar 30th, brig Wm H Parks, Merriman. Matantas.
^nes St Jago.white, Portland: EvenCld 30th,
tide, Park, Providence; brig Samuel Small, Torrey,
New Haven; sch Ida L Howard, McDuhie, Providence.
At Delaware Breakwater 27th, barques Andes, fm
Philadelphia for Portland :brlgs Mon ca, do for Bangor ; Sarah Peter*, do for Salem; Reporter, J Means,
Roomer, Mat shall Dutch, I sola, ana Sitka, fin do for
Boston; Navarino, Baltimore tor do: schs Tennessee, Philadelphia for do; Ida F Wheeler,do lor Providence ; Mary Patten, do lor Georgetown.
NEW YORK?—Ar 30th, sclis Fred Sheerer, Simmons, Elizabe^hport for Portland; Emily Fowler,
Holbrook, do for Boston; Elizabeth, Turner, do for
do; Ottoman, do for Bangor; Orris Frances, Rondout for Boston, (since reported sunk.)
Cld 30th, ship John Bun van, Carver, Apalachicola;
ecca, Small,
brig Rolling Wave, Hall, Mobile, sch
Delaware City.
Ar 30tn, barque sagauanoc, auui, rseaurort Ob;
sclis Brandywine, Corson, Philadelphia for Fall River ; Elizabeth, Turner, Ellzabethport for Boston.

Cld 30th, sen Mecca, Small, Delaware City.
HARTFORD—Ar 26th, schs Wm Boarduian, Hilliard, Olid A J Russell, Hodge, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 30th, sells Alpine, Pressey,
Calais; Raven, Rose, Bangor.
Ar 1st Inst, schs Ida F.NVhecIer, Dyer, Baltimore;
Frances Coffin, Wass, Cherrytield; Tilt, Prescott,
Delaware City; Georgians, Moore, Brooklin, Me;
William, Fletcher, Bath.
Sid 30th, sclis Canima, for Ellzabethport; Jenny
Lind, and C F Young, for New York.
Sill 1st, schs Gen Howard, Guthrie, Philadelphia;
Coaset. Rich, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 30th, schs Madonna. Coombs, fin
Bangor for New York; Michigan, Greenlaw, Calais
for do.

HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 20th, schs Lnella, Burgess,
Amboy for Boston; William Butman, Smart, and
Edward A Frank, Cudworth, from Bangor for New
Haven.
Ar 30tb, schs Laconia, Proctor, Jersey City for
Boston; Mary ft Pearson, Veazie Bangor for Dtehlon; Michael, Rfch, do tor Norwich; Nejiune, BUSo

UniJl£w*BM>P0SD—zfirWth, schs Hew
Globe,Bray,
Me.
Calais; AUce R-Cranston, Franklin,

BOSTON-Ar30th, barque# Oak, Bossed, Malaga;

Deucy, Smith, Orom Baltimore; brigs Lincoln Webb,
Greenleaf. and Gen Banks, Ketch am, Philadelphia;
schs S B Jonea.Flsh, do; Lady of the Ocean, Poland,
do; Lucy &Ntfecy, Billings, Ellaaoetbport; Cabot,
Phinney, and: iMabfcar, Welsh, New York; Gather
rine Beals, Holmes, Ellsworth.
Cld 30th, bt^ Cella M Carver, Treat,tor Searspert:
Victor, Colburn, Lincolnville; Sea Serpent, Burding,
St George.
Ar 1st, barques Chae Edwin, Brooks, An Cardenas;
Hanson Gregory, Gregory, Glace Bay CB; Starlight,
Sparrow, Charles ton; brigs Hancock, Norton, MansaniUa; Elvira. Johnson, and Wm A Dresser, Hatch,
Philadelphia; Chtmhorazoo, Hatch, do: schs Engineer, Willard, Glace Bay CB; R H Perkins, Lane,
Lingan CB; Alcora, Foster, and SeventT-Six, Teel,
Philadelphia; jane Fish, Harris, Ellzabethport; R
Beals, Moore, Poeghkeepeie; Rising Sun, Smith,
New York: Peace, Kent, Northport; Loduskia,
(or New York; W T Emerson, Dorr,
Smith, Sullivan
1
Orland.
Ar id, schs Clarlaea, Coombs, Newburg; Thos W
Thorne, Doaaa, New York; Jane A Eliza, Coombs,

ship Premier, from Leghorn;
"tt,
Dutch, from Philadelphia.
Cld

brig Marshal
,.

T
2d, achs Keokuk, Small, Philadelphia; Jal“.

mv

Baldwin.lxmg,
Wiggins; Leocadi* Allen, and GW
Dluminator,
Smith, Camden;
New
Solders, WaMoboro.

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.
Over twenty years’ increasing demand has established the ihct that Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye Is
the best la the world. It Is the cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble. No crock*or strain. Does not
rub off or make the hair appear dmsty and
dead, buy
m parts to it new life and lustre.
Produces a beautiful black or brown, as preferred. A child can apply
ly It. Always give satisfaction. Only 78 cents par
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufketurer, N. Y.
Dehas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesale

maylleodly

Agents.

DR. TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR REGENERATOR, the most wonderful discovERY OF

THE AOE, will

iiinSSr?
tuklfy^remove
It Is
the

positively

being able t keep anyth ng on my
lever, nig t sweats, thirst violent, dry
cough, difficulty ol' breathing, dnll headache. I
gone, not

describe s I wish to do my miserable equand suffering as every organ tn my body was
diseased. My physicians said I was feat hastening to

cannot,
ation

consumption.

I ex# y at this time perfect health, and this Is a
plain, short history ol my ease, and Is the truth. I
would recommend every and all Invalids logo and oon■ult Mrs. Manchester. Mary A. Moulton.
Edward L. Moulton.
ootfldtf
Portland, May 9, tSM.

restore ura}

nair

SPSSSi
S“3»^£

warranted to produce the above

re-

BK0THEBg>
mone^reftu.deA,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.

WHIPPLE, Agent for Portland. Sold by
w
Druggists everywhere._maylleodSm*
yy.

Mlslstsre Almanac.October 3.
son rises..SA» I Moon sets. 4.17 AM
Sun sets...5,181 High water. 9.10 AM

At

HQLESI

BOLES
BUTTON
Weed, Shaw &
Machines.

order. Button Hole,
Clark's Improved, and Bows

made to

Solving

The BEST Machine Fob Family Use la the

Florence

Machinet

Sewing

ekes,

Makes Four DlNersu.

Aud has the REVERSIBLE FEED. It will pay to
call and see these machines before purchasing slss-

WbTrNUM’S

SELF SEWERS, Needles, Twist,
Cotton, Od, and all kinds of Machine Trimmings.
New Machines Exchanged fob old.
Machines to Let and Repaired.
W.

DYER,

S.

Ns. 137 1-2 Middle Street,
(«p <me /tight of ttairt.)

octSeodlm

EVELETH

HOUSE,

Greenville, Maine,
Foot of Moose Head Lake !
lor the tr*vI This is a meet excellentftiouse
elier. The house is well kept, and contains
all the moder improvements. Those travellJ
imr for health or pleasure will And here a
convenient stopping place.
\

The Fairy of the Lake I
A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
rods from the Kveleth House, and makes a trip to
'he “Kineo House,” every day, and once a week
through the Lake. Capt. Thomas Robinson command-* the Steamboat, and also “Keeps the hotel”
ust as it should be kept. Good shooting and angling
octSdtr
all about.

MUSICAL 1
NEWTON F1TZ is ready to receive puMR,
pils in

English and Italian Singing!
And also on the PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy prominent positions as musicians and vocalists, both in this
country and abroad, and conAdently points to his
past success as a guarantee lor his capacity as a
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE’S Music
oct&llm
Store, Middle St., Portland.

Hallotypes!
beautiful

made.

picture
THE
place in Portland to get them is at
A. M. MetiE.N Vhd
matt

ever

Congress St.,

234

corner

The only

'S,

of C.ntre Street.

Oct 3—d3rf

The

Perfect Piano Forte!

Only

Patent Isolated Piano.
be convinced.
PABMELEE’S

Call and

A. M. McKENNEY, Agent,
Oct 3— 3m
284 Congress St., corner of Centre.

PHOTO Ca-HAFUS 1
In

largest, best, and cheapest Establishment
(ho State.
Card Photorre
All work warranted.

graphs (13,00 per dor.
A. M. McKENNEY,
Oct 3—d3m
284 Congress St.

Colored Photographs !
TTHtOM Locket to Life Size, by tbe beet of Artiste.
1 All coloring done in my estabishment where I
kee • constantly employed a number of colorist*
all
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Booms.
284 Congress St.,
Oct 3—d3m

A» Ms McKE.V\Ef,
opposite Preble House, Portland.

A. M. MeKENNEY’S

Frame

^Manufactory!

884 CONGRESS ST., Car.mt Centre.
kinds of Mirror sad Portrait Frames, made
In the best manner. Gilding done In a superior
style, under tba charge of Mr. JAMK3 TOGO, who
has had forty years experience.
Square Frame# of
an kinds made to order, In a neat manner,by tbe best
ol workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale and retail trade.
oct8d3m

ALL

A RARE CHAXCE!
rTUXE undersigned contemplating making a change
1 In their busln s, would dispose of thetf Retail
Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts aim Baking Implements, on reasonable terms 11 eppHed lor
PEARSON St SMITH.
Oct. J, 18M.—dtf

New Orleans t
Tbe new; first-elaas, coopered Ship
"PRISCILLA," YOMC, Muter, »o5
tons, will be in berth this wees ready to

For

1_ For height or passage, (having good
accommodations,) app y to
C. NT. DAVIS It CO.,
IK Commercial 8t.

Oct.

2d, 1S«3.

octSlsedlw

Ambrotypes

1JIHK

best In

the City.

Glass I

on

Also, MXLAINOTYPES

A. M. MeKENNEY’S

Oct 3-dim284 Congress St.

Copying Pictures

F\F any kind (lone at A. M. MeKENNEY'S. 284
v Congress St., by a new method. In n superior
manner; caT and try it.
oct3d3m

mss
isms,
City; Boundary/Young,

scalp.
sults or

WOBUELL,

no

whatever.^

it

Whole System.

York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 18th, brig Birchard & Torrey,

Clark. New

Haskell,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ot MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

pain

lence, and for the b* no t ol the afflicted, 1 desire to
make known a short description of my ilseaso and
the unexpected cure which I obtained from Mrs.
Manchester’s Medicine. Upwar U ol two years since
I was taken sick, which gradually Increased until 1
was so Ihr reduced that 1 never expected to he well
ago! 3. I hod the at endance ol six emln.nl physicians,
and never r-eyi/el the slightest, ben lit until I ctmmanc-d usln Mrs. Manchesier s Medicines. My «*ease at that time wai as iollowc—I was extremely
feeble—confined to my bed. My flesh had all disappeared. the whites of my eye were yellow, also the
>kln yellow: 1 had a dull heavy pa n In the right
side, and It wai very much enlarged: pain tn my
shoulders and spine. The tell aide searned to decay
so that there was quite a hollow place In ft.
I bad a
very distressing pain at the pit of n>y stomach;
tongue coated thick, tomach very acid, appetite en-

DOMESTIC PORTS.

■GALVESTON —Ar 9th ult, barque Mary Bentley,

-BY—

CHARLES

Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.

Per steamer Belgian, off Farther Point.
Liverpool 29th, ship Anna, Newton, from
Portland.

"AMD

DRESSING

allay all

was

a

■

t

ONE OT THE GREATEST CUBES OH RECORD.
no other than the feeling of benevo-

BUTTON

fBV TffLEORAPH.l

BEAUTIFYING,

RESTORING-,

chasm in the ice that he was unable to extricate himself, and was frozen to death before as-

Ef”Tor the past few weeks there has been a CASCO NATIONAL BANK
spirited oontest between the advocates of the
OF PORTLAND.
Fanchon and Empire bonnets; but now that the V
BY voteofthafitockboldsm, the oapitM ot this Bonk
“grand opening” has come, with its display of is to be increased Two Hundred Thousand Doldesigns in velvets, satins, feathers, flowers, ar- lars,
tificial birds and gilt ornaments, it is decided
Subscriptkms wHl be received under the following

Empire

-FOB-

MRS. WINSLOW,
ditions, and had resided for years at the foot of
AN
EXPERIENCED
NURSE and Female Phythe Pyramids and in the desert at Sakkarah.
sician, presents to the attention of Mothers her
—Another frightful Alpine accident is reported. Two students of theology at Erlangen
Soothing Syrup,
University attempted to ascead the Grassve- FOR CHILDREN TEETHING
nediger. One of them lost his footing, and fall- which
greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
ing a great distance was so jammed into a softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will

Superior.

that the

UXFB I

Preparation

A Magical

of Strozow, near Spandau, and the remainder
for the construction of arsenals.

—Mavrocordato,

HAIR

SEELE’S

Physician

Broadway, Now York, "has laturned to
Portland, and can b: conanlted at her office, No 11
Clapp’s block.

PORTLAND.

Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastport
and St John NB.
Bi ig Proteus, Mahony, Boston.
Sch Reindeer, (Br) Good, Maitland NS.
Sch Umpire, (Br) Hopkins, Barrington NS.
Sch Th s Mix, Hall, New York.
Sch Den uark, Cressey,Portsmouth.
Sch Piefeiej.ee, Thurston, Tremont.
Sch Egret, Moore, Cranberry Isle.
Sch Ins, Green, Vinalhaven.
Sch Luther Dana. Blake. Boothbav*
Sch North Battery, Smith, Bluehill for Weymouth.
Sch Montezuma, Norwood, Calais for Boston.
Sch Hudson, Tinker, Calais for New Haven.
Sch Pilot, Sargent. Mt Desert for Boston.
Sch Belle Creole, Sylvester, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Tarry Not, Cottre«l. Bangor for Boston.
Sch City Point, Matthews, Belfast lor Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque Manuela, Morse, Montevideo, for orders—
Lewis, Dyer & Co.
Brig Elsinore, (Br) Moon, Cornwallis NS—master.
Brig Moms Day, Loud, Philadelphia—J S Winslow.
Brig Alfamtta, Bibber. Philadelphia—master.
Sch Wm H Mailer, Randall, St John NB -John
Evans.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Bostcn—J B Brown
& Sons.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston—W New
hall.
SAILED—Brigs A M Roberts, and Rio Grande.

neat and

elderly

or

ilSTEWS

ARRIVED.

RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.

store, by
given.

Electric
From #18

Monday* October 8*

Situation Wanted
In

_

lumber, 64,000 shlnghs,

dec29tl.

substantial manner, at
HALL’S

CLAIRVOYANTI

the

__EXPORTS.

A Fact Worth Knowing,

july21sntf

Reindeer—110 tons plaster,

1325 qtls polBARRINGTON NS. Sch Umpire
look. 70 qtls ocxUish, 35 bbls herring, 3 bbls sounds,
14 bales rags,

ending on the
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Sch

—

a

THE INDEPENDENT

stomach,

Portland, Me.

be repaired in

MANCHESTER,^

MRS.

tirely

IMPORTS.
MAITLAND NS.

aT’cOLBY

can

T !

Prompted by

At Brdoklra Nsvv Yard, Oct 28.1881, suddenly, of
apoplexy, Capt Walter K Cressey, of the gunWt
Newborn, only surviving sun of Rev Noah Cressey,
of this city.
Capt Cressey was a volunteer in his country’s service and filled many important positions as a Com-

Has removed her stock of Millinery te rooms over
her old Store,
JJo. 5 Free Street Block, where she Is
prepared to receive her customers.
lwedtheneodtf
Portland, Sept. 11,18CS.

That Rubber Goods

A

O

XI X *

--AX I*-

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

MRS.

T

alree'u~”J

from No 23 Tate
At Stevens’ Plains, Westbrook,
Sept 28, Carrie
daughter ot the late Benjamin W ana Zilpah
B Ballard, aged 7 years 4 months.
In Harnswell, Sept 24, Mrs
Sybil Cobb, aged 70 yrs;
Susan C B bber, aged 43 years.
In Topeham, Sept 20, Mis Ue rgla M, wife of U A
Jack, aged 22 yuan 6 months.

REMOVAL!

of some of those la Germany, have
passed resolutions against duelling.
—The Paris correspondent of the London

shots were fired at him. The night
was

i

IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturer!’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
juneSStl

—The students of Switzerland, following the

--A*D-

•

GALLLERY,

maner.

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

The

died.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, PROPRIETOR,
Street,

Advertisements.

New

1

BROTHERS,
MERCHANTS,

In the best

_

Sal

__

69 mud 71 Ea.1 Water St.,
MILWAUKIK, WISCONSIN-.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flop*, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands oi Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Bibtsry’s Best,
Uadinet,
Eagle,
Champion,
McClelan.
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without

So. 80 Middle

‘“J*

this city, Oct 1. by Rev Mr Rray, Touaai.t
Archanbau, and Mrs Mary Elizabeth Cole, both of
Portland.
In Gorham, Oct 1, by Rev S P Wctherbee, Wm V
Harmon and Mbs Hattie E Watkins, both of Westbrook.
In Sunderland,
ass, Sept 27, by Rev Thcopliilas
Packard, Warren B Wetherill, of Portland, and Miss
Emm l± Leach, of S.
In Saocarappa, Oct 1, by Rev A W Pottle, Samuel
Hawke*, ot Windham, and Miss Caroline M Skillings, of Westbrook.
In Bath, Sept 28, John Ivory and Miss Annie Winter, both of B.
In Livcijpool, Eng, Sept 14, at Grove Sreet Chapel,
by Rev J Hargraves, Capt Thos P Gibbons, of Brunswick, Me, and Miss Susan B, daughter of Roland
Fisher, Esq, of Bath.

PRODUCE COMMISSION

example

—A letter from Modena announces the discovery of an autograph MS. of Ariosto, in the
archives of the city. It is bound in vellum,

probably they woeld have

st^e»Plve^wentlcs”1ld.los*

In

eept25dSwsn*

Copying done

SPOKEN.
Sept iS, lat pi a'.lon aa 50 ship R S Ely, Uihp
•ton, from Shields for New York.
!,on, #U23- barque Mary C Fas,
from Portland for Philadelphia.
Sept 30, oir Nantucket Shoals, ship Ocean Express
Cushing, from London for New York.

»l

_mahiuedT~

Some thirty Safes ol different makes were tested in
lire, the contents of which, with one or two exceptions, were entirely destroyed. Here an excellent
opportunity is afforded, at least for the business men
of this State, to ascertain whether the Safes they are
using, and so highly recommended by the makers,
are really Are proof, or not. Parties who are desirous
of learning the particulars can do bo by addressing
the following, whi?h is only a small
part of the business men in Augusta, who liavemet with
very serious
loss by placing confidence in Sales which they had
recently purchased in Boston, and which they had
reason to believe were re
lly fire proof; Messrs. Vose
& Harley; Seth E. Beede, Esq.; Joseph H Manly,
Esq.; P. F. Sanborn, £sq.; also Mr. Osgood, Agent
lor Eastern Express Co. Bvmember, gentlemen, that
the Alum Patent Fire Proof Safe, manufactured by
Valentine & Butler, of New York, has been tested in
over two. hundred and fifty accidental fires, ten o1
which have occurred within the past year, without a
singlefailure. Second hand Safes taken in exchange.
References to nearly one hunditod busines men in
thlaeity. Send for desoriptive circular and price list.
THOMSON & CO.,
New Haven, Ct., Sole Agents tor New England.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

*“*> Wm Wo*»«*

*

sssssS^ffasssS^-' B

this

RICE

Sa^iS”?^ A°« *'

9B-

«...

2d series.

“6W.
United States Ten-torile.
U uited States Debt
Certificates s>ni.

Steamer

land.

was

United

3-iOtlxs Loan, 1st series...

master.

a

the rear window to the wharf,
distance of 12 or 15 feet, and fled up Washington street. Both policemen started in
pursuit,
hut were unable to secure him, although five

F£tf™QfSqfe>J*

PORTLAND

jumped through

villain then fired three shots at the younger
Bice, (one of which whistled by his head,)

\

Flour and Produce bought, stored and Insured at
lib t al rates.
marl3eodly

curveless, tightly-closed Indian mouth. It is
very indicative of quiet but deep determination. All these features, however, harmonize
into a very pleasing ensemble.
—Madame Kossuth, wife of the illustrious
and eloquent Hungarian patriot, has lately
died, at Turin, worn out by a painful illness
which hod prostrated her far1 many years. Her

the

7

Jg

Mauritius Au«». Transit, Whitman, New.

at

^t

W?

charge.

tive of self-possession and quiet but keen penetration. He has a well-formed, well-developed
head. His hair le the straight, coarse, thick,
bine-black hair of the Pueblo. His nose is
aquiline and prominent. His mouth is the

transaction, and by

BW« >teek IBM*
BxtSi XT in Blomi Soars, Oct 1.
America* Gold..
1444
Fnq-oSt'*#< Coupons, ....’"""."""I'_1*4

Augusta, Me., Sept., 22d, 1365.
Messrs. Thomson & Co., New Haven, __
Agents for Valentine Butler*a
Gixrr.gxriv _Gn the morning of Septembei 1 th,
destroying
instant, a conflagration visited ourof city,
The
our town.
nearly the entire business portion our
is now a
and
city
destruction has been complete,
mass of ruins. Our pluck and energy were preserved.
The fire stands unparaleUed in the histonr of Mom *.
We, in common with our merchant., suffered in the
fiery ordeal. Our store, which was In the Freeman’s
National Bank Building, was early destroyed. Our
Citizens have suffered excedlngly from defective Sates
—nearly all having been taken from the ruins utterly
worthless, with the entire contents destroyed. We
rejoice to Inform you that our Safe, although rot removed from the fire till the evening of September
20th, came out in good order and condition. The
papers were all s-aved. The praise of your safe is on
overy tongue.
The highest
It speaks for itself.
recommendation we can give it 13 to eiioke an order
f°r anew one of
make. We desire a No. 5, and
your
would like it made as soon as
possible.
we are,
gentlemen, very truly yours,
Glio. F. POTTBK <fc CO.

painting

yn£.

Austria for Lauenburg, is on tbe point of sending serious proposals to Vienna for the cession
of Venetia against a sum of money. The project is said to be supported by France and Eng-

in
From St. Domingo.

FOREIGN M180SUA.WV

ITEMS OF STATE HEWS.

Melbournf ?uW|?nc?” " HCnr7’ ^

-Bo-

Mirror Plates l
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly on hand
for sale by
A. M. McKENNKY,
Oct 3—d3m
284 Comgreee St.

A

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

sale at
AND FANCY ARTICLES,
A. M. MeKENNEY’S,
for

°

At$S»EwcbHemh

ult. barque A H Badger,

Mltched for MsoriBus, dlsg.
llth ult, ship Golden Horn,
Shi ita Simon’s Bay
Rica (from London) for Melbourne.
NP
brig Geo Burnham,MountNaseau
12tb,
at
Cld
iort, Norman’s Pond, to load for Hampton Roads, for
ords'-s.

[Per sterner AUomania, at New York,)
Arat Liverpool 17th, Columet, Graves, trom St
John NBSid 17ui, Arthur White, Tonney, Mobile.
Ent for idg 18th, Sardis. Cox, for Mobile.
Cld at London 18th, Pathfinder, for Boston.
Ar at Falmouth Sept 18, Elizabeth
Cashing,Brown,

Akyab.

Ar at Newport 17th, Othello, Tinkham, Bristol.
Sid fin Shields 17th, Loch Lamar, Loring, (or New
London.
Sid fin Swansea 17th, Jane, Cnmston, for Portland.

81d fin Waterford 17th, Yumuri, Thompson, New
Orleans.
Ar at Swatow July 18, Wild Gazelle, Humphrey,
Chefoo.
Sid July 26, Azelia, Brown, Foochow.
Sid fin Rangoon July 24, Southern Chief, Higgins,

Mauritius.
J
Ar at Mauimain July 20, Col Ledyard, W oils, from
the Clyde.
T
Ar at Madras July 23, Martha Rideout, Jelleraon,

Melbourne.
S14 duly 23, Serepts, Randall, Bombay.
_

Oct 3—d3m

284

Congress St.

For Sale.
rpHF, desirable LOT', situated on the northerly side
X
ol Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

thereon.
For particulars apply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial St.
Opt 3—ladtf

For Sale.
Furniture and Fixtures of the popular 8A>
LOO.N 117 Fore St. For particulars enquire on
the promises. Reason for telling, the pre ent prola about
engaging in the Fancy Qoods Trade,
nt low.
octdd3w*

THE

Ketor

Found.
BOOK containing
A POCKET
the owner can have fc’io same
*ow

a sum of
money;
by exiling a ifo*
York Store, 125 Middle St.
Oct 3—<13t
THOMAS LUCAS.

Wanted.
EVERLASTING, wr IMMORWHITE
TELLES *f uny color, by
Mrs. J. W. EMEHY,
Corner of Congress and Chestnut Streep Portland,

Oct 4—d*wlw

XI. ». OrBCUTT OQUBT.

Tnuday Homing, Ootobar 3,1866.
PORTLAND AND

VICINITY.

Advtrliitrt will benefit taitlm,

mmtommoiatt us,
at an early hour

by tending in
tn the
day.

their

at

weUat

adtertitemenit

N«w Advertisements T«-D*7*
AUCTION COLUMN.

Farm at Auction—Brooks & Chamberlin.
OPEd A L NOTICE COLUMN.
Mansfield’s Debility Bitters.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Musical—Mr. Newton Fits.
Land for Sale—A. B. Stophenson.
Saloon for Sale.
Hallolyp b-A. M. McKenney.
Piano Forks—A. M. McKenney.
Phonographs—A. M. McKenney.
Oolord PnotogfraphB— A. M. McKenney.
Frame Mauuiactory—A. M. McKenney.
Ambrotvpes—A. M. McKenney.
Copying Pictures— A. M. McKenney,
Albums, &c—A. M. McKenney.
For New Orleans—C. M. Davis & Co.
Eveletli Hou.-e—Thou. Robinson.
Pocket Book Found—Thos. Lucas.
Wan od—Mrs. J. W. Emery.
A Rare Chance—Pearson & Smith.
Clairvoyant—Mrs. Manchester.
Sewing Machines—W. S. Dyer.
CITY AFFAIRS.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND

ALDERMEN,

Monday, Oct. 2,1865.
Jurors.
The following gentlemen were
drawn to serve as travese jurors at the October
term of the Supreme Judicial Court, which
—

its session next Tuesday: tlbridge
John Bond, Samuel A. True, Paul
L>.
A.
fiall,
Browu, Lemuel Cobb, John L.
Sbaw and Stephen C. Munsey.
The following were drawn as a sheriff’s
jury to assess damages for land taken for the
extension of the Portland & Kennebec Railroad, an appeal having been taken trom the
decision of the County Commissioners: Wm.
W. Whipple, Wm. A. Hyde, Enoch Butterfield and Charles M. Gore.
commences

Bacon,

A communication

was

received from the

City Auditor stating that the amount appropriated for printing and stationery had been

exhausted.
The choice of John F. Chase as'Foreman
and William P. Horrie as'Clerk of steam fire
engine and hose company No. 4 was approved.
Remonstrances of Jane P. Thurston against
the establishment of the grade ef Turner
Street were laid upon the table.
Petition of- Portland Company, that the
city will pay a proportion of the expense of
erecting a wall to support that portion of the
street upon which their property stands was
referred to the whole City Council, for the purpose of examining the same.
Petition of agents for sale of gunpowder, for
revision of the ordinance relating to the
storing
ot the same, was referred to a
joint select committee, consisting of Aldermen Whitteuiore
and Southard on the part of this Board.
Messrs. Barker and Dore were licensed as
innholders at the City Hotel.
Reports ol Committees.—Of Committee on

JUDGE

CLIFFORD.

PRESIDING.

Monday.—In the case of Gardiner vs. Portland and Kennebec Railroad Company, the
jury came in and the foreman reported that
there was no possibility of their agreeing upon
a verdict
The papers were taken from them
and they were
discharged from further consideration oi the case.
[It is understood they
stand eight for
plaintiff and four for defend-

United States vs. James T. Andrew. This
was for
purchasing a small quantity of woolen
half hose that had been smuggled into this
district, and which, it was alleged in the indictment defendant knew had been smuggled.
Verdict guilty. Motion in arrest of judgment
filed.
G. F. Talbot,

was

Howard & Cleaves.

The jurors were discharged for the remainder of the term and Court adjourned to 10

o’clock Tuesday morning.

amendment.]

_

Gas. -Alderman Southard, the Gas Agent
for the city, made a verbal report, that the Gas

yon sometimes see gentlemen in church, at an
angle of about 45 degrees, with an occasional

drop or nod of tha head. We at Cornish aie
in the habit of calling such individuals “Nod
Heads’—not‘Knot Heads.’
Annually.”

Yours,

Company proposed
price of gas
to $1.80 per thousand feet.
He also made
statements respecting the affairs of the
The
company, as obtained from the officers.
proposed reduction did not meet the views
of the Board, the members being of opinion
that not over $8.00 per thousand feet should
be charged. Neither did the statement of the
affairs ot the company satisfy the Aldermen,
and the following orders, offered by Alderman

trial of hores and oxen on
Thursday. The
Town Hall will be open for the display of articles of manufacture on both
days.

Passengers will be conveyed over the York
A Cumberland Railroad at one fare for the
round

trip, daring the exhibition at Gorham.
On Friday the exhibition of horses will he
transferred to the Forest City Park.
An address before the Society will be delivered by Hon. PhinehasiBarnes in the Congregational'Meeting HoASe At Gorham on
Thursday evening at 6 1-2 o’clock.

to reduce the

some

Donnell, were adopted:
Ordered, That the Gas Agent be and he is
hereby required to report, m writing, at the
next meeting of the City
Council, the amount
of gross earnings and expenditures of each
year of the Portland Gas Light Company since
the organization of said Company.
Ordered, That the Portland Gas Light Company be notified that the City Council request
a reduction in the present price of gas furnished to the City for street lamps and public
buildings; and, in case that said request is not
complied with to the satisiaction of the City
Council, that the rate of payment for gas
therefor be fixed by three disinterested persons in accordance with the provisions of the
charter of said Company.
The Police.—Alderman Whittemore offered
amendment to the ordinance relating to
appointment of police officers, by which, in-

The Eveleth House.—Our readers will
please to notice the advertisement of this hotel

in another columD. It is under the administration of Capt. Thomas Robinson who knows
as well as the next man what things the traveller wants, and is ever ready to Bupply them.
The house 13 admirably kept, and the beautiful steamboat “Fairy of the Lake,” commanded by Capt. Robinson, starts every day for
trips on the Lake from the wharf a few rods
from the house.
Hunters, anglers, lumbermen, seekers after health or pleasure will find
the “Eveleth House” just the place to stop at.
(
M. C. M. A.—At a government meeting of
the Mehcanic Association, held Saturday evening, the following members were selected delegates to the Massachusetts Mechanic Assocition Fair In lloston, in response to the invitation from said Association:—C. P. Kimball,
N. A. Foster, Stephen Emerson, Stephen
Marsh.

an

stead of their being nominated by the Mayor
and confirmed by the Aldermen, they shall
hereafter be appointed by the Mayor and Aldermen. The amendment was adopted.
On motion of Alderman Morgan, Winslow
A. Barbour and Thomas P. Beals were ap-

pointed policemen.
IN

CONVENTION.

Francis Tibbetts wa3 elected Surveyor of
Wood and Bark.
Tbs Convention then dissolved, and the
Board aetjoumed.
A UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT.
The City Hall was crovodvd last evening in
response to the notice for an entertainment by

-»-

Musical.—Attention is invited to the advertisement of Mr. Newton Fitz, which will
be found in another column. Mr. F. is a very
gentlemanly, worthy man, and has a high

reputation as a pianist and teacher of
We confidently commend him to the
era tion

of

our

fellow-citizens.

TWO DATS

LATER FROM

EUROPE.

Arrival af the Belgian off Farther Poiut.
F aether

Point, Oct

2.
The steamship Belgian, from Liverpool Sept
and Londonderry 22d, passed this Point
•
this afternoon.
The steamship North American, from Quebec, arrived out on the 20th.
Thesteamships Hansa and Pennsylvania,
both from ><ew York, have also arrived out.
There have been no new developments in
the 6th crusade against the Fenians; The examination of the prisoners stands fixed for
the 2Jd inst. James Murphy, one of the men
who was arrested at Dublin, who described
himself as a citizen of Boston, and protested
agamst his arrest, had bean set at liberty after
an interview between the American Coreul
and the authorities. It i3 stated that
Murphy
is connected with the War
Department at
Washington, but no explanation is given of
his connection with the suppressed Irish People newspaper.
As the 88th regiment was on
parade at the

21st,

with the movement.
The arms of Brigadier-General Gleeson, of
the U. S. Army, who was also a
passenger in
the City of Limerick, were taken from him.
The Morning Post additionally asserts that
the American Government is strongly opposed to the Fenians, and will do all in its power
to defeat them. It says President Johnson
and Secretary Seward are animated by the
most friendly sentiments towards England,
and the latter has communicated Fenian
movements to the British Cabinet, and neither the public nor the Government will readily
forget Mr. Seward’s honorable and amicable

conduct.

lrany news ininas me reman move-1
ment is likely to settle in a beneficial way the
relations between the United States and Ireland, and that the political relation between
England and Ireland are likely to be far better
understood than they have ever yet been.
Satterthwail’s Circular of the evening of the
20th, says the market for American securities
has been very active, and iip to ISth with steady advancing rates. U. S. 5-20’s were at one
time sold as high as 68 3-4, but gave way and
closed heavy at 68 and 68 1-4. Erie shares had
been largely bought up at 53 1-2, when
they
reacted to 57, but on renewed buying, have
again improved to 67 1-2 and 67 3-4. Illinois
shares are also ih demand at an improvement on the week of about 8-4 of a dollar.
Atlantic and Great Western bonds were in
demand, and. few were to be had even at an
advance of $2 and $3.
The Times says Frankfort advices mention
that the meeting of American bond holders,
secretly called there by Mr. Lancer, a New
York banker, was largely attended. Mr. Lancer said he had not come to borrow.
His
countrymen were competent and provided for
the wants of the Government, but to make
some communication about
present facts and
future prospects. The Secretary of the Treasdesired
him
to
do
so during his
ury, however,
stay in Europe. He stated that as large Importations were required for the South, even a
larger reveuue from customs was more probable than he had stated. Congress would also
probably at its next session put export duties on
me

cotton, tobacco &c., by which an adilitonal
revenue of sixty million dollars would be raised. He also said it was the intention of the
Secretary to take up special payment as soon
as possible, with a reduction of the
paper curThe meeting expressed
rency next spring.
great doubts whether export or large import
duties wo\ild answer the purpose. The views
on this subject being of an
entirely opposite
character in Europe, where export dudes are

'abolished,

and

import duties

renewed to the

lowest ports. Above all, the advantage was
urged of setting aside certain revenues for the
gradual extinction of the paper currency.
There

FBANCE.
are rumors of.
ministerial
also of some Government remore
to the press.
ITALY.

changes shortly;
forms including

probable

liberty

The Minister of the Interior has issued a
letter to the prefects relative to the approaching elections. He also sends sundry measures
that are to be presented to the new parliament, including one for the suppression of religious bodies, and re-adjustment of ecclesiastical property.
TURKEY,
A Vienna paper learns that the warlike prewhich
are
parations
again being made in
Montenegrin, have induced the Porte to adopt
precautionary measures and send reinforcements to the frontier.
Omar Pacha’s presence in Vienna is believed to be in connection
with these movements.
Latest by Telegraph to Londonderry.

Liverpool, Sept 22.—The Fenian

arrests

Another non-commissioned officer
has been arrested in tae Cork garrison.
Two arrests have been made in Manchester,
and one in Sheffield. It is stated that the
evidence is too voluminous to admit of tae excontinue.

amination taking place

music.

on

the 23d.

The.Trial of Werz.

eon., id-

Wabhutqtok, Oct.

The Werz Military Commission

bled this

2.

reassem-

morning.
Call Accepted.—Mr. Samuel Morrison of
W. D. Hammock, connected with the late
Windham, N. H., a graduate of the Bangor rebel service, testified that the Confederates
could
and other articles of the
Theological Seminary, has accepted the invi- Unionbuy overcoats On
one occasion the patation of the St Lawrence Street Church and roled prisoners.
prisoners obtained a suit of clothes from
Society in this city, to become their pastor.— the United States Sanitary Compsiasion’s
His installation will probably take place on goods, received at AndersonvUle.
On his cross-examination, by Col. Cbipman,
Thursday, Oct 10th.
witness said he never saw Capt. Werz beat
any of the prisoners, but had seen him take
A Good Movement.—A movement has
hold of men occasionally and throw them into
been inaugurated for elergymeu to visit the their
places, speaking to them in a profane
Jail Sunday afternoons and eon verse with the manner. Witness had smuggled onions.&c.,
prisoners. It is hoped the plan will be follow- into the stockade, selling them, at a profit, to
the prisoners.
ed up. Much good may be the result of it
After the examination of this witness, Gen.
retired from the court room.
Judge
Beal Estate.—A valuable parcel of real Bragg
Advocate Chipman then read an order from
estate, on Free street. Will be sold at auction the War Department relieving Gen. Bragg
from duty on the Military Commission.
at 8 o’clock this afternoon by Henry. Bailey &

superior Ethopean troupe, Morri3 Bros,
Pell & Trowbridge’s Minstrels. Those, if any,
who went expecting a common negro concert,
were greatly but agreeab y disappointed.
The
programme was decidedly unique, but as pleasing as it was hovel.
The * Trip Arotmd the World,” or Voyage
Mitticule, is indeed a novelty. It is a panoramic representation of an embarkation, a sea
voyag^jartival at Liverpool, London, Scotland, Co.
Germany, France and many other places, and
MRS.

that

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Kick Fbuit.—Our friend R. G. Smith, ot
Cornish, has sent us his annual specimens of
fruit from his orchard in that town. The samples sent are “Nod Heads” and “Natural
Fruit,” and they are the finest we have seen
this season.
We hope our friend’s orchard Cork
barracks, the Sergeant-Major was called
will continue to thrive and
bring forth much by the Colonel into the guard room and shown
a
roil
book of members which had been taken
fruit, and as good as it has for half a century
from an arrested Fenian. The
Sergeant-Mapast.
jor admitted that one of the signitures was his,
Mr. Smith gives an
interesting account of and he was. at once given Into custody. A
the “Nod Head” fruit. He
says: “My father, private soldier belonging to the same regiment
Mr. Greenleaf Smith, was the first to bring was also arrested. These arrests caused great
excitement in Cork, even leading, it is reportthem to Portland market.
They were sold at ed, to a run on the Cork Banks.
or near the head of Green street—some tq
A Fenian demonstration was rather anticiMr. Alpheus Libby, Mr. HcKenney and oth- pated at the Limerick races, and the military
ers, for the snm of 50 cents per bushel. The were held in readiness, but all passed off quinext trip to market great inquiry was made if etly.
James Stevens, for whom a reward of £100
he had any more of them.‘Rhot Head apples.’ is offered, was Aide-de-Camp to Smith O’Brien
“The history of the Nod Head is this: The at Ballingary.
The
officer arrested at Queensoriginal tree grew in Stratham, N. H., on Dea- rtown American
pn the arrival of the City of Limerick,
con Noah Jewett’s father’s farm.
The tree from New
York, turns out tojie a Federal, not
sprang up ‘of its own free will and accord,’ a Confederate Captain, named McCafferty, a
member of the Fenian order. Documents of
near a large stone or rock, and seemed to lean
an incendiary character were found on his
over it in that very peculiar manner in which
person, with evidence that he is connected

—

Alderman Southard offered an amendment
requiring the Mayor to call meetings, when so
requested by three members of the Board of
Aldermen and lour members of the Common
Council. The amendment was adopted and
the ordinance passed to be engrossed.
[The
Board- of Common Council concurred In the

TELEGRAPH,

ants.]

Losses by the Fibb.—The losses by the
fire yesterday morning were as follows : Messrs.
B. F. Noble A Co, by lumber destroyed, from six
laying out Streets, on petition of M. F. Wa,ker to
seven thousand dollars; insured for
& als. for laying out of Ash
$1,200 in
Street,—that the
same was inexpedient, and that
petitioners the Massascit office at the agency of Messrs.
have leave to withdraw; Of Committee on E. Webster A Son.
John Sidney, in house
Judicial Proceedings, on petition of A. M.
and furniture, about $1,000; insured lor
for
remuneration
for
Gray,
damages sustained
by nis horse backing off the we terly side of $500. Michael Cunningham, who owned the
Washington Street, near Tukey’s Bridge,— building that was set on fire, loses about $300;
that petitioner have leave to
withdraw; Of no insurance. A. J. Merrill, who owned the
same Committee, on
petition of George BarkHe
er, for damages for injuries sustained by being wood-yard, cannot yet estimate his loss.
thrown from his wagon on
Tukey’s Bridge,— had no insurance.
that petitioner have leave to withdraw.
A horse, belonging to Alexander Marston,
All
the reports were accepted.
a teamster, which was in the shod of Messrs.
Petitions Presented and Referred.—Of offiNoble A Co., was burned ta deatb.
The loss
cers of steam fire engines, that the number of
was made good to the owner, who is an indusmembers may be increased; Of S. E. Spring
* als. for a new street, commencing near tbe trious man, by
voluntary subscriptions.
foot of State Street and running to Portland
It is stated that a boy of 16 or 17 years of
Bridge, and for discontinuing so much of the
age wa3 seen setting fire to the building of
street now running from Canal Stree* to said
bridge as may be necessary; Of policemen of Mr. Cunningham, but escaped before the perthe city for increase of pay; Of W. C. Barrows
son who witnessed him could
get out of his'
& als. for location of a court on Portland
house.
Street, near Mechanic Street; Of J. M. Kimball & als. that “T” Street may be established
Cattle Show anb Faib.
The annual
and opened from Pine Street to West Street.
Orders Passed.—In relation to printing and Cattle Show and Exhibition of the Cumberstationery for the city; Establishing the assess- land County Agricultural and Horticultural
ments for sewers in Cushman,
Lewis, High Society will be held at Gorham to-morrow and
arid Pine streets; Directing the Committee on
next day.
The exhibition of live stock will he
Fire Department to enquire into the expediency of forthwith organizing a body of veteran on Wednesday, and the plowing match and
firemen to take charge of the two hand engines owned by the city.
The ordinance in relation to calling meetings of the City Council, passed some time
since in the other Board, was taken up.

BY

gtatsenent of the EvblU MIT

Washutgtok, Oct 2.
The Mowing is a recapitulation of the public debt as It appears from the hooka of the
Treasury returns and requisitions in the Department on the 30th of September last:
Debt hearing interest in coin, $1,116,658191 80; interest, $66,001,570 60; debt bearing
interest in lawful currency, $12,600,912,814 ;
interest, $72,527,645 75; debt on which interest has closed, $138,932/109; total debt bearing
no interest, $366,891,093 84; total amount out-

standing, $2,744,947,726 17; total iuterestj$137,529,216 25; legal tender notes in circulation,
and one and two five per cent, notes, $32,954,230; United States notes, old issnes, $89,007,000; United States notes, new issues, $427,768,499; compound interest notes, act of
March 3d, 1863, $15,000,000; compound interest notes, act or June 30th, 1864, $202,012,141;
total, $67^312,694,000. As compared with the

statement for

August there is a reduction of
the public debt of nearly $12,742,000, and of
interest of

$500,000, and also a reduction of
$6,012,000 legal tender notes in circulation;
amount in the Treasury in coin is $82,740,788 73; do in currency, $56,210,441 13; total,
$8S,977,229 86, showing a decrease^ nearly
$127,000,000 in com compared with the August statement, and an increase of $13,454,157

in currency. The amount of fractional currency is $26,487,754, ari increase of $143,000.—
There has been an increase of the June 33th,
1864, 6-20 bonds of $8,211,000, and of July
11th, 1862, six per cent temporary loan, of
$8,000,000, and of March 1st, 1862, certificates

of indebtedness,

a

reduction of

over

000.

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

1000 Families
A-t 148 4® ISO
To examine

Exchange St.,
our

of

stock

And

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

Of the latest and moat fashionable
patterns.

Chamber Sets, Sofas,
i'entar Tables,

Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
What-nots, Hat-Trees, Stufied
Parlor Choirs, Gents’ Easy and Ladles’
Ottomans, Crickets, Hassocks, Sir-..—
411 kin^ Spring Baas,
leather Beds, Hair and Feather Pillows.

E^t?RkdM*HtIf98es

Cane and Wood Seat Chairs of all de-

aeriptioa..
Cradles and Settee
Cradles; Kitchen and Deal Tables
K WALNUT and CHESTNUT
EX IENS10N
TABLES, Odlceand Writing Tables.
of chudr0n'3 chairs, Cribs,

TtaSdie^B'eStsE***

“f80 inform our triends and the public
gsne, ally that we ore prepared to fhrnixh and lit up
Steamboat and Ships’ Cabins!
Hang Draperies, Curtains, Shades, &c.
work done

In

Varnishing
Polishing, Boxing
and Packing Furniture
for transportation, dec.

killed,

and a large number wounded, the entire destruction of a village of the Arapahoes,
and the capture of 500 head of horses and
mules. The
Arapahoes acknowledged the loss,
of 68 of their braved, and are now comingjn to

makepeace.
;
It is thought, however, tnat the Siouf and
Cheyennes are not half whipped. Not Teas
than 150 men should be Stationed at Fort
Conner and the campaign continued during
the winter. Citizens fear that the Sioux and
Cheyennes will come back on the roads and
interfere with the mail and telegraph.
The expedition was carried out under the
most cmbarassing circumstances. Not a
pound
of stores intended for the expedition arrived
in time for use. The troops were mutinous
and claimed their discharge because the rebellion had ceased, and regiments were ordered
to be mustered out almost as soon as
they arrived on the plains.
Various Items.

Furniture and

terms.
bought, sold or exchanged on reasonable
a11 to call and examine our -?1?i5eflPectfal&'invite
stock of
before

goods

A dispatch from Mellidgeville to the Savannah Herald says the State Convention has
unanimously adopted the ordinance declaring
the act of secession null and void..
The Post’s Washington dispatch
says it is
understood that orders will be issued in a few
to
days disband the Veteran Reserve Corps.—
The regular arms fa now
sufficiently recruited to take theplace of this
carps.
The case of Ketchum was to come before
the general session to-day, but was
postponed
until next Monday. On
o» the Dis-

FREEMAN A CLEAVES.
Wm- H-Sargent. Wm. P. Freeman. Bobt. A. Cleaves.
Sept. 2s—dtt

Department!

TSTEW

STOCK
OF

DESIRABLE GOODS!
For

the

Fall

Trade!

B. F. HAMILTON &

CO.,

C“*re“ »■* Pr*b,e 9»-

Sept

Billy

Morris

NEW FALL GOODS!
&

The Beat Quartette in the Prefeaeias.
GEORGE H. COES.
Tho Groat Ethiopian Comedian.
SIGNOR NEGRINI,
Tlie Great Italian Tenor.
J. QUEEN,
Tho Great Clog Dancer.
Their Now Burlesque entitled
The
Streets
of New York I
Doors open at 7—commence at 7J.
Tickets 30c; Reserved Seats 50c. Office open from
dolly, for the sale of Reserved Seats, at the
Hall.
For particulars see Programmes
I., A. Zl'hisla, Asst. Manager.

10 till 1

MECHANICS’ HALL,

teaching the piano, and is ready to receive pupils on
Application can be made at
258 Congress Street*

Mb. GARDINER will
in

prior to

determined

customers tbe advantage of
by dearlng oat our

Provisions—steady.

LONDON MONEY MARKET, Sept. 22..-Consols
closed at 89{ ® 891 for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—Ui-S. 840* 68 ® 081.
Illinois Central Shares 80 ®80).

ErieSharesMj?*
**>•*

--i—|£E

Markets.
New Yota. Oct. 2.
Cotton-more aotive and higher; wins 3600 bales
Middling Uplands 464 @ 46c.
Flour—State and Western 8@ 10c higher; sales
16.000 bbls. State T 70 @ 8 26. Round Hoop Ohio
886®1200. Western 7 76® 8 80. Southern uruier:
sales «co bbls. Canada 6 @ 16c better; Sales 400 bbls
at 8 15® U 76.
Wheal— 1 @ 2c better for Spring and 2 @ 3c better
for Winter; bales 06,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 1 62
@ 1 71. Milwaukee Club 1 66 @ 1 7n. Amber Milwaukee 171 ® 1 73. Ambor State, new, 2 20 ® 2 26,
White State, n* w, 2 16.
Corn—lc better; taka 78,000bushel*. Mixed Western 98 @ 944c.
Oats—lc better.
c
Bed—firm; sales 15,000 bbls.
w
Pork—opened firmer but closed quiet; tales 68,009
bbls. New Mess 34 67 @ 36 72), closing at 34 87)
cash.
:
Lard—dull and heavy; sales 680 bbls at 25 @ 29)c.
lf«W York

Rice—dull.

Sugars-active: sales 1600 hhdt and 8000 bags.Mancela 124c. Muscovado 13 @ 14c.
Coffee—dull.
Molasses—dull.
Petroleum—higher. Crude 39 @ 39je.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet. Cotton per steamer

6)d.

Rsw-Orleans Market:
New Obleanb, Sept. 29.
Cotton-sales to-day 4000 bales at 4fieior Middling:
“!«of the week 9000 bales; receipts for same time
16,000 bales; stock in port 100,000 bales.
—

_

Housekeeping

and Domestic

1

—■

House and Land at Auction.
Oct

Wednesday,
4th, at 3 o'clock P M
shall sell
ONthe
Bug Rule place, Siatuo mlZI
the Ocean

WHITE GOODS !

House Road In (_ me
Elisabeth It consists of a NEW STORY AS da
HALF HOUSE, with an aero offend. The hLuse Is
pleasantly located, with a nice c. liar, good water ml
plenty of It, with a ttne view of the Oily, Harbor
Islands, and the suit unding country. For (me »fehtng a snug Uttle place In the vielnlty of the city, this
Is very dm uahie.
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Sept 27—dtd.

KNIT, WOOLEN,
AND

ti

'St' ?.

»>•

Michigan Southern
72
New York Central.. 96*
Chicago and North Western preferred. Mg
Cleve'and and Pittsburg.
J.... 70S
Cleveland and Toledo.....10S
Chicago and Nock 1 slam!.......io§
..

ment of

goods.

of

SKINS, CASSIMERES,
Boy’s Wear.

and

BROADCLOTHS, DOEFLANNELS, See, tor Men

r;

at 3 o’clock P. Me on
the
we ah all sell the well-known end
valuable nouaeon Danforth Street. No. 30, now oc'mpied by Mrs. Blanchard ad a carding house.
It la
tour atory wooden hours, with trick bastment, tkiiahed throughout, with 15 room*, large and airy, with
fine cloeeta, cemented cellar floor, gaa throughout,
abundance hard, soft and Altered water. Pleasantly
located,^n a desirable neighborhood, and a valuable
property to occupy or rent,
H. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
seposatd

;r%

Hosiery, Gloves,
AND

EMBROIDERIESf &c
AH of which

we

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
be sold at auction on Friday, Oct. 8, at 3

WILL

will sell at a

Very Slight Advance

o’clock P. M on the premises, the wall-known
large aud valuable estate iltuated on the easterly
corner of Cumberland and Pearl
Streets, a few min-

Cost !

on

utes walk from the Poet Office and business center
of the city, yet quiet, retired and In a good neighborhood; has on ft a
bunt, high studded
three story dwelling house, with large kPohen,woodshad and stable, and an abundance well and cistern
water. It la a large corner lot, containing about
Eleven Thousand Fed, wit), a capacity for seven
,-ood house-lots, surrounded by the meet magmllcent

thoroughly

at

HOOP SKIRTS !

TERMS—Twenty Levons:

Elm rrr<*s to the eity.
The abo'y* pr®P*rtf presents a good opportunity to
business men to purchase a handy an I genteel residence or an Invn 'tment *'or improvement. Title per-

Hoop*, 3 in* Tape, 0 Tapes, Heavy
Wire, ear own make.

-

CATTLE

SHOW.

Annual Cattle

Show and Exhibition of the
Cumberland County Agricultural and HorticulTHE
will be held in

tural

Society

GORHAM,

and

Portland, Sept. 27,

Only #1,60.

Tickets fcr Sale at the Hall.
sept25dtd.

Hosiery

Thursday,

October 4tk and Stk.
The meeting of the Society to receive and aet upon
the Reports of the Committees, and to select officers
for the ensuing year, will be on Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
The Annual Address will be delivered by HON.
PHINEHAS BARNES, in the Congregational
Meeting-House, Thursday evening, to commence at

and

Gloves,

27,500 Feet of Land on Elm
Oxford Sts., at Auction.

at Cost I

SATURDAY, October Tth, at 3 P. M., oa the
premises, corner of Elm and Oxford Sts., will be
sold that very desirable lot ofland, having a front on
Elm oi about 145 teet. by about 82 on Oxford Street.
Immediately after the above, another lot on south
aide of Eton, below Oxford St., about 52 front, by 84
in depth.
Alio the lower fenced lot on same side of Elm,
about 85 front by 81 in depth.
The land corner of Elm and Oxford Sta., having
been divided into five building lota, will be sold In
parcels to suit purchasers.
The above property, belonging to the estate of the
lale Ezekiel Day, will be sold without the least re-

ON

Buttons, Buttons!
A Splendid Assortment—lo te SOe

n

day afternoon, and continue till
Thursday.

5-2 0

The

day.

Doe.

CORSETS!
Genuine French Corsets for $1.00

serve.

Per Pair.

For terms and
Sept 29—dtd

American torsds 87c Per Pair.

November

Coupons

!

WANTED BY

WM. H. WOOD & SON,

Thursday.

Sept *8—dlw

Ship-building, Factories,
Flooring Boards, and West India Scantling, sawed to
order, with dispatch. Orders solicited.
13.

(29 City Exchange.)
Sept 9,1885.

C.

DREW,
No. 10 Devonshire St.,
BOSTON.
sepl2dlm

ELLIOT <&

McCALLAH,

Dealers in

Boots,

Shoes

S.

NO. 11
X. r.
D. Os

^

MARKET

Rubbers,
SQUARE,

I
ELLIOT,
mccallab, J

Portland, Me*

tST" Repairing done at short notice.

sep29dlm

Copartnership Notice.
Subscribers having formed
under the
of
rlE
firm

a

Copartnership

B. BECKETT, Sec’y.

Portland, September 30ih, 1846.
proposals will be received at the office dtfhe
City Engineer until T hursday, October Bfth, at U
o’clock M., by the Committee on Cemeteries, Ac., for

constructing a Reservoir of bricks and cement at
Evergreen Cemetery.
Also, at same time and place, proposals for furn’shing and laying piping trom said reservoir to the pond

gineer.

Committee reserve the right to reject any or all
oct2dtd

proposals.

Tho undersigned having received
the Agency, for the sale of PEAR
TREES, trom one of tho BEST NURSERIES AT CAMBRIDGE, MASS,
_m parties wishing Trees ol any age
will oe -uppdod at Nursery Prices.
GEO. R. DAVIS,
63 Exchange St., Portland.
Sept 24—d3w

PLUMMER & COLE

Notice
JACKSON having
been dissolved, by the withdrawal of Geo. E. B.
THE
Jackson
the unfinished business of the

Wholesale Grocery & 0 >mmhsion Business.
prepared to offer the firmer customers
.of Messrs. C. & S.( and the trade generally, a care(hliy selected Msortm-nt of Flour, Teae, Provisions
and Groceries on as fhvorable terms as can be lound
We

are now

elsewhere.

J. M. Plummer,
Geo. E. Cole.
oct2-3wd&w

Portland, Sept. 27,

I860.

KING &

Successors to Chase,

Importer,

of

Littlefield & Co.,

an* Dealers in all kinds of

Hardware & Window Glass,
175 Middle and. 118 Federal Sts.
October 2—d3m

Removal.

25th.

AUTUMN GOODS!
Second.
Received

known at sale.
B OOKS
Oct S-dlw*

Stock !

and

Now

-AT

THE-

NEW

Opening

grape vines::

Few choice Vines of the above kinds may be
bad of
G. E. DAVIS,
oct2d3wAgent for Dr. Grant.

A

A

National Bank.

Stockholders of “The Cumberland National

Bank of Portland”
THE
hereby notified that there
will be
mectingof the Stockholders at their Bank-

STORE!

Usited States Military Bad baaDI,
Office of Assistant Quabtebuasteb,
Washington, D. C., At gust It. HAB.
win be sold at CITY POINT, YA., m WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o’clock A. M.: About lour
thousand (4,00©i tons Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FBj DVY, October
13, at 12 M:
Fiv e (B) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (BO) Freight Cars and one (1) Passenger Car.
At NORFOLK, VA., October 13, at 5
One new Locomotive Engine, B foot gauge.

FTfiV:

At ALEXANDRIA, VA.,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,
announce

taken the Store
WOULD

to

first-class Locomotive Engines, 4 leet 14
gauge.
Eighteen (IS) new Platform Cara, five toot gauge.
Twenty-five (28! new Box Cars, five iBlioot gauge.
About three hundred and fifty (3B0) Box Cars, 4 leet

the public that they have

Where they will offer

WHOLESALE

8} in. gange.
About two hundred and
feet 81 In gauge.

A

RETAIL,
1

fan and seaaonable assortment of

BY

BR1DLSV,

COOLIDGE k ROGERS,
89 Commercial Street, (Thomas Slock,)
Where we should be pleased to see oar friends.

Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
and td continue from day to day until all aro

told.

GOODS!

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE St CO.

Brev. Cel. and A. Q. M
U. S. Military Railroads.

August IS—dto oct 10

REMOVAL!

WO O LENS !

a

—AT THE—

ing Room, on MONDAY, the 9th day of October
next, at 3 o’clock P. M., to see if they will vote to increase the Capital Stock of the Bank One Hundred

sepSOdtd

corses

Hu

ONE

PRICE!

—

Community!

By Electricity
Ototric
kS’wto to*^
Is oooled the frostto “toed «tod
U?Pof you&’
uncouth
deformities
Iimti restored, the

re.

to vigor, weakness to
^“*"1 .‘XntS converted
-the blind made to see, the deal to hoar and
the blemishes
to
upright;
Jhe t&sW'orm
of mature Ml*
obliterated; the
i,

_

—

--

1

11

an

UDIGi

Mourning Goods!

Sept

calamities of old age obviated and
maintained.

Who have cold hancs and feet: weak stomachs, lame
snd weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziIn the bead, with indigestion and
ness and swimming
constipation of the bowels; naln In the aide and hack:
leucorrhosa, (or whites); felling of tb* womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
a sure means
train of diseases will find In
For painful menstruation, too profuse
of eure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity it a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

Electricity

vigor of health.
TEETH 1 TEETHt TEETH!

Dr. D. still oontlnuea to Extract Tooth by EtxcI TBICITY WITHOUT paiy. Persons havingd*> ayed
teeth or stump* they wish to have removed tor resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.

Superior Eusctbo Magnetic Ma.hisxs lorsale
lorferoily use. with thorough in.tr nows.witn ooaru
Dr. D. 'tur accommodate a lew patients
and treatment at his house.
...» M
™ 31
«
Ottloe hour* from » o'clock A.
to»P. M„ and 7 to »in to eveningConsultation free.

rom

^_

Ornamental Carving.

Cowe*6^‘wt'sTu'l”•tairsh'where
Ornamental Carving

1 OhrstBUt “dd“°alltki-

■■■

fisimaaisr “ssy*

accidbwts

the

i^jvecireulation

%3gL

■1

ol

move

»re

^rented;

o

Fancy

liaised States Hesel,

complaints.

SreBb3y<*0k*CB^MJ??Hre^”d’

7_Q

she

-vVTHEREh* would respectfully snnsunce to the
W citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hu
During the two
Dertaa.'OUtly located In this city.
In this city, we have cured some
rears we have been
In persons who have
ot the wiWBt fends of disease
tried other tonus ot treatment in vain, and curing
salients in SO short a tin"1* that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do nl* stay cured, w* win
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. hu been a practical Ele<*Tc'lhn <br twentyone years, and is also a regular graduat'd physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic
!"
the torse of nervous or sick headache; nsura ,d* in
the head, nock, or extremities; consumption'*. *8
acute
or
in tha
where the lungs an not fuLy
stages
Involved; acuta or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
stampalsy or orparalysis, St, Vitas' Dance, dealhes*,indlgeFmering
hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia,
tlon, constipation and liver complaint, plies—we eure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, striotnres of the chest, and all tonasof female

a..

AND

MIDDLE STREET,

,\sarlr Opposite

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS!

A

■■

removed hi* office from Clapp's Block to
174

OTJB MOTTO

Picture,

«

■

DR. W. N. DEMING,
Medical
Electrician

Lowest Cash Prices.

of the Direc ors.
SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.

Portland, Sept. 29,1863.

Cash, In Government funds.
H. L. ROBINSON,

ATO

a

Thousand Dollars.
Per Vote

4

M.,

Terms:

DRY

thirty (230) Platlorm do.,

About thirty (30) Stock do., 4 fret 81 in. gauge.
Twenty (20) Passenger4 do., 4 test 8J In. gauge.
One fit wrecking do.,
fret 81 In. gauge.
Two (2) new Trucks.
framed.
Sixty do.
do.,
Fourteen (14) Plata
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad Iron.

to tbe trade

AND

TUESDAY, October

(BO)
FiftyInch

No. 5 Free Street Block,
^

on

lTth:

are

STORE RECENTLY OCCUPIED

& CHAMBERLIN, Auctioneers.

ARGE SALE OF GOVXBNMENT CABS, EN.
AND RAILROAD IRON.

T

Plain Wool Delaines.
LARGE assortment ol choice shades, among
which may be found the NEW SHADES oi Violet,
Bine and Claret. This day received and selling at
LOW PRICES, at
ELDEN A WHITMAN’S,
Sopt. 26—dUNo. 6 Froc St.

Y,
on

Li G1NES,

One Price, and N« Variation!

Iona and Delaware

Cumberland

hare taken the

September

late firm will be

grape vines:

DEXTER,

f. *•—That 30-k.op Skirt U a Beamy,
da not fall ta come and get ana before they
are all sear.
seplOdimls

Firm of DEB LOIS &

therefrom,
completed by the undersigned, who
have formed a partnership under the firm name of
DfiBLOIS 8c WEBB,
and will continue the business of their profession as
Counsellors at Law, at
No* 59 Exchange Street*
Thomas Amoby Deblois,
Nathan Webb.
Oct.
dJw
2, 1863,
Portland,

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

;

Tear Trees!

Have this day purchased the Stock and taken the
recently occupied by
Messrs. CLOUDMAN & STEVENS,
163 Commercial Street,
Where they Intend to continue the
Store

148 and 100 Middle

—about 700 feet in length.
Plans may be seen and all information in relation
thereto may be obtained at the office of the City En-

Trees,

AUCTION.

AT

Homestead Farm
Of the late Winthrop Cobb, of New Qlouceat r, contiO
a/res
ot ex tlknt land, with good outtaining
buildings thereon, situated within 20 roJa of Colb'a
-tad
on
the G. T. Btifrjai. Said Farm la
>n,
Bridge
well aituated for the Milk Btuners.
A Store staada ea the Farm,
And commands a good country trade.
Also
14 Aerea of Woodland,
Three-fifths of a mile N. W. from Homeataad.
Two Hesses,
With lota of 1 2 acre of land each, near the Depot.
lO Acres of later rsU Lead
Near the Homeaiead.
lO Acre* of Weed and later ral Land.
(about 1-2 mowing landjl mile from the Homestead.
6 Acres of Interval and Mowing Land.
Adjoining the aboro named 10 acre lot.
80 Acres ef Weed and Past a re Land,
1 mile hi. B. from Homeataad.
6 Acres of Meadow Land,
11-4 milea East from Homestead. W Terms made

FITZGERALD i HOOSDON,

Sealed

Tear

the Auctioneer.

TREE shall tell at Public Auction on TIT BSD A
TT October 10th, ISOS,at a o’clock A. M.,
the premises, the well known and valuable

Be not deceived by advertisement announcing
“Low Prints !“ We are determiner! to sustain our
reputation for selling goods at less prices than any
house in the State.
We are situated at present with a stock of goods
purchased long before prices bad reached their high
elevation, consequently no merchant buying goods
from dat to dat can afford to compete.

Proposals for Reservoir, dbe.

The

and

Wednes-

Per Order.

Southern Pine Lumber.
Is now prepared to ftiruiih SouthTHEernundersigned
Pine Lumber for

on

Match and Trial of Horses and Oxen

Sept 29—dtd

tolerable fhtr Skirt, same as sold everywhere lor
$1.75 and 1.87,30 Hoops, 6 Tapes, we offer, to dose
the lot, tor ,1.25 each.

on

A

During the Fair, and on Friday, when the Exhibition of Horse: will be transferred to the Forest City
Park near Portland, passengers will be carried over
the York and Cumberland Railroad for half fare: and
manuftictnred articles, produce and live stock intended tor the Show will be transported each way free.

29 Exchange St,

_

particulars call

FARM

the close of the Fair.

Exhibition oi Live Stock will be

Plowing

_dtd

1866.

EDWD M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 ''Uell*n*“ Sf•

Decidedly the cheapest Skirt ever sold la Portland.
Ladles do not/ail to come and see them.

on

ARRANGEMENTS.

1 —

auglVWeodteftwly

at Auction.

Oct. 8th,
GOODS! ON THURSDAY,
premises,

H

4) o’clock.

Sept 23—d2w

Wayne.....Mg
/

SELF-FASTENING BUTTON.
What will not come next? Thetfe seems
no end to Invention.
If that described below
proves what “it is cracked up to be,” the

on

House aud Lot

FANCY
■'V:

Bridge,

from

CORSETS,

Ladies,.88,00
8.00
G«KTLKMEH,.\

Wednesday

In Plain, 8triped and Check Nainsook,IBrilliants,
Birds-Eye Linen, Linen Hdkft, with a good assort-

46
88*

Hudson.,fl.i..-......liy
Road-ng...
Michigan Central...‘ .115

we

a

Wcdacaday Evening, October 4fk, at
Seven and a half o’eloek,

Goods,

Blanketo, Quilts, Damasks, Napkins,Towels, Diaper,
Craali, Bleached and Brown Cottons’ &c.

Markets,
New York, Oct. 2.
Second Board.—Stocks dull and lower.

40}

THREE

on

HOOP SKIRTS,

coO

Black and Fancy Silks, Plaid and
Plain Poplins, Thibet*, Black Alpacca*, Weal Delaines, ice.

Stock

Ameiioan Gold....4441
Uni^d States 6-20 coupons.Ha,...1034
United States 10-40 coupons..;__... 94
United States one year Certificates.981

ofthe above.

...

_

Butter—unchanged.

aalo

Sept

his Advanced Class

commence

after

feet of land, very
dSl^w?.?^18- “Wc*1 20,000
abundance of water In
within
eight feet
Sthesurta?.*0®®*0*•*obtained
for p,“ ‘>*P«>P«rtL
call
theaue3bnuT^t*1’“d
28—dtd

CONSISTING IN PABT OP

heaped' noon washerwoman and launPortland, Pet, a, 1865.
dtf.
Portland Benevolent Society.
dresses are destined to be sensibly
difnjnished,
Annual Meeting of the Portland Benevolent !
Mirror and Portrait THE
while many a harrying, fretful bachelor wiH
Society will be held at the office of the Portland
Five Cents. Savings Bank, No. 108 Middle St., on
he
the
saved
trial
of
Mr. Baker.—What is the reason for this ?
Bsjitfryqjby finding
>« '••f b-imJIu.
WEDNESDAY, October llth, at 3 o’clock P. M., for \
bis shirt buttons minua just as be has
the choice ofofficers.
1- J r would: ike too wit
z:
;
-.
got the l,\j£W
1U>
W
MARTIN GORE, Sec’y.
in
Portland
and
people
are
aware
The Court—You cannot ascertain.
It D
vicinity
article over his head with no time to swap for
Manchester after an absence of
JL now pleasant a place of the above description lias
Portland, Sept. 28,1865.
sep30dtd
home a^hin, the whole illustrated and enli-'
none of your business.
And No Variation.
a more perfect
several months, has returned to this city, and
been opened at the corner of Free and Cross
undergarment.
;",* recently
vened by songs appropriate to the sesnes. The
Mr. Baker.—Can I not be perfnltted to adStreets by the
•V.
The self-fastening button is Isaid to be an
For Sale.
may be consulted at ttfer jboms. See adver- dress a few words to the Court 7
We
have
this principle in our business, beadapted
illustrated naval battle between the Alabama
pair Bay Ponies owned and used by the u»Messrs. Cleaveland & Co.,
tisement
;>
The Court.—No, sir: nor make a motion. Ingeniom arrangement b'y WliiOh buttons may
cause we believe it the most pleasant and honorable
‘or the past year. They are Bound and
THE
dersigned
and Keatsarge‘-was worth the price of the
For
their
—’-i-:-’U'.
accommodation. We have there alIt is none of your business: you have nothing be attached to
free from any tricks, safe for any one to drive, and
alike to the Merchant and the Outtomer, and feeling
any garments without the use ready lit aspecial
fear months established a business not exPortland Rallboad.—The number of to do with the
ticket. Then the Irish songs and wit, the
splendid saddle horses. Sold for no fault.
order of the court.
sure that It la the only rale of business that la equally
of i^dle and thread. The
_celled in this State. We keep constantly on hand
of
the
-Also—
appearance
Mr. Baker.—Then I must object to your
juicy jokes and the instrumental and vocal passengers carried over the horse railroad in
everything in the FRAME line, and we have a manu- A ret New and set 2d Hand Harnesses and Pole.
just tn Its operation on all, and the only one that
when
is
button,
thus
excellent, factory connected, where all our Frames are made
fastened,*
action.
can buildup a permanent trade and seonre the conMay be seen and driven on application to
performances generally, were of the first order. month of September was 90,770.
for us
the
workmen in the country to our
J. N.WIN-LOW.
ihe court.—There is no objection about It;
always standing straight and firm, and never specialbyorders.best
fidence of the
The attention of the public is called
To-night a new programme will be introof
Eastern
Office
Express
Company.
*
The attention of those wishing to purchase
to the superiority of finish of our Gilt
go on with your examination.
hanging half loose fiwto the garment.
Frames, both
duced—new songs, new music and new jokes.
septSOdlw
Mirror
and
Vincent
an
Bardo,
Portrait, as some of our best artists can
Italian, testified that he
a dwelling lot Is called to the advertisement of
The important feature of the invention, bear
Whole
The capacity of the hall will no doubt be tested
witness; your attention to these is solicited.
was the man who blacked his face in order to
MISS DENNISON
We are prepared to ftirnish all kinds of
Mr. A. B. Stephenson.
however is, that the bottom a ah -be instantly
SQUARE
bis
make
He
after
one
of
the
best kind of audiences. In conescape.
lUTILL open her classes fir Children in DANC.
having
hoped,
by
in Walnut, Rose Wood, German Gilt, or
FBAMES,
With our (acillt'es for purchasing in the market,
VV I NG, at the Hall in CODMAN BLOCK, Temblacked his face, by mining in with a gang of removed at will, and replaced by others, or Gold Gilt. The attention of
Ship-builders is also ple Street, on Saturday Afternoon
sequence of the crowd last evening, and the
at 2 o'clock.
Attention is called to the advertisement of out-going negroes to
to the foot that we can ftirnish them with Gilt
we confidently tnvite the attention of the public to
get away; but he was themselves returned to the same -p aces ac- called
To the children whose parents desire it, Gymn astic
*
Ornamental
Work
less
slight acquaintance of the ushers with the Mrs. J. W. Emery of “Wanted”
any house in the city.
caught and punished by twenty-five lashes and cording to the fancy of toe wearer, without We have also a full line olthan
Exercises fbr the arms and chest will be given in con- our STOCK a-sd PRICES.
Oval Frames of every deWe shall hasp constantly tn store a choice selection
nection with dancing.
numbering of the seats, more contusion arose
by being put in the chain gang.
sepUOdlw
on hand or made to order.
scription
detriment to the bbrlc. Ladies will appreciMr. Baker to Went.—Captain, stand up.
Our
of
is under the special charge
in seating the company, but the friction
departinent
will, if
of Mr. F^ame
H. Q. SMITH,
who has had ^large experience
Shawls l
Mr. Barker to witness.—Is this the man ate the convenience of having several
AND THE MANAGERS.
BENNET
avoided
be
in Boston and New York.
to-night. The accomplish,
possible,
to
ordered
be
who
day received LONG AND SQUARE
you
whipped and put in the different sets of buttpns for the same garment,
We kepp constantly on hand all
The Boston AdvertUer says that the stocks?
goods used by Pho- THIS
ed and gentlemanly agent will spare no pains
SHAWLS, in new and desirable patterns.
which can be readily changed to suit the oc- tographic Artists, of the best quality at reducod riEU>E1V * WHITMAN,
York
are
lull
New
of
ces.
Our
of
sir:
satisfaction.
generally
that
is
facilities
not
for
the
man.
I
to give perfect
Witness.—No,
newspapers
buying, coupled with a six
Sept 30—dtl_5 Free St. flock.
casion. On garments which require .frequent years experience in the business
renders us thus conComprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, In medium
glee it the open war now declared between know that old Dutch captain. I do not know
fident of giving
satisfaction.
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANwho issued the order for my punishment.
washing, they will be found especially conPlease call anaperfect
Butter!
examine for yourselves.
Butter!!
Fearful Position.—Yesterday noon, af- the Herald and the theatrical managers of that
Other witnesses were then examined, when
TILLA SILKS, of the beat makes; THIBETS, to
venient.
CLEAVKLAMD & CO..
Maretzek’s
Max
^
made
by
ter the train from Boston had landed the pas- city. The breach
the Court adjourned until to-morrow.
all oolors; black and oolorod ALPACCAS, In differfor- Free "id Cross Sts., Second Floor.
50
30—d3w
Sept
conattack has been widened by a vigorous
ent gradea; a complete lino of
sept2TdlwNos. 6 A g Silver Street.
sengers at the Kennebec depot, and just as it
Notice to Contractors.
had started to go to the P. 8. & P. depot, a la- certed attack, and the Herald now stands The Vote in Connecticut on the Constitutional
Just
New
Received
!
Goods, New Goods!
shorn of ail its theatrical advertising patronProposals, endorsed “Proposals for the
Amendment—Probable Defeat of the Amendnow
dy in stepping from the car fell between it and
Erectim and Completion of a Brick Dwelling
opcnlng a full line of Gents and Ladles Plain
SEALED
ment.
UNDERWE AR, at very LOW prices,
Just received at
the
age,of
which
business
immense
than
more
or
House (above cellar) for William Allen, Jr., to be
the platform, a space not
eight
jobprinting
Oct. 2.
Habtfobd,
eldes a waitMAK.
built on
it monopolized, its little tender "The Play Bill”
Street, Cltv of Portland,” will be reHartford gives 654 majority against the ceived byPeering
DRESSERS OLD STAND,
ten inches in width. She was being dragged
Embracing ‘THIBETS, ALPINES, CANTON
Sept 30-dtf
the undersigned until 12 o’clook Tuesday,
_B Free St. Block.
summarily annihilated, and even Its free admis- amendment mowing the negroes to vote.
Oct. 10th, I860.
CLOTHS, COBOtJRGS, Ac-, Ac.
along by the car when two men seized her and sions
88
Strcec.
French
Exekaige
Prints.
Greenwich gives a democratic majority for
Plans, Specifications, Ac., may to exam hied at the
withdrawn. It Eeems that in con seheld her up while she was dragged some sixty
of tbe Architect.
YARD WIDE. Fast Oolcrs, at
the town ticket. Thirty-three towns have 031ce
of a disagreement between Mr. Ben
All
kind,
of
quences
fST
PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUMS
Bids
for
goCarpentery and Masonry may be tendered
O
ELDEN Sc WHITMAN’S,
or seventy feet.
Two of the employees of the
Dress Goods!
given 2,800 majority against the amendment, separately.
ing cheap. Give him a call.
nett and Mr. Baroum
No. B Free St.
sep30d2w»
Sept 26—dti
Building to to enclosed this Fall, and
Portland and Kennebec road, seeing the fear- the site of the old relative to the sale of which Is probably defeated by from three to
5s*®
?•.
completed previous to July 1st, 7886,
Museum, the advertise- five thousand.
ful situation she was In, jumped on the car and*
Removal.
The right to reject any or all bids la hereby reCloakings l
ments of the new Museum were
SECOND DISPATCH.
refused
at
the
served,
8c WHITMAN are this day opening
crowding down the brakes to their utmost, Herald
P.
11
MGEO.
Habtfobd, 2d,
an assortment of Plain, Plaid and Fane CloakELDKN
counting room. This proceeding exoct2d3t*
stopped the train, when she was released from
M^HARDINQ, Architect. WE have this da, removed to
lag*, in desirable styles for Fall and Winter wear
Sufficient return® haye been received to
cited the indignation of the managers
5 Free Straw
Sept 3 —tf
her dangerous situation, without having susgener- show that the majority against the ConstituBlock.
STORE VOBXEBIiY OCCUPIED BY
ally, who held a secret meeting and resolved tional Amendment will be several thousand.
assortment oi nowsewerp.il*
tained any apparent injury. But for her be°* H OSGOOD,
wear; a complete
Plain and Figured Poplins.
to cut all connection with Mr. Benuet and his
Blankets, Ac, Ac, in all
E>. T. CHASE. ESQ.,
Goads, Linens, Quilts,
ing seized and held up by the two gentlemen,
T“lety 0f ‘‘y’**- “"tog their varieties. Woal./w Gouda, for Men’, and
The incident is especially ftmny in
dentist,
paper.
at28
ALCLh1aP
Head of Uag Wharf.
she would have gone under the wheels of the
Proposal for a \ettt Loan.
Boys’ wear, to seaeonab’n styles.
fc
consideration of the fact that since the out.
WHITMAN’S,
Na. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
car.
New Yobk, Oct. 2.
Sept
25—d
d f
rKLDKN
Sept 25
BRADLEY. COOLIDGE & ROGERS.
8t.
Maretzek
s
Free
the
the
Herald
has
with
been
break
BEST PAItliS KID GLOVE®.
_No,
Proposals are out for a new loan. Its amount
d2m
Portland, Oet. 2,18C5.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
The notice from Boston of Miss K. R. is in- fawning most obsequiously upon the theatrical is fifty millions, and will consist of five-twenHosiery, Glove is, Small Wares, Slc.
He mowJc.
bonds at one hundred and three. Payment
admissable, as the parties whom it was de- managers, and especially praising their eon- ty
^ to and, from and after
Dress
Goods.
Evening
>s to be
raSS-W
JOHN WHITMAN,
Artificial Teeth Inserted 00 Gold, Silver and Vulmade in compound interest notes at
A FULL lino of White Mull Swim, Embroidered
signed to benefit have withdrawn their adver- duct in relation to the press, as compared with PM. and interest
.late with
in one and two year treasury canite bate. All operations toommfed to give s*U»from
the
of
the
Press,
tising
opera,
that of the conductor
notes, and certificates of indebtedness.
IS—dtl
totfon,
I*

Also,

CorSTI1*'^1?

IMMENSE STOCK!

MUSIC.

Singing

3free s, with lot enclosed, about 40K10O leet.
House 23^347 feet, with Parlor, Sitting Room, KKchon, and two Sleeping Rooms on each floor, conveniently arranged lor one or two families. Spring of
water In cellar; also brick cistern, with Slterer, and
pumps to carry water to each story.
Rents tbr $300.

numerous

early purchases,

Auction.

Smith

The Exhibition at the Town Hail will open Wednes-

higher.

111

our

that instrument.
sept26—2w

a

Per
Point.
LIVEBPOOL COTTON MARKET, Sept, 22.—The
Broker’s Circular reports the sales for the week at
188.000 bales, including 64,' 00 to speculators and
39.000 to exporters. The market has been excited
and prices advanced ) @ Id lor American and 1
@ Id
for other descriptions. The following are the authorized quotations: Fair Orleans 22d; Middling Orleans 18)d;
Middling Mobile 19d; Middling Uplands
19d. Tie sales
to-day (Friday) were 20,000 bales.—
The market closed with a still upward tendency. The
stock In port is estimated at 360,600 bales, including
*
23,690 bales of American.
Breadatufib—The market 1s firm and Wheat is Id

Fort

her classes in

On WCdnndar, Oct. 4 th, at 8 o’clock, P. M.
Beginners and advanced pupils win meet at that
time for the first lesson, when
further arrangements
will be made.
Mis9 Douglass will assume the entire control and
management of her classes this season, and will endeavor to keep an orderly School.
Miss Douglass has hail manv years experience in

On

received
large and desirable Stock of
HAVE
foreign and Domestic Dry Goods, consisting in

on hand
we are

a

our

Exchange St

r\s WEDNESDAY, Oct. 4th, at 3 P. M., on the
17 premises, the two stir}-w oden Dwelling, on
Vmtberly alas of Liucotn, between Fremont and

Middle St.,

large stock of goods
HAVING
the prerent advanced rates,

la

**•“•*•
**•■«« Leu rssuisiai 90,000
mf leand, corner of Suith, Krc
* M‘ “*!.
uout and Liscalu Streets.

HODSDON’S,

Nos. 148 and ISO

give

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

At

FITZGERALD &

to

CO.,

Variable Real Estate

TEN BAYS!

,
commence

E. M.

AT

Lo» Morris, Manager.
Saphobe, Agent.

MISS DOUGLASS will

No. 2 Free Street Block,

Commercial.
Steamship Belgian off Farther

Co...
Erie......

NEXT

Sept 28—J6t

--—

Company....i,.4..
Cuml*erland Coal

Johnny Pell,

The Best Comedians in the World.
The Best Orchestra in the Prefeaeioa.

Lr°{^.‘?

ro» Tax

Congress Hall, Clapp’s Block,

Bowen,

With the Prices

the World!

and

VOCAL

Vickery

D°w

entertainment

Trip Around

Dancing, at

FA.NO'Z'

Canton

new

DANCING!
Each

containing

ILLUSTRATED by a new and GORGEOUS PANORAMA, played at their Opera House Boston. 94
to crowded and overflowing
houses0*^*

NEW FALL GOODS!

Removal of Jeff. Davis.

Fobtbess Monroe, Oct. 2.
Jeff. Davis was moved this forenoon under
a strong guard from his casemate
prison to
quarters assigned him in Carroll HaU.

A

J. L.

motioq

trict Attorney, a panel of 1000 jurors was ordered, and notice given that further postponement would be opposed by him.

purchasing elsewhere.

SARGENT,

Not Yobk, Oct. 2.
The United States steamer Meicedita and
sloop-of-war Sabine, have arrived here.
The steamer Idaho, from Savannah 27th,
has arrived.

Carpets

their

In

Auction.

nnUu
and Lotnumbered 33 Free Street. It la a two m,
wooden House, finished throughout; <3 roomau iiue
closets; house piped for water and gas, wt»h g* and
gas fixtures; bathing rooms with warm and '•old ater; furnace, range, and other modern ;nipi»romenta; excellent cellar, hard and soft water In aouredance; good stable and other out-homes, aaid a lot
(woo feet of land, cent.ailv and pleasantly
located, and Is one of the moat dash able pieces of
*“ tb's c'arket for sa e.
se -8dtd
HENRY BAILEY A
Auct’rs.

THE TALL CAMPAIGN!

Morris Bros., Pell ft Trowbridge’s

Minstrels & Brass Band!

at

"

Doors open at 2, eommenoe at 3.

PARLOR SETS,

Cabinet and Upholstery

Valuable Real Estate

TUESDAY. October*!, at 3 o'clock P. M., on
fVS
x
the premises, we shaR sell the valuable

Wednesday Afternoon.

Matinee

and

Expedition again* ike Indians.
Fobt Labamie, Oct 1.
Gen. Conner returned on Saturday horn
Powder River. The Indian expedition of his
columns will be here in six days. The result
of the campaign were four battles with the
Cheyennes Sioux and Arapahoes, with a loss
on our side of Capt Cole ana 24 meh killed,
and two wounded. Indian loss from 400 to 600

October 2, 3 and 4.

Consisting of the following articles:

RICH

$22,000,-

The

THREE NIGHTS ONLY!
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

FURNITURE

Auction Sales.

hXll!

T> l CITY

WANTE

"Miscellaneous.

I

dt ot

orderspromptly attended
!“.iiPESr,mnMer. Ail
Picture Frame* and Window
ln the.^muTohalre,
*

OS? } Ctj,«Su»TOd th<>‘’’iBiW

JOHNSON,

-,--1

■

-r-:-----

i ■-*r-

•Poetry.•
bum^IW-

thh origin or tbcu
BIRpSWhen St. Patrick preached

HOUSE
Oh

ht theEmerald Is!e>

ILL

water-lilies

Porpm-tIcuW«,ufreofcTEB<
Lime

For Sale

M

Inquire

Hollowing id

the

rf

0

on

thecor-

OF

VALUABLE

to be
A sound and kind:HORSE,

9

old, perfectly

years
at

seen

_*_

SMITH & BURNHAM'S,

__„

Sept 27—illw4

A

Thi felrios have reached the coral strand,
Aad left the liiy flowers.
They flv away in a iperry hand
To the pleasant citron bowers.
Ani the ha mming-birds seen tn that sunny clime.
B .arklUig with rainbow hues,
Are the tairies who left the Emerald Isle.
i« thoir lily white canoes.
*

HOUSE,

S^'1
and good yard. Possession grCen

THE
they appear to be, being payable at
in cash when the
each

sep27dlw*

Store to IrPt.

77..

..

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jetfer-

THE

Coolidga & Co. Peases.

son

ion^iyen^)ct.

Sept 27—dtf
Blame hot the ocean, the

Horses for Sale.

«—■*———mmrmm

*

the Railroad Stable

one

He that loves himself lias only
that loves his neighbor has many.

ATgood13—<13m
Horses, suitable for work

he

joy;

IX SHOOK.

0KPEE9
Slice.,or

Any Kind of Pocking Boxes,
made of j. 1 or J inch lumber, at short notice, and at
;
the UAvett prices, bv
S. T. SHANNON, Sac# Maine.
Saeo, Sept. 18,1S6B. >V ;p
sep20eodlm

Coe’s

■

;»

■

1

u»b.

Dyspepsia Cure

Stale

/£ Aug. 26—dl'y

He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two
ho 6ca, and ether stock. Terms liberal.
the premises.
GEO.

‘•t-.ftr*

two

cows,

DYSPEPSIA!
STOMACH AND BOWELS!
Bottle Is guaranteed to

One

Dyspepsia

euro the worst esse of
one dote will instantly

Sick H eadathe.
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Aeuo.
Heartburn,
Colic Fains,

Dysentery,

and in e-erv instance regulates and restores to

a

the
of distress from it
Ius tke most wunderfu remedy and
the most speedy in Us actioa. ever known to the
world Noo .ewitt do without it in the house that
h-s ever used it once.

HAi

*

For Sale.
A LOT of laud on Cedar St,
Enough for three
xsJiousa lots, being a part of the ‘‘FoxeBoftTSetate.^
OREN RING.
Enquire of
Sept 27—d3w
A 1

—

—

Aug,

Periodical
——

A

PREPARED

SCIENTIFICALLY

FLUID PREPARATION

Better than any
**

*

Pills

or
A

■"

Powders !
ii-

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES

especially forbidden in the directions which
pany each bottle.

Prep red by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

LYON,

M. D.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

For D. 8. end Canada.

SITUATED
Sts, 60 100

instate

for

Insurance

>

MTIie
ner

Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cull Capital and Surplus,
41)000,000

Hale,

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. U.
Capital,
4100,000.
Particular attention given to the insurance of
Farm Properly, City anil Village Dwellings, and Household Furniture, on ONE,

on

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH !
quick

as

Itdeesnotdryupaeeugh.ljut
eau

with about seven acres' of laha.
the Cape. Enquire of

It

on

A.

..

!

STEFHENSON,
121

jy6—df

Commercial Street.

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

over

TiflUtK,

FIVE YEARS,
teems. All losses equitably
paid, as ueretelore.

and 112 Federal st.

very

adjrsted

j"

Portland,

Cask Assets, $14,000,000.
as is well known, oflers greater advantages
than any other Life Co, in this
country.
The
are

less than

5.30

Westbrook,
Cumberland,.
Yarmouth,
Freeport,
Oak 1tin,

loosens U so that tbs
expectorate freely. It is within
the reach of all, the

Being -Only

30

Cents 11

C.G.CLARK tc CO., Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. F. PHILLIPS
CO Portland Me.,

If CO and J. W. PERKLSS If
Wholeeale Agentt.
'!■'

August 21,1865.

eod&wlyr
V‘«

«

__

And now embraces the lanfost variety to bo found In
any offloo In tho State.

Attention is respectfully invited to our unrivaled
facilities ibr executing la
THE BEST STYLE OF TnE ART,

Every description cf

BOOK Mi JOB PMTiG.

STEAMBOATS.

Our Establishment is tarnished with all tho approved

And

with most oth-

pX

Ja

every Monday Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturat 7 o'clock P M ! and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 0 o’olook F. M,
Fare in Cabin
*2.00.
Freight taken as usual
the Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that personal unless notloe is given and paid fbr at the rate
one passenger for
every $300 additional value

day,

—--

We»t, South, Horth-WMt and

located" House Lots in Cape Elizabetli, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PRRRy,atlhc Sherif**Qliice,dE»«rtlaud, where a plan of ©epe Elizabeth lofc mA^be

seen.

the Canadas.

JW. U'il'
roin"

RATES OP

And

PARK,

HI n-edfUI information cheerfully
Tarnished
Ttt VHtuene will Sod It greatly totheiradvantas.
*
to procure Through Tickets at the
Portland Kailwsy Ticket Office. 31 Ex.
change Street, up stairs.)

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
T*cke»8 «V»r California, by the O’d Line

Steamers and Panama Railroad may be seoure.1
by early apphoafion at this office.
March 20. 1968,
margOdfc wtf

Mad

Office

Varnish, with printed directions tor using, loir i!t>
bottle.
ang'Wtt
.. .fe.i
li
w.-ll
I
il

te.

heretofore existing under the

S.

--

--L-.

coucS^ly
Sr(mr75.Mw;i'^«

of the

Haring
KINg

&

—

u

>.

$1,204,188

SbN.

fAcar«UTTLRPIELD.

__’_sep29d»w

~

Copartnership.
undersigned have formed
der the name and firm of

THE

king

a

Eastport, Calais

*»bip un-

&

dextrr,
the stock of

90

AND

FIRE

Office,

Ticket

Exchange

Street.

INSURANCE.

E.

TRIWUle,

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pres’t.

Agent,

C. C. HINE, Secretary.

PORTLAND.

Cautipn.

Nancy Cook, my wifc. j—,
■\X7TTEEEAS
VV bed and board, without my eenisent

all persons harboring or trusting her on
tor 1 will pay no bills of her contracting.

,
I

Olivbb A. Dbakk, Ass’t Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marino Deportment (late et
the Atlantic Mutual In*. Co.)

J. W. Munger & Co., Agents,

nt’

RUBIN COOK

Sopt 23—dlw*

Brunswick, Capt

B. Winchester
*‘ f«r

e3t9,JohnCE8CAT ,tt5o'cIo<,k r

Retarn’ing will leave St. John every
A-

on*59

“*

*"

vriuK™

Ksk^rt^d
Monday

and

and
Bos
fit Ea-tport the Steamer “Queen” will ennn^t
for St. Andrews, Robins on and Calais
with tbeNew
Brnswiok and Canada Railway tor Woods
ock and
Houlton stations.
8 age .'os-hes
‘ .i
EaJti*or» .or M.ohlesand
At8t, John the steame- Emperor w,ll
to.
Wind or, D gby and Halifax, and with
steamer, for
Frederic and the Rt John River.
Throne
procured of the agents or the olerk on

“rickets

board. No
Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing anti) 4 o’elook
P
C- ^
Portland, March 29.1885. ■°‘

^ScMul0"''

Portland and Penobscot Biver
Summer

Arrangement.

long and fttvorahly known
Dade of Portland, will remain with

*

LOOK

SM2£i^.We8tWat*rvfi,f'

AT

THIS!

GREAT prices given

For Sale Cheap..

*-FOB-

fire

en-

Carriages; all in

Engine,^’ V^ °‘ H°*° »«'*»>>>« /or
Or A. P. MoROAN^Chairtn^I’* Fidel Engineer
^rm“> Committee
land Fire
Port-

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

Hand Eire

Deparlmtnt.

On and after Mon ’*v April 21th. the
JasSmSSSiZnew and fur-going steam
“BEGULAI jb,.’.’ (. apt. W n M”wer, wl’l leave Railroad Wha f, toot of State Street Portland, every
Monday, Widskspay snJ Friday rvenlng, at 10
d>iook,connecting wiihrheSr h. train from ■ os_

on

Juncieil

WM.

BROWN,
of

descriptions, by
No. 91 Federal Street.

Idnds Cleansed and Uepaired In
good st> le, and at short noth*. Sooond-hand clothsept204u
ing bought and sold.
_

W

'W-lWRipit,
At OflSoe
the Wharl.
on

Portland, April 21,188#,—tf

UruHtlway.

4 OPK

4OCK

lOOv

pense

ANY kind whatever

OF

to

possible

AND

HON.

fail to

Old and

terms

on

that

cannot

satisfy.

young should use

STERLING’S

fv

^BROs
v

tor

aa—

The

Tills certifies that I
have used Johnson's
reproducer for several years past nd
have

new

Great

a liquid or wash, need to
destroy, anil also as a reeTentative for Bod-Bugs, &c.

lor IMotXs, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Buge. Insects on
Plant,, Fowls, Animals, Cje.

the claim-

E»S3SS^SS?3C

Bottle and Flaek, before you buy.
BRNRY R. COSTAR.

SgjgSSjggfe'&kw'"-

entirely

ready

^

Wirm o^ttr^pM^cT

at

The public are hei ny
that the Boats ol the

u<

generally,

RYAN Sr DAVIS.
No. 161 Commercial Street.

SPAM1IAN,
8MARD0N.

of Freeport,

F;ve minutes walk from the Corner.

A very desirable Farm of 25 Acre,
el good land, well fenced and watered, ernbrn Ing hsr.fleld, orchhrd,
__large garden and pasturage. A i«l
honse
and
with stable an 1
twostorv
barn; all In good repair. To any
m

DUNNING,

THE

Third
rpHK
X road

■

JOSEPH F. DUNNING,

30,1885._,
mechanics* hall.

on

arranged tor Concert*,

■

Lectures,
WELL
tions, Lev*e«. Ac., may be obtained
applicaillCHABD COLL,
to
Exhibi-

on

tion

junelSdtf

Superintendent,
No,

3 TOlmau Place,

PROC^T- *>■ MlTCHWJ"

^

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin B. It. Co.

Is

Portland, Aug-

out-buildlngs,

gewUem wishing
country residence, litis property is particularly
recommen !e).
ire
on
the premises ef
Enqu
a

Sept2S-dBrStreet>P°rUanJ-

this
partnership oi OWEN
J- W O'veu
day dissolved by mntual oonssro*.
■I,imning,whois
to
Joseph!
having sold his interest
or from the firm.
authorised to settle a 1 debt* due to
*

Red

k Dealt**!

by
Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

E. w SMMIDON,

JOHN C.

and

General

16*—dtl_._
Valuable Beal Estate for Sale

or

by Druggists

__

August

McGILVERY,

cri’

Glaswn.

ROBERT COLGATE k Co.,

L» BIUlNdS, Agfa!"

PlwM“tVill«S*

LEAD,

etc.

For sale

MMOTAL.

In the

ED

and Refined.

'Jfiad

;?ortland Steam Packet Oc„

Aagtutr—d2m

Oil,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

will make SIX TRIPS PER WEEK, as will appear
by their advertisement far Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday Evenings,
at3 o’clock.
...7).

R. 8.
S. E.

Dissolution.

I

proper*

Lead,

Steamboat ITottcc.

Special

and in

LITHARGE,

If. (itoo«; Uallttt, Davis ft On; Boiton.
Ejq, PrasMont Newt'ts National Bank,
Vowton.kfa..; 0. B Ooflln.Esq, (f.Y.City febWdiv

fc Oo; Cbae.
I. N. Baoon.

ns a

store.

our

Junol6—dtf

Portland, Aug 21,1*85.

DANIEL NASH.
88w3w*

LEAD, Dry

.-

2SS,SSMS-»»
oall.
give

THE

I;§LAJ£* M

£*%?&£££proTta|f

O. Brf*4}». 'If 11-

it,

Manufacturers of PL* E WHITE

—

seen

the 28th
which tlio

of New Y

Illinois.

{^to?Ste^ttoltheUnewl^ry,‘^««^^>*™

CD..

Sails and Rigging ior Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draft of tho spars can be

*7*Tf ®rcputation, can be brand hereafter

Gray. *8pt. *, 1865,

A

iHKM ! HD bv? CuQViDCfid Ol iheif PPpcHoii07«Tev«jrv' hing e<w *of the kitd ever eff* red tc
the public t< r Brcmeh**is, Coughs. Colds, Uoa+teNumerS'»re Throat. Ca armband nfluerza
ous restimoma 0 lrom tne Clergy, and others, »cFor
dale
achbox.
th#
by
prinopai
oompa >yiug
may27oodtf
Dn»eg4d*0 throughout the city.

^K4fBnS?n.tJrnS9&t>
APPARATUS, and the justly
sSIkSS
celebrated Aft
Gregor Hbt Air Furnace, both of which

,

P.

1 IIY

had the’ sole
8 IMPROVED STEAM and

’

Copaiba*

ft

ty

Special Notice.
LIBBEY, who has

~

Chicago,

nffiRmmiHitimiM

_

Lambs,

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Mmir.KS"S3.BCT-

New York.
978 Greentvioh 8
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
may6 86dly

The subscriber will oectinue the business under tho
style «» heretofore at 267 Commercial 8trect,
Smith s Whari, where a choice assortment of the
best qualities of Coal and Wood
may be found at
the IQWKBT MAJtKET prices, delivered In any part Of
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
.,
Portland,
August 22. 1863.
a»ig22dtl

cnclosm o

Atlantic V lite Lead

OF

NT’S

TAB BA NT

wme

g°lAugUBt»

w. svkks,

Manafmetured orly by

W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

t Came into my

tCa.

i

_L” I

■■

■■

Tarrani’t Compound Extract of Cubebt and
Copaiba MEVER FAILS.

^

Pound.

...

S~

PtTRCHASEiZFOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

mo t learned in tbe profession that in the ebov,
olaas ofdteeasss, Cubebs and Copaiba are tbe <•*!'
rwo lem dies known that oan he relied ujon with
any oartainty or suooess.

HO CASH PAVMBNT8 REQUIRED.

■VTR. ALVAH

Pobtlavd, May IS, IS*.
I have used and shall oontlnue to use Johnson's
actor, which I havo found to be a splendid
Hair Dressing, which also koepe the scalp
y clean and use from dandruff.
S, B. DOTEN,
No. 12 Spring Street,
Manufactured and sold by HORACE H. JOHNNo.
8o
Middle
SON,
Street, Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles SO, 78 cents anti Si. Sent to any address on receipt of let tor. Liberal discount bv the
quantity.
sep>tl8eodSw»
_ «

Whitt; Lead.

tue

every day exoept Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M.,at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and Sill particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, Slay 3, 1*83.
mayttf

■

WILLIAM CHASE,
Cor. St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets.

Copaiba

from one to ten years,
purchasers, and to parties nlw> will
build bouses of satisfactory character, they w tU addesired, one fourth qf the cost qfbuUdiru, on
turn qf the house. From parties who hull 5 im-

Portland, Ang. 19,1883.

Pout la vi), May 17th, IMP.
M». JOHSOOv:—Sir—1 commenced iulugy.nr Beproductor last February, rav Uaad being almost bald.
I havo used hut one bofctlo and now havo a healthful,
thick head of hair which doas not fell off, and In in aa
Coo ! order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head of hair for mo where I lied
aim ■-■I none, 1 am glad to add my testimony to it* excellence as a remedy.
WM. J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.

I

therelsnoneedofO'nflcenr.eBtor charge of dieting* approved form of a paste, 1* f entire!’ tastelees an oanses ao unpleas nteensaion <d lb* paIt is now acknowledged b)
tient. and no tapssure

by

Stf
ely,
Apply

Congress Square.

Mu. JoBvaox:—Sir—My wife <hr a long time was
sorely troubled by her hat- felling out, and we leared
she would become
bald, notwithstanding she
had nsed almost all the adve Used remedies. 81 e has
used your Reproducer, and to cor astonishment the
felling off has entirely ceased, and she now has a fine
head of hair, and I am
In this manner to testify to Its value, or we are willing lo give further personal Information of the good results which follow the
use of your honestly termed Haiv Rer redactor.

Tarranft Compound Extract if Cubebt and

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

GARDINER LUDWIG. M. D.,

part*.

Is

Sure, Certain, anil Speedy Cure for *11 dise*es of tue Bladder Kidney a and Urinary O, pane,
either In the male or female. frequently performing
ipor-Mtourttio the short spt<m of ibtee or 70m
days, and miwavs In less time than any other preparation. In the use oi

subscribers offer for sale a
rpHE
nnaniitv el
1 desirable building lots In tbelarge
West End of th.i
dty, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,

IV

v

“OoBtar’s” Electric Pow ler for Insect*,

Pobtcabo, Mb.

Cubtbs and

Inducements

In 1.1 believe It to be
apohle ol tioinp all
lor the scalp arm hair
that can reaeonally
e expected from any

<

COMPOUND EXTRACT OK

ydlic.

qualities of
preparations of that

PICKETT,

TA.R

PROPRIETORS,

eotly

per

tionable
;

1*

“There is no such Word as FsU.”

Manufacturing Comp’y,
i-;

been

satisfied with i
While it Is entirely
free from the oh.ro

parte—used for Rate,
Mitt, Roaches,
Red Ants, fc.,Iceland
fc., $e.

time.

JmneUtf

18

JlEPfcODUCTOR.

Is a

Manufacturer of IKi-ror A Picture Frames.
Wo, 28 MARKET SQUARE,

Sterling’s Ambrosia

Janl.i806dd.wly

"18 years’established in N. T. Oity.”
“Only inlivlBW* remedial, known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
,,
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.
“Itat* com** oat of their holes to ale.

Photographic Goods,
mirrors and Ei>gravinf«.

7

nothing

I SB

J,

Hair.

~

purely
safety

Dealer la

It prevents or
stops the Hair
fromr fallaig } Cleanses,
Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft anti
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It- is the'befet1 Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

SOLE

especial

POBTUVSTD, May 31,18CJ.

823 ..rotaway, N. Y., Deo. <W, 1884. )
iU WASHBURN, Jb., of Portlard,
Maine, has consented to aooept tbe dnf»es d!
General Agent of tho Commission for Maine and
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of tbe
Commission.
He will j9 ready to tarnish advfoe to the friend!
oft.be Commission’s work throughout the S’ateAll money contributed is Marne tor tbe nee of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
the Commission ior Maine.
by
7
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Secretary.
o28dfcwff

FIGURE WORK

DB. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladlee.wbe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii
accommodation.
i>r. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
struetions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It 1b
in
vegetable, containing
tbe least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
at all times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

“Oostar's” Bed-Tine Exterminator,

unitary

Infirmary,

LADIES.

THE

Pl»w Read the following Notice*.

___

8.

Office nt

TO

JOHNSCh’S

to this Agency, stating the
post oli^ce address ef the claimant, the
name, rank, com pan v, regiment, service, and State ol
the soldier on whose .account the claim ia iruvle, date
of discharge or death, tho proper blanks will bo filled
out as tar as possible ami forwarded to the person apurood to
plying. These can then be executed and retto
this oliice, where tho claim will bo protcuted a final

july7eod2xn<£wGm.

JElectic Medical

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult ono of tbeii
A lady of experience in constant attend

and

issue in tho shortcut

Stamp for Circular.

own sex.

application :\ent

Ou

a

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 0 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Fortland.

ants.

name

Sy Send

Street', Fortland, Me

auce.

THE

ton-

flo u-ning. will lfiave Banger ewerv Mondit,
Wednkuday and Friday merging, at 6 o’clock,
teaching at Rnckiar d, Camden, BoTlkst. nea-sport,
Bt cksport Wlnte pert, and ilimr en, both wavs
Passengers ticketed through Oh the Boston, Maine
and Ess’ern Railroad at the Depots In Boston, Salem. 1/vnn and Laurence. t

5‘t*

Sept89, ISC-e-eod lyr

HUGHES,

No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle

I'QostarV Rat,'Roach, Sec., Exterminator*,

U 8. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
ruL'qve Soldiers, Sailors, and their fomihee from
the hearv expenses usually paid for the prosecution
ol such ckm/is, have established this Agency, to collect pension*, arrears ol pay, bounty ana other claims
against the Go vernment, without ciiabge or ex-

Plain Printing of every description.

Executed neatly, and

0M^et

;No. 198 Fore Street, Portland.

Great Chance
or any active men to make
■plOR disabled Soldiers,
money. Enquire of
at the Elm House,
Or wrib,
rrF* JL

LABELS,

will sell on a credit of
.They
tb»
desired

E

DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE,

W* -H. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office, -Va. 05 Exchange Street*

POSTERS,

ALSO, RULE

“

Nbw

of Philadelphia'
See remark* made by Dr Ephraim ..l D»well, a
celebrated Phj slcianand Member of the Royal College ofsurgeone,Ireland, aud pub liked iu the Traueand Oueeu * Journal
a tion* .,f ure Kin
See Medio ( hlrurgical Reriew, pub iehed by Ben
<>i R»Ja (/allege tSureeen*
Fel
ow
jaiuin Tmvcr*,
See mostoftbe ate Standard Work* of Mcdioiue.
EXTRACT BUCHU,
•'HAjmAPARIU^A.'’
Sold by all Druggiete l’riueipal Depot—

NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

West, Emory, Cushman, Lewis, Bramfcall, Monument, Dantprth, Orange and Salem Streets.

lnfermedi,tenlM«

Exchange Street,

August 10—dCm

*

"so iSli

~s~w*3Mtt. I

1863.

Sep2»’«ltf

And

•-

Go.

and St John.

TWO TBIPS A WEEK.

INLAND,

APPLY *0 THE

General Western

Pamphlets,

CAHD3,

■w

Steamship

These Extracts have been admitted to use rn the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
Unt ed States Armyturui are also in very general use
iu all the State Uo*p1 als and Public Sanitary InstituI can warrant a perfect euro m such cases, and a
tions throughout toe land,ns w Has iu p> ivato prac- i full and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
tices, and are considered#' invaluab e remedies.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so >y writing, In a plain manner, a description
See Medical Properties of Buchu,
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
STATES
FROM DISPENSATORY of the UNITED
be forwarded immediately.
S^e Prof Dewbe’s valuable works on the Practice
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
■of Physio.
returned, ii desired.
Address:
Db. J. B.
See remarks made by the late celebrated Dr. Phytic

HELMBOLD’S

tJ. S. Sanitary Commission
ARMY fit NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

CIRCULARS,

M

International

OCEAN,
MARINE,
Railway.

Toi Tiokets to all points West $ South West,

line to and from ManAugnshi, Eastport and

Ynri?°MW^U'*

Portland, June 12,1805—tf
--*--1_

G-rand Trunk

this

Mav 29, 1805.

Street!1

cocai-tno^

S' n- Chase, bo
5S““Hardwaie
taenewftan.

40

by
B4n®or’

June T, 1863—eodly

An! having purchased
Chase, Littlefield
A; Go., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSING S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Sweets.
JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 22,

PlSr

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Iteamersas early as 8 P. M. on the day that thev
1
7
f-av* Portland.
f.
fright or passage apply to -EMEEffc FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland
CO., No. 8# West Street,

OSCEOLA JACKSON.)

90

ourftiendTT6,!**•>*«

Portland, Sept. 22, 1806.

Goods idrwarded

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

lot Hie purpose of doing a general COAL B USi N ESS
at Sawyer’s Whari, toot Of High
S. R. JACKSON,

Co.,

consent.
Tlie basi1 *lth6r P*rtner

I l)hXTKi^"fWARmVARE to Messrs,
them to
In reoom-

m.-udlng

Broadway.

$1,000,000 00
Capital,
Jan.
Surplus,
1, ’65, 204188 40

t.i

Notice.

JACKSON &

K.

JAS.

^‘Mefleld

r

113

fTTHE undersignod have this day formed wcopartX Tiers* Ip under the style of

_

D6SB
“

No.

Cash

^

dissolution of Copartnership

T awuo>of'taer8b*i>

*

stljoSa9***0’

per

-:—

waukee,

m’„ ae?

«

to a dark and turbid appearance.
are many men who die of this diihemty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

again changing

There

made.

of Congreaa entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, Bocured by a pledge of U nited States bondr,
and to provide Tor the circulation and redemption
thereof, approved JuneS, 1881, and has compiled
with all the provisions of said act required to be combed with before commencing the. business of Banking under said Act:
Ifow, therefore, I Freeman Clarice, Comptroller ol
the Currency, d hereby certliy that “The National
Trader*’ Bank ofPortland,” in the City of Portland,
in the Ceuuty ol Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized, to commence the business of Banking un-i
der the Act aforesaid.
In testtuony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1E65.
Freeman clarke,
[iTs:i
Comptroller oi the Currency.
juiy20 2m
No. 1151.

..

Decalcomania, Decalcomania!

Copartnership

UnlAdli^^.^”
Thrljivm.i.?:

LOWEST

Of the City ol New York.

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, over? WEDNESDAY anrt SATCRDAY at 4 P.
ieave
9 North Klver, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
ana SATCKDAY, at 1 o'clock P. M
These vessels are fitted Jup wUh fine aeoommoda-

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There ore many men at the ago of thirty wbo aro
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system hi a man net
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milklsh hue,

Hand-Bills, Shop-Bills, Programmes, Sanitary Commission.
Con.’niaaion,
U

Steamship

rnaylSu

LITTLE

i»eu«i, Ustuo.-a, bt. raui
Quieoy, It. L, ul ’,
fto. an1 >8 prep wed to fUrnlsh
from Portland to al the principal
In tho leyal State# and the (
tx

INSTJRANCECOMP’Y

House Lots for Sale.
Cl EVER AL finely

with faculty, at very la*
rates at No. 374 Middle Street, PaysonVBo k.
PICTURES[transferred,

t0TflB

W. D.

-i.

.....

COMPLEXION.

OF PORTLAND,”
In the City oi Portland, in the County o Cumberland, and Stale of Maine, has been duly organised
under and according to the requirement* ol the Act

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers,
Setup in the best stylo of tlio art.

"W -fciDrDITSTQ-

THE

a

lOvO
“National Traders Bank

Fnt up in Superior Style.

BEONZED & 00L0EED

BEAUTIFYING

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY KXFEItlENCKI
Young men troubled with egrteslona in sleep*—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cur warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by ono
or more young man wtth the above disease, some of
whom are an weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends sup} osod to
havw it.
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rqjoico in perfect health.

Ion^

WHEREAS,

Short XoHoe,

& all kinds of

xemoTi/tguilcjirdnlocoutiti-

of the worst disc ders that affect mankind
arise from the corruption that accumulates in the
lood
Of all the cii.-covertes that bare been uut •• to
put saitour, none can equal iu effect HELM HOLD'S
It
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and reuov U-a* the blood, iuhtits the vigor of
health into the system* udpuiges*u tlte humors
wh cii make dise tse
Hfctiroutatcsthe healthy funetiou ot the booy,and ex pells the disorders that grow
aud rankle iu th? blood
Sue a rem dy that could
and now, lor
be relied on, has
been soug t ft)
the first UUH*, the pul* iohave one on wbioh they cau
■ertiflcMtes
does
not
admit
of
Our
here
depend
ipace
to show its tfleet-, butfhe rial ofasinglo bottle wil
show he sick that it has virtues surpassing any thing
they have ever taken.
Two ablo spoon fulls of the Extract e Sarsaparilla
added ton pint ot wat r is equal to the l^isbun Diet
Drink, and ore bottle is ful y equal to a gallon ot the
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as usual.y

Office of Comptroller of the Currency, 1
Washington, July 17, 1865. f
by satisflictory evi tenee prewmiod
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear
that the

IXGfTIME TAJILES, and all sorts
of LEGAL DOC UMEXTS,

...

*oUow§ .•

AND

Not a fe

Treasury Department,

IXSUltAXCE POLICIES, DILLS of LAD-

Sermons, Reports,

.#

Concentrated

oq^jelhvHie

Coal,

Furnace

Sept 20—dtd

Railroad and other Corporation fork,

«<

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON
The Pains ami Aches, and lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may fellow Impure coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wou for the consummation tiiai is sdre to fol-

Fltfli*EXTRACT SARSAPJRltLA.

parif)

CHARLES CLARK.
TJ. S. Marshal District of Maine.

NEATEST MANNER.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
have committed an expos* oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of. youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

All who

in" the blood
For
ttttiouftl disoaies arising trow-ati hnpirre state of the
oiood ,and thy
aujl, effectual Known remedy tor tiieonreor SeroliiKSeold Head,Salt Rheuiu
fains and Swelling of tile Bones Ulceration ot the
Throat and Legs* blotches J?jmples on the Face Tetter, Erysipelas, and art Scaly Eruptions ortho skto,

may direct.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND OUT IN TEE

»■

BUCHU
Diuretic.

Helmbold's
COMPOUND

18Thc

Of cvsry variety, style, and cost,
Printed at Sliortejst Notice.

miserable with ruined comdRutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in gtnerai i.ructiev;
a point
generally conceded by the Vest syphiiographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should eugioss the whole timo of thoso
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe tnexporfeweu general practitment and cure.
ioner, lining neither opportunity nor timo to «»■>
him.sell acquainted with fehdr patnofegy, commonly
pursues ono system of treatment, in most canes making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Goods.

of

Proposals to be endorsed, “Proposals for fuel for
and addressed to the United
U. 8. Courts,”
States Marshal for the District of Maine.

p?"

ran &»

Is the Great

must

lor it is

EXTRACT

HELMBOLDS

Coal to be of the best quality, free from Slate
and dust, and o be put into the basement of the
Custom House, in Portland, in such quantities and
Marshal of the District ol Maine
at such limes as

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

diseases

l>e the attaok of the above diseases it is curtail to aifeOt his hodii\ heal h, mental powers and Imppinos.
All the above diseases require the aid of ad lure Ic.

for One Tear from the first day qf October, A. D.,

new, anti Superior to any other Establishment in the City or State.

STEAMERS

Will, until further notice, ran u
foll.ws:Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

Rubbers.

our

Lehigh

ail Hie uuties ho

country i* Uoodi d with pool nostrum*
Purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The ui»
should be particular in
selecting Ids*
physician, as it Is a lamentable yet incontrovertable tact, that many syphilitic
patients are made

Inal1 diseases of these organs, whether existing in
or FemaJe, from whatever cau.se oiigimitiug,
It is peasant in
uid no; mat ter how tong standing
taste and odor,immrtf*a/s in act on and more strengtheuing t an any of the preparations of hark or rou.
Thus sufferm from Btoken Down or Delicate* onstitutions, procure thereuiody Mo u«.
The reader must bo aware that however slight may

ted States Courts with

selection of

our

LARGE

Montreal*

and

a

Male

September

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

THE

McCALLAR,

SEALED

MODERN MACHINERY,

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,
•tc., etc., of every variety and cost, furnished

Arrangement!

ail

u.0

Use Helmbold’s
FLUID
EXTRACT BUCHU,

style of

DISTRICT OF MAINE,
Portland, September 20, 126'.
PROPOSALS will be received at
of
tliiB twice until Saturday the Thirtieth day
current, at noon, lor iurnishiug the Uni-

at Short Notice.

Summer

copart-

must know

should have
general
th«f»SE2?* Landed out forw«h
tested experience In
'°y
thShS£ey#e*^®^6d
toe hands ot
regularly educated iihvficiun, whose

EXT. BUCHU

FLUID

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,
Will radically exterminate fr ui the system Diseases
arising iro:u habits or dissipation, at litt e expense
lit tie or no change iu diet.no iucou veui nec or exposure; complete y superseding those unpleasant aud
daoge ous remedies, Cupaiva and Mercury In all

Office of the U. S. Marshal,

i

England

Important to Travelers
Eiilill

ORNAMENTS, &c.,

Through Tickets.

the OIL RRGIGN* of In
fSIK'ltiS'E York P wh^ylvakia, Ohio, and%)l
parts of the abbt, vis the Kub fcta ilwat, for .Tie
at the lowest rate., at the Union Tiokbt Obtiob,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl3dfcw'stf
D. LIT! LE, Agent.

HEMBOLD’S

...

CUTS,

NEW; TYPE, BORDERS,

Jit...

er companies, while the Dividends are
larger, and
To Rent.
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied
TENEMENT centrally located, to a iamlly withI* B1UJNU8 Agent.
to the payment of future premiums, or to .augment
out children, at one hundred and fifty dollars Dor
Aug 5, ISGo.
feb 18,1863 —dtf
the
amount
P.
insured.
to
S.
with
Policies
this company are
year. Apply
W.,
No. 374 Middle Street. ,f
Junel6tf
constantly increasing in value. All needful informa- Naw
> tion
Screw
Co
oheerftilly furnished on application to
To Let or Lease for a term St Years.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
Store and Wharf now occupied by Charles
°®ce 31 Exchange St., Up Stain.
THE
H. Merrill, situate! between Union Wharf and
C
Sept 21—d&w6w
Merrill's. The Wharf contains about 1600 Squire ft.,
with a two stery building thereon, 2»hy 75. For fur«
,C
ther particulars Inquire of
wood ana
FRANCONIA, Capt. H.
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
---Sherwood, will an til farther notice,
may25dtf
No. 6} Union Wiiarl.

INTERNATIONAL

and Is for raldlty all Druggists.

‘complete

a

6J8
6.33
7.00

L^i.^p3n For

and

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.

IntelligcQt and thinking person

k

»

P. M.

—

dissipation,

'VfOTICE la hereby" given that tfo folio whig de-*'
J3I scribed goods Were seized at 4hts portion the
days hercinal ter lhentioned, lor a'.violation of t£e
RevenueL w*;— Lg
V
{
June 23.1865, on board steamer N cKv ¥ori, 1 box
marked ‘*W. H. Lane, Brewer, Mo.,’* contamg Silk,
Calico, and Stockings; July 7, 1 bundle marked
“Capt. Ghhs. Lowe, Waterville, M .,” containing 1
piece o. Broadcloth and 1 piece of Silk: July 21st, a
boxes marked “J. Grand Portland,” contain# Pimentor Jaly 8th, 1 bundle marked “Snelling, Andrews <& Oo, New York,” contamg 1 piece Broadcloth ; Augu 12d. on board brig Alice, 1 barrel Molasses; August 21st, on beard sioamei New York, 1
tin box containing about 3 pounds Gum Camphor;
Brandy;
September 2d, 1 valise containing 11 bottles
September 12th, on Commercial Street, 8 dot. pairs
Stockings; September 15th, at Store on Fore Street,
14 10-12 doz. pairs mittens.
Any person or persona claiming the same are requeued to appear and make such claim within ninethe said
ty days irom the uat© hereof; otherwise
with tho act
goods will be dispojed o In accordance
e. Congress
Jr„
Collector.
Sept. 19, DCS—dlawSw

Done with promptness and fidelity.

Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
W. HATCH, Train Mauaacr,
1865.
Augusta. Sept.-fiB,
sepBOatf

see

Seizure

:-

BJJ4
^

ions Ulcerated or J>cfi rrous State of th l ter us; and
all complaints incident to tiie sex, whether arising
from ban- to of
imprudence in, or tha do
0 iue or change of life.

Ang 21—d&wlm
--r—rT-■-—-

*

daily (Sundays excepted)

follows:
Leave Portland,

&

Shoes

bone to

terms.

magtjSgtisihctory

A

™

Prlo*

TPOIRTXoAJXnD, ME.,

Aro prooarod to execute every description of Printing in the bcetposalblo manner, awl on the
.,j

namo

system,

hy

Retention,
preparation as in Chlorosis
Painfulncs* or Suppression of Customary Kvucua-

M. F. ELLIOT,
X>. C. McCALLAR.

J9*30

and intermediate Stations

™

Which,

rates of Premium

A. M,

8.42
fi.06'

Forest Git;, Lewiston and

NEW YORK.

OF

Exchange St.,

Blanks and Bank Checks,

^

vas

FAVORABLE
and promptly

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 46,000 feet of
Land, on Emery, Cushman anil Lewis st. for
sale by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Portland, April 26,1865.-dtf

7.30

the

a

impure connection or tlie terrible vie* of eeli-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical piolosslon. be reels warranted in (joabUaN TEEING A CLUE I> A EL CASES, Whether Uf long
stun, itng or rocoiitlv contracted, entirely removing
ana making a
tbe drog4 0f disease from tlio
Perfect and PERMANENT CURE,
tic would call the attention of the afflicted to the
of hb long
standing and well-earned reprna Jon
tarnishing suiLcfeut a.v'urauce of his 1M8 and bucCOBS.

any other

friends, the old friends oi
Mr. Small, and tho public generally, fooling conflo'ent
we can give satisfaction in goods and friees.

leave Brunswick lor Portland and interStations daily (Sundays excoptod) as follows:

Leave Brunswick,
Oak Hill,

under

Hoots,

wnl

mediate

Witv the Great

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial mid Franklin
street^

aplSdtl

on

Life Insurance

4

HO

or

82

Block,

A

COE'S COUGH BALSAM I
patient

unsurpassed

$250,000.

Now England Fire Ihsuragce Co.
OF HARTFOED, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$250,000.

ELEVEN

OR JIKLISYB

as

is

;

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$400,000.

to Let.

Portland Dally Prods,”

rTk

& KENNEBEC

X
RETURNING will leave Portland tor Brunswick

Merchants * Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$350,060.

Portland, Me.

or

tLched,

OF

s:

“

Of every description,

Arrive

HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$450,000.
LJ

reeldence In Cape Eliufceth,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house is
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all In
order. Also well arrange! Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 60.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \U4nty.
Tsrm easy. Fur particulars enquire at
Z&S Conyr.ea* 'Sri,

For Sale

Capital and Surplus,

the

We

Fox

Hombold’s Fluid Extract Buchu
tjuailod
ionapecuUi¥to4‘Feninle8v is un*
or

Inaffoc

and hare purchased the stock of CALEB 8.SMALL,
at No. 11 Market Square, intending to do a CASH
BUSINESS in

EXECUTED IN THE BEST STYLE.

City Fire Insura',ice Company,

To Let.

known will euro

j,

a„
Cumberland,

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

Cash

cor-

desjratde

July23dtf

Proprietors of

apriOti

Westbrook,

—l

———

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

AVERT

-yy

j.

J

THE
nership

A FOSTER & CO.,

NOYES, Superintendent.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

^CLjJJSS

SALE.

Real Estate for

Agency.

undersigned having the Agency of Che followA ing well-known, sound and reliable Companies,
continues to Issue Policies on Unildiug*, Mfcrcbaixliae, and other good property agalns Jqas or
damage by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
Companies, to the amount of $50,000 if

’•

Valuable Real Rstate!
finely located Real Estate, bn the
tMBn _■

Printing

rriHE

Middle Street, taoOm as
?
:UU.» S
Lotcorner ol Watcrville and Sherbrook
Sta. Terra* easy, to suit purchasers.
*‘
Apply to W, fll VliddleSt.''
julylldtf

fourteen rooms,

ever

?

....

Established in 1843.

Sale.

and If' r No. rn
the Payson House.
HOUSE
House and

new

No Medicico

EDWIN

FIRE AND LIFE PORTLAND

French Cottage,
the Capo Cottage
THE
roed, opposite Cant. Green Walden’s, containing

Cough Balsam!

daily.

M

April 27,1865t

comer

>

Real

J W PERKINS if CO. and IT. F. PHILLIPS *r
CO
Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

Coe’s

daily

Freight train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

LITTLE’S

of Doeriner and Hcnrv
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,
137 Commercial St.

the
feet.

on

Office.

ELLIOT

N.

?
enjt.. tala*.
once affected with Or
',[) 5 IT?*’,
require* theal^ol medicine to elroSsSL?™;
invigorate thetfcvstam, wliioh Htmtmid'* Fxuuct
chu invariably does. If o treatment i* su’ mitten
consumption or Insanity ensues

must be

undersigned have this day formed

No. S Temple Street,
1ITHEBE ho can l>o consulted privately, and with
V V the utmost confidence by tbe afflicted, at all
Hours
ally, and from 8 A. M. to SI F. M.
pr, h. addresses those who are i»ufieiii!<; under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from

Horror of

*.

■e*»,

age,

and 36 years

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

ex-

xod taftoltit)
The CoDftitutloa

Copartnership Notice.

&JKENNEBEC R. R. Stool lb fancy

On and after Monday next, trains will
leave Port and
for Bath Augusta.
Watcr\ Hie Kendall’s Mill* and Skowhegau. at lud
P M and on Satin days only for Bath and Augusta at
8 15 P. M
The tram from Portland at l P..« oonuectsat Kendall’s .Hills with the t ain Ibr Bangor
and other stations east same night Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can purchase
tickets ta KendaYf’s Mills and inform the conduct or
to Bangor aud he
in the cars that they g ■'
wilt so arrange their Aires that it shall cost th di no
more by this touto han any other.
Trains uei* Portland to connect with trftins for
Boston ob Monday at 820 A.
and ever, day at 230

...

complete

C. O. CLARK & CO., G«n’lAgmU,

Office 30 Exclvunge Street.

Central

S.

accom-

by

attached.

be between 21

CA2J BE FOUND AX HIS

bqSJ*0®’. *?.’8 <?< \lem'
LsseVuS#
*
to enter iuto the

ory. WxkuiuliiM

these

Job

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Extract Buchu!

orl.ll; In feet lrttvers.1

«

kilf-The Cars ffotn Portland every hall hoar.
WIBSLOW ft THAYER.
Westbrook. Oot.lO-dtr

through

FOB MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

In Cape Elizabeth.

Sold

%

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois & JacKsoif, 68 Exchange Street.
J uly 6.—dtl'
I

and is safe to use at all times

For all Female

whole subject.

House Lot for Sale.

FOR

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Confirm these Pacts.

their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the

4—dtf

july25 dtf Is

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

notice
M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5 45 and 9 20 4» u.
and345 p. w
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 45 a. m, and 150
and 6*0 p m.
The t 50 p m. train out and the 5 45 A m train into
Portland w 11 be freight trains, with passenger tats

»

_

Drops!

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday loth inst, 1865,
-«dii"»frww*train« will leave as (bhows, until further

qSAssBSn

Those who really wish to know all the tacts, vitally
important to weir own interests beloro paying out

ELEGANT

x

Lyon’s

■.

VOiTK i CUMBERLAND R. R,

PORTLAND

Comparisons will

Portland, has been re-iurnlshed and
reception of Company and Pleasure
Parties. KVery attention will be given to the comfort oi (neats.
miles front
open (hr the

o.

Ttfl necessary result is, if costs CESS to insure
in it than in any other.

Chambers for business purposes,
wholesale or retail. In the new block, 147 Middle
Street. For terms apply at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

W F PHILLIPS 4- CO, mi J. fP. PERKINS If
CO., A genu, roriland, Me.

a

THE-

CHASE, Supt.

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
mere of them, tha n any other- Cp.
in the United States.

To Let.

>

Now Haven, Conn.

l, »■!.':

FRANCIS

Portland, April3,18G5—dtt

(Postages connect at Gornam for West $orham,
Standish Steep Fal s, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, liiram, Brownfield, Fryeborg,
Conway, BarGeit, Jackson Liming ton, Cornish For*
ter Freedom, Mad s<»n and Raton N. rt
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-EiriK
South Lhnington Limington, Limerick. Newfteld.
Parsonsfield aud O^sipee
At Saecarappa tor South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland April 6 1665—d £ / *

2®“

of Boots aud Shoes. Will be vacated this mouth or
the next. For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, on
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchango Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1865.
p
.A..

O. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

A

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

A

We beg of yon if you are sick, to make just one trial
of it. Friee One Dollar per bottle.
1

Farm for Sale.

To be Let.
FOUR STORf BRICat STORE, centrally located,
on Exchange StfeAt, suitable for fl wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or

SUFFERING,

Drtoggistse very whet e,

1—deod&wAw*__

MORRILL’S CORNER,

and 250 P.* Our ,o jipe has JUst been furnished with
; 3 0
J .*a<.
®et of

M.

Yi

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co.'in the
United States.

of the subscriber, or of Mrs L. A. HALL
the premises.
P. R. HALL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
8—d&wtf
August

enabling

The pablio are respeotthlly informethis spacious, oonveuleni and well
JftLWknown Hoose, situated at

ft

,iaCs*Jfithat

LeaveBost a for Portland at730 A. v. and^OOP.

•«•

lst,~IT IS THE SAFEST;

Inquire

co difcion a disordered stomach
to tans healthy food without da age

Cold by

_22

Life Insurance Co.

on

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.

THAT ARE

'M

*

WHO

MUTUAL BENEFIT

terms.

and in facta'l diseases p'oceeding from the Stomach
and Buwels It is a sovereign ana permanent oure for

YOU

WHY THOSE

-IK

Tijo HOME FARM offic iate
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Uorham,
A
sTiifarlKx Me., near Great Palls Village, conabout ninety acres, well clim s *5IisS*SSiL
vided into wood, pasturage and tillage land; produces forty-five tons of hay* Land and
buildings in excellent condition. ft *
A desirable property and for sale ou reasonable^

Ch jlera Morbus.

pal ieui

—

*

in existe^o aud
relieve the mast agg.arated attacks of

healthy

ns leave as foi lows
IffgSyMMPiPTraJ
"Leave Portland for Boston at 840 A.
-M.

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

house is situated at the font ol the
Mountain, and commands a view
7 that lor natural loveliness cannot be

Valutvbie

Portland, June 22a; 1835—dtf

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Maine.

Wisely”

Streaked Mountain Place for Safe. !
This is one of the best places for eum-'V mer boarding in the oQunftry. The

Stpt

for

REASONS

Enquire on
DOLLY.

Gray, Sept. 15, 1865—eod&w3m

aud a'1 diseases of the

Agent

1

PORTLAND

* •

It is 40 miles from Portland—45 minutes* ride from
R* R. Station at South Paris. The hum comahifEi 150
acres—fine orchards—excellent water fn house and
barn. There is a valuable Mineral Spring near the
bouse. This valuable-property is now offered forvsalew'
For particulars call at 83 Commercial St., or address*
J. A. KING, South Paris.

Remedy

The Company arc not responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless ootioe is given aud paid for at the rate of
one passeng- r lor every $50 additional value.
C. J BRYD6ES, Managing Director.
H BA [LEY. Superintendent

On and after Anvil 3 1§65, Prss nget.

TWO

surpassed:

The World’s Great

Return Tickets at Reduced Prices will be issued
during tho^ummer season from Portland to Bethel,
GOrharn, Island Pond,- Montreal and Quebec.

S. JT. McALPIh JS,

pasture and wood land. It has on it a story anua
half house, well finished, and in good repair, together with barn and other usual out-bufldiBgs.. Thfcre
is a mill
Jirivlle^© on the farm, with $ ffodd Btzppl* ot

-wW

Mtiil Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Ai<nitre 1 aud Queb c ati 251* m
Both of those trains connect at Montreal with expr ss trains for Toronto, Detroit, Chicago and all
other places west
Trams will arrive as follows;—
From Montreal, Quebec do.
8 f 7 A. M-‘
...
do.
do.
From
2UoP m.\

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

THE

Boxes !

■"

lamiIV

Farm and Stock-tor Sale.
subscriber offers lor s' le his faim, situated
in Gray, one mile and a half from the corner. &
contains about 57 aci eS oriand, divided in#

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

■-1—"----

or

Premium is paid in cash,
j ear,
and in cancellation of notes when notes aro given.—
On the_paymeni of each renewal, commencing with
the FI1IS1V& Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
Tetum. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in .,/bur
or five .years, or “on voUofthe Directors” are obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

Sept

,,„r

Packing'

Spring street, several

on

tho close of

Company.
Those intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing poucios, will do well to examine the
merits pf this Company. Information from official
Opzirces for the past or preoedii g yoarj cheerfully
.given.

Diving and finding no pearts

in the sea.
fault to in thee I

WINSLOW ft THAYER, Proprietors.

AM...

exactly what

are

June

HELMBOLD’S
The

addressed to the Surgeon
General of the
Army, stating the residence of the applicant, and the date and place ol his birth: they
must be accompanied
by respectable testimonials of
moral character.
If the applicant has been in the service, he wHl
send the testimonial of the chiel medical oiheer, under whom he has
served, and if in service at the present time, the application must be sent through the
Medical Director of tne
respective Department.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, as it is an intiispenaable pre-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical
Start*.
J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General U. 8. Army,
ug 23—3tawtlU octl

McClellan house,

I

must

physically sound.

Applications

H

Monday,
iXtk, 1863,
train. will run oafoliuw.:—
Morulas Kipreas Train for South Faria, Lewiston,
Ourham.lsin.ud Fond, Montreal and Quebeo at 7 00

CLAIM!

Dividends of this Company

omnegt
immodiao+yi

at the house.

Ajqdy

0“ 3nd

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

tU of the two story Brlok
the other half I on cor(with a front parlor from
India end Sumner Streets, with plenty of
ner
fixtures,
collar,
hard and soft »««,

ONE-H
if

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

*rmS COMPANY MAS NEVER LITIGATED

For Kent.

r ware.

Settled*

Promptly

and

Bo-opened with New Furniture ft Fixture#,

Ol

Losses

For Sale.
desirable
house No. M Bra*kitt St.,
rpHE
1 a<Uoialng thedwelling
residence at i. O. leUurd, Hsj.
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
pcnpr
CHARLES PERKY,
Sept 26—dtX Ccr. Middle and Exchange forest.

Applicants

iobsult noww as tbb

~r Anvar
Wad trunk
Canada.

Medical.

Fluid

^

to
AN ABMY MEDICAL
ool^tol
8. A.,
V.
A Brevet Colonel C. 3.
TlipW,,•“!»«»
President: Brevet LleutenantColonefri^lt. M irte.
Surgeon l]. s. A.: Brevet Lieutenant CokmajjAntlmny iieger, Surgeon U. S. A- ami Brgot M^or C.
will
C. Lee, Assistant
Surgeon L. S. A., Recorder,
meet in New York.
Ditv. on the 20iU oi bepttunber
next, H>r the examination of candidates tor admission
into the Medical stall of the United State* Army, and
ol Assistant
Surgeons for promotions.
ol

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

)bne23tf

Tem, le Sts.

City,TKC.,^
BOAKD,

WAwnsoros

oholoest Sappers served.
GKO. W. UCRCB.

—

principal

on

Surgeon General** Office,

HOUSE,

The public ire respect folly informed that
is the intention of the Proprietor tbst
this House shall be kept a first-class read
Bouse.
u_l The
*
tt

Medical.

Miscellaneous.

TBRMM MILES FROM PORTLAND.

at 7 00 A.

’and

Life, Ten Year NonForfeiture* and Ten Year Non-Forfeit a re Endowment Plans.

policies Issaed

Auburn

Returning—-Lcavo Lewiston at 6 20 A. 41
arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M ,an4 arrive in Portland at 2.10 P u
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
freight trail lcnvc3 Portland at 8 A.M. and returning is due In Portland at I »- M.
Stages connect with trai s at
Stations,
daily for mo9t of the .owns north and east of this line.
c. m. morse suot.
Waterville Jane 22 1965.

WALKLEY, President.

C.

J.

_

OAPI8IG POND

commencb mondat, June 26th
Trams leave Portlaud. Grand

For Pangor ftttxl intermediate Stations at 1.25 P.$f.

Organized A. D. 1SW.

&ESSE?n>EX.

Hotels.

ARRANGEMENT.

Trunk fetation, for Lewiston and
M.* and 1.25 P. If.

CONN.

HARTFORD,

Exchange

JAMihlS D.

To

OAK

CHARTER

Horse for Sale.

Through many a day and night they sailed.
Warmly the sunshinefeU,
was stay od
Tho might oi the wiad and waves
Bf tho power of thoir magic spellthe
banished
night,
That magic spoil had
While fiie westward course they take,
Por a glorious trad of burnished light
la

——

tho subscriber
House occupied by
Af state and 1Jeering Sts.
at K#. 65
St.
lma

SUMMER

a

wide.

ocean

MAINE CENTRA!. RAILROAD.

Life Insurance Company,

To Let.

Sept 29—J3vr*

The eddying ripples that bore them sdong
A ji irmnring melody played;
Ani the f ti de. who knew the words of this song,
Srwtd ipering answer made.
Tho-waters aro harrying away to the Soutn,
Au 1 boar them on wii h their tide;
"
Till safely they reach the river’s mouth,
the

.INSURE
-T7UE THE-

Street.

or

_flP

liny

on

Railroads.

Street.

Cumberland

Portland, Sept, 29-d*b

srerrllvnow that little fleet,
Bounds o’er the waters blue;
Boldly the iairiesbare taken tboir seat,
lach In her light canoe.
They gave to their queen the largest flower,

And float

SAl'eT

FOR

So.
The two-s'ory BIUCK HOUSE
Lane.
Cumberland Stree t, corner Qumey

taunted

The fairies that
olden tune,
And their revels had held to
Were lllle l with envy and splMU,
the
float,
where
So they went
On the edge of the shallow hay.
a little boat,
themselves
chose
And they
T6 carry them fiir away.

Their perilous course to guide;
And aftor her, like a snowy shower,
The
vessels glide.

Insurance.

For Sale and to Let*

Mori gage of the Androscoggin
Company to Seth May and als. hi trust, ass
hbent reclnsod. A new corporation has l*ee« •|£a{{"
izecl thereon, called the Leeds and FarmingL«»n ***“"
road Company. Holders of Bonda and cwrmni*1 ■*“
cured by aan mortgage, are heruby reqne***1 j,af P‘®“
sent them to the anpscrioor at his office in 10.
and receive theref >i Certificates of Steel: to tnelx«a
and Farmington Raihroiui Company, to accoroance
with the Statute.
iii/w,nu v v
jijlEZ C. AVBOtDAsAN.
Co.
Treasurer of the Leeds andfarmlngto”
sep»»d*w*w
Sept 2», IMS.
<

~

Byroad

York & Cumberland Railroad
Bonds.
■\r OTICF 1* hereby given to the holder* of Bondi
Ll of the York ft Cumberland Railroad Company,
act ip
Commonly called “CtusolMated Bond*.’ «nd olof
the
hi lieu ot Bonds, leeued under the provision*
and
deed of mortgata* to James HavwarJ

other*.

<f
Trustees, who have (tail or shall bef re the day
meeting hereinafter named, pay theajaeeament. heretofore made by eald Trn'tce* ns authorised by said
or
Bondholders, upon bon.U. coa|«na whoscrip held by
and
have tailed to
them, or by holder* unknown
the tranpav the same, fhr the porneg ofredeemt..g
tomiany firm
cblfe an,lu>rcperty et mid Railroad
nndcr
a
deed
ol
mortnrlor liensand lncutubranco*
G. Mvers of February 4, 1P.11—that a
oaae
*o
or
having
paid
who
aha’l
meet Urn at the holler*
naV will he held et the room oC the Board of Trade,
on
Portland,
Wednesday, October
exchange street, P.
M., lor the purpose oftoiming
4 1866, at 3 o’clock
and organiitag a new corporation In accordance wliu
ol the act of the Legislature of the
•lie provision*
state ef Maine, approved March 26tfc, 1864, entitled
“kn art relating to the redemption ol Railroad mortana for “• **'"

to'joh’i

P

J. C. CHURCHILL, I
N. L, wood >Bcry] !

co

Sept. S2,

.JLEO
1869.

EVAN9>

Trustees

",
i Y. ftC.R.R.Co.
(fcd

For Snle.
and lot at Woodford’s Corner. Thn
rooms.
There is a good cellar
and wood house: a so a cistern an! a well rfgocd
water; else of lot, one acre. For beauty of location
it I* unsurpassed. Price Pise*: »100 can remain on
mortgage. Apply to E. HIGGINS, p. ft K. Depot*
or
CAPT. EACKLYPP,
#*pl 16—dtl
g« the Ccrnr,
HOUSE
A house
contains 7

